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Air War Plans Division 1
The Air Plan That Defeated Hitler
ASPJ STAFF
In August 1941, four men,
all former instructors at the
Air Corps Tactical School
(ACTS) at Maxwell Field,
Alabama, reported to the
Air War Plans Division
(AWPD) in Washington,
D.C., to lay the foundation
for a comprehensive, strate
gic air war plan. Lt Col Hal
George called upon Maj
Laurence Kuter, Maj Ken
Walker, and Maj Haywood S. Hansell Jr. to answer a request
from President Franklin D. Roosevelt for a “production
plan to defeat our enemies”—one that would outline spe
cific air requirements for industrial mobilization should
the United States become embroiled in a war. After nine
days, the team delivered a briefing to Gen Henry Arnold
and Gen George C. Marshall that specified production
requirements for 13,083 bombers; 8,775 fighters; 2,043
observation and photographic aircraft; 2,560 transports;
and 37,051 trainers—an astounding total of 63,512 aircraft.
Although these numbers were impressive, the planners ex
ceeded Roosevelt’s tasking by recommending a strategy for
prosecuting the war against the Axis powers. That strategy
assumed that airpower could achieve strategic and political
objectives in a fundamentally new way.
Building upon untested airpower theories (taught
throughout the 1930s at ACTS) that relied upon selfdefending, high-altitude daylight bombers, the team first
envisioned a strategic defensive in the Pacific theater
while prosecuting an all-out air war against Germany. Air
forces would concentrate for 18 months before launching
an intensive six-month air campaign against Nazi Germany.
The forces that had assembled at bases in Great Britain
would focus on industrial target systems—the “industrial
web”—that supported the German war effort. Electrical

power, rail and canal transportation, petroleum produc
tion, and other industries formed the backbone of any in
dustrial power. The AWPD staff also recognized that the
German Luftwaffe would mount a strong defense. Con
sequently, the enemy air force became an “intermediate
objective of overriding priority.” Allied strategists later in
corporated elements of AWPD-1 into AWPD-42 and the
plans for the Combined Bomber Offensive that com
manders used to prosecute the air war against Germany.

To Learn More . . .
Biddle, Tami Davis. Rhetoric and Reality in Air Warfare: The Evolution of British and American Ideas about Strategic Bombing,
1914–1945. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2002.
Cate, James Lea, and E. Kathleen Williams. “The Air Corps Prepares for War, 1939–41.” In The Army Air Forces in World
War II. Vol. 1, Plans and Early Operations, January 1939 to August 1942. Edited by Wesley Frank Craven and James Lea
Cate. 1948. New imprint, Washington, D.C.: Office of Air Force History, 1983.
Faber, Lt Col Peter R. “Interwar US Army Aviation and the Air Corps Tactical School: Incubators of American Airpower.” In The Paths of Heaven: The Evolution of Airpower Theory. Edited by Col Phillip S. Meilinger. Maxwell AFB, Ala.:
Air University Press, 1997.
Hansell, Haywood S., Jr. The Air Plan That Defeated Hitler. Atlanta, Ga.: Higgins-McArthur/Longino & Porter, 1972.
Murray, Williamson. “Strategic Bombing: The British, American, and German Experiences.” In Military Innovation in the
Interwar Period. Edited by Williamson Murray and Allan R. Millett. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996.

A Word from the Chairman
Understanding Transformation
GENERAL RICHARD B. MYERS, USAF
CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
Victory smiles upon those who anticipate the changes in the character of war,
not upon those who wait to adapt themselves after changes occur.
—Giulio Douhet

W

HEN THE BOMBS fell on Pearl
Harbor in 1941, they shattered
more than the silence of a
peaceful Sunday morning; they
destroyed the illusion that the US military
forces were safe at home. During the three
and a half years that followed, a world war
transformed the US armed forces into a firstrate military. The urgency of fighting a global
conflict propelled the genius of Americans to
make this transformation a reality.
In a similar manner, September 11th shat
tered the illusion that Americans are safe at
home. Today, we have the same imperative to
transform our military forces in order to defeat the new threats of the twenty-first century
and protect our nation. Transformation cannot wait—it must take place as we wage the
War on Terrorism. President Bush summed
up this challenge: “It’s like overhauling an
engine while driving 80 miles per hour. Yet we
have no choice.”1
If the US armed forces are to meet the
President’s expectations, those in uniform
must have a common understanding of what
transformation is and what it is not. Understanding transformation requires appreciat
ing past transformation efforts and the current security environment. This article does
not replace the detailed description of our
approach to transform the joint force found
in the new Joint Vision. Instead, it offers insight into the foundation of transformation
and its corresponding intellectual, cultural,
and technological aspects.

Insight from the Past
The history of the US military is a history of
the nation’s armed forces evolving to meet new
threats and opportunities. During the Civil
War, Generals Grant and Lee exploited the
telegraph for theaterwide information-sharing
and the railroad network to give their forces
theaterwide mobility. During World War I,
General Pershing incorporated the airplane to
benefit US ground maneuver units and gain information on enemy formations and positions.
A more contemporary example of transformation is how President Eisenhower refo
cused the nation’s defense establishment as
the United States entered the Cold War. He
adopted the New Look strategy to meet the
dual risk of deterring nuclear war and con
taining communist expansion. His adminis
tration fielded strategic nuclear forces to
deter a Soviet nuclear attack on the US homeland. His administration also developed tacti
cal nuclear forces, like the Army’s Honest
John missile, to counter the Warsaw Pact’s
massive armies aimed at the heart of Europe.
For four decades, US military planning, or
ganization, and training focused on this dual
threat of the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact.
As the threat did not change much, the US
military’s mental agility to anticipate other
challenges remained underdeveloped.
With the collapse of the Soviet Union and
the fall of the Berlin Wall, the US military
sought to redefine its focus and strategy. The
Base Force and Bottom-Up Review of the early
5
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1990s guided US forces away from the “Fulda
Gap” mentality. Defense planning, however, re
mained threat driven. US military forces were
organized, trained, and equipped to handle
the task of conducting two nearly simultaneous
regional conflicts against predetermined, con
ventional, predictable adversaries.

The Twenty-First-Century
Security Environment
The 2001 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR)
marked a complete departure from Cold War
planning. In this document, the Defense De
partment articulated a more sophisticated ap
preciation of the twenty-first-century strategic
environment, the challenges to US interests,
and what military capabilities are needed. Today, the threats to US interests go beyond Iraq
and North Korea. During the past decade, po
litical, ethnic, social, and historical factors have
given rise to a range of conflict and crisis—
from ethnic fighting to mass starvation to mas
sacres. Disparities in economies, resources, and
populations remain powerful motivators for
future intrastate and interstate strife. Likewise,
religious and cultural differences may arise
that reflect ancient hatreds and cause addi
tional crises around the globe.
Belligerents motivated by this wide array of
influences now have access to modern con
ventional arms markets, a sophisticated indus
trial production infrastructure, and advanced
communications. Advanced production capa
bilities also mean that hostile nations and
agents may have access to weapons of mass
destruction—chemical, biological, radiologi
cal, and nuclear. In addition, the global threetrillion-dollar communications network allows
previously isolated groups to communicate in
stantly on a worldwide scale. It also gives them
access to a wide array of information and intel
ligence, at little relative cost. The past US mo
nopoly on the latest and most sophisticated
capabilities is gone.
The current and future security environ
ment is further complicated by the presence
of nonstate actors who frequently transcend
political borders. As such, they confound con

ventional diplomacy. Some of these nonstate
organizations are cooperative and sympa
thetic to US security objectives—such as hu
manitarian aid organizations. Others, such as
al Qaida and terrorist organizations, are hos
tile and directly threaten US interests.
In the 2001 QDR, the Defense Department
recognized that US defense strategy must em
phasize capabilities-based forces to meet such
challenges. These forces must be able to rapidly project forces, and sustain them, over great
distance into inhospitable and adverse environ
ments. US forces must be capable of rapidly de
veloping intelligence on enemy capabilities,
vulnerabilities, intentions, and centers of
gravity. US forces must be capable of preci
sion engagement. US command-and-control
networks must direct dispersed US and coali
tion forces to gain massed fires and effects.
Secretary Rumsfeld summed up the task
ahead when he said the US military must be
prepared “to defend our nation against the
unknown, the uncertain, the unseen, and the
unexpected.”2 To meet this broad and allencompassing task, America’s joint team must
transform into a capabilities-based force.

Transformation . . .What
It Is NOT
First, transformation is not just about tech
nology. It’s not about wheeled or tracked ve
hicles, stealthier aircraft, or the types of missiles
on submarines. It’s not about twentieth-century
forces being renamed with twenty-first-century
titles. Such approaches risk reducing important
concepts into a budget drill. These mind-sets
inspire service program managers to declare
their program as “transformational” and therefore safe in the budget process. This singular
mentality reduces transformation efforts into
rear-guard actions to defend rice bowls.
Second, transformation is not just about
seeking revolutionary changes in the conduct
of warfare. Sudden and dramatic changes do
occur. Nuclear weapons and stealth technology
are examples of previous remarkable changes.
Revolutionary changes, however, should not
be the sole focus of our transformational ac-
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tivities. Silver-bullet solutions to meet future
defense requirements are rare.
Finally, transformation is not a new concept.
As mentioned previously, the US military has
been transforming for two centuries. Military
historians can point to how Gens Dwight
Eisenhower, Carl “Tooey” Spaatz, and Holland
“Howling Mad” Smith plus Adm Chester
Nimitz transformed American fighting forces
during World War II. Fifty years later, Gens
Fred Franks, Chuck Horner, and Walt Boomer,
together with Adm Stan Arthur, also transformed the way US ground, air, and maritime
forces were employed during Desert Storm.
After the terrorist attacks in September
2001, transformation has taken a new urgency.
We must accelerate our efforts to gain transfor
mation’s potential for our new security envi
ronment. We can’t wait until the War on Ter
rorism is finished. The joint team needs
transformation’s agility and responsiveness to
defeat those who threaten our nation, our citi
zens, and our liberties. The United States no
longer has the luxury of time to prepare.

Transformation . . .What It IS
Transformation is a process and a mind
set—not a product. Adopting a transforma
tional mind-set means applying current
fielded capabilities—in the current environ
ment—to accomplish any assigned mission. In
today’s fluid and dynamic world, no service’s
core competencies can accomplish the mis
sion alone. Transformation is about creating
joint competencies from the separate service
capabilities. Transformation is specifically
about uniting unique service capabilities into
a seamless joint framework to accomplish the
joint force commander’s objectives.
Stated another way, transformation is
about demonstrating flexibility, dexterity, and
adaptability to anticipate how the joint force
can master unexpected challenges. To understand this, war fighters must understand
transformation’s intellectual, cultural, and
technological elements.
This understanding of transformation
starts with the intellectual element. The most
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important breakthroughs will take place between the ears of war fighters and planners.
Soldiers, sailors, airmen, marines, coast
guardmen, and DOD civilians must know
their units’ technical and operational capa
bility. Joint leaders must comprehend the
joint force commander’s intent and adapt
their capabilities—sometimes in an unantici
pated environment—to fulfill that intent.
They must understand not just the probable
employment of their unit—they must appre
ciate its possible employment. Commanders
should draw on their previous experience—
not just repeat past endeavors. In some cases,
transformation may mean reaching beyond
doctrine—because doctrine may not have described the specific scenario faced by the war
fighter. As a result, transformation involves
taking operational risk.
That’s not to say military professionals
should be reckless. Rather, commanders and
leaders must take educated and calculated
risks. They must weigh the options—to in
clude the option of doing nothing—in the
context of the ultimate objective. Transfor
mation also means encouraging and reward
ing subordinates to do the same. That carries
an obligation not to punish subordinates
when they try something creative and fail.
During the Second World War, Gen George
Kenney personified transformation’s intellec
tual element. He adapted the capabilities of the
Fifth Air Force in the Southwest Pacific theater
to meet Gen Douglas MacArthur’s objectives.
In one example, during August 1943, Kenney
employed six squadrons of B-25s to strafe and
bomb the Japanese airfield at Nadzab in ad
vance of an airborne assault. He then used the
A-20 Havoc to lay a smoke screen to shield the
paratroopers as they descended on the airfield.
This innovative use of bombers (to strafe) and
attack aircraft (to lay smoke) allowed the US
forces to quickly seize the airfield. Kenney com
prehended the potential of his forces and em
ployed them in an imaginative way. Kenney
matched his forces’ capabilities to the mission
and environment—rather than trying to make
the environment fit his preconceived notions.
Stated another way, Kenney motivated his units

8
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Gen George Kenney personified transformation’s intel
lectual element. He adapted the capabilities of the Fifth
Air Force in the Southwest Pacific theater to meet Gen
Douglas MacArthur’s objectives. He employed B-25s
(above) to strafe and bomb a Japanese airfield and A-20
Havocs (below) to lay a smoke screen to shield paratroopers as they descended on the airfield during an airborne assault. This innovative and imaginative use of his
forces’ potential allowed Kenney to match their capabilities
to the mission and environment—rather than trying to
make the environment fit his preconceived notions. Stated
another way, Kenney motivated his units to perform as the
mission required—not as their habit patterns dictated.

to perform as the mission required—not as
their habit patterns dictated.
Transformation’s second element is cul
tural—it involves the operating culture
within and among military units and services.
American military cultures are reinforced by
tested checklists and proven tactics, tech
niques, and procedures. It’s a comfortable
environment of known quantities, familiar
faces, and common verbal shorthand. Transforming the US military means operating in
new ways and sometimes with untested pro
cedures. When a new idea surfaces, we should
avoid dismissing it because we never did it that
way before. The new idea may not work—but
we should first evaluate the concept on its
merits. This will require commanders and
war fighters to rely on their judgment. Suc
cess in embracing the required cultural
change will be driven by the degree of trust
and confidence among joint war fighters.
In the past, the trust and confidence among
service components made the difference in
combat. Gens “Fighting Joe” Collins and Pete
Quesada demonstrated what is possible when
warriors extend trust across components’
boundaries. Following the breakout at SaintLô, Fighting Joe and Quesada created a
shortcut in the targeting procedures to support VII Corps’s exploitation of the fluid bat
tlefield. Quesada took some of his pilots, gave
them an FM radio, and had them ride with
the lead Army tanks. In the process, they re
duced the role of the upper chain of com
mand. Collins and Quesada delegated the
target approval to the lowest level—to the
warriors facing the enemy.
No one told them they had to do this. These
commanders assumed risk in their operation.
After all, Quesada and Collins didn’t have ap
proved procedures or prescriptive doctrine.
Instead, they demonstrated flexibility and
adaptability. They succeeded because they
trusted each other’s judgment and experience.
As a result, they accomplished the mission with
far fewer American casualties.
This is just one example of what S. L. A.
Marshall observed after the Second World
War—“Improvisation is the essence of initiative in
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all combat” (emphasis added).3 To succeed in
the crucible of combat often requires warriors
to adopt innovative approaches. As the joint
team comes together, such original concepts
will only succeed if there is trust among the
service components.
Technology is the third element of transfor
mation’s foundation. For fiscal year 2003, the
Department of Defense has requested nearly
$128 billion for current and future weapon sys
tems and capabilities. The Defense Depart
ment must invest in the right capabilities that
reinforce its ability to perform the unexpected
and master emerging challenges of the twentyfirst century. To be successful in the future,
these capabilities must allow joint commanders
to integrate our service capabilities—not force
commanders to deconflict them.
In the past, joint warfare was segregated
warfare. Desert Storm is an example of a suc
cessful campaign that had sectored opera
tions. Air operations kicked things off and
lasted 38 days. When ground combat began,
US marines attacked in a path along the
Kuwait coast; the Arab coalition forces as
saulted the middle sector while the US VII
Corps and XVIII Airborne Corps swept around
the western flank. Close air support sorties
were flown during the ground war, but they
were employed beyond the sight of the troops
they supported. These are a few examples of
how we segregated and sequenced our efforts.
It was not integration—it was deconfliction.
In the future, the joint war fighters must
meld component capabilities into a seamless
joint framework. The key to this effort will be
shared information among the components.
That’s what Quesada and Collins did by hav
ing an aviator with a radio accompany the
lead tanks. Transformational technologies
are an area of great promise for integrated
information-sharing across service boundaries.
Such technological solutions, however, must
be applied in an environment of trust.
Interoperable and integrated command,
control, communications, computers, intelli
gence, surveillance, and reconnaissance
(C4ISR) suites are critical. Joint ISR will allow
our commanders to “watch” the enemy. En
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hanced joint command and control will allow
joint commanders to make decisions faster
with other members of the joint force. It al
lows for horizontal and vertical integration of
plans and operations at all levels. The issue is
not moving data faster—the issue is moving
the right data to the right people. Then, com
ponents gain the insight needed to fulfill the
commander’s intent in an unpredictable en
vironment. Improved joint C4ISR will allow
US forces to exploit a decision cycle—to ob
serve, decide, and act—faster than an adver
sary. History is pretty clear: The side that does
this faster—wins.
Improved C4ISR connectivity is more than
a military issue. It must extend to informationand knowledge-sharing with other federal
agencies and with US coalition partners. The
War on Terrorism has demonstrated that all
instruments of national power perform best
when they have access to the best available
and most complete information.
Investing in the right new capabilities requires the Defense Department to ensure
that new systems are “born joint” in order to
share information with the other services’ sys
tems. The US military must avoid buying tech
nologies that bolster a service-centric vision.
Such an approach risks segregating the battlefield. To ensure that the systems are born
joint, the Joint Chiefs of Staff are developing
a joint operations concept to better describe
how we will operate across the range of military
operations and to better evaluate how individ
ual service capabilities fit into the joint opera
tional framework.

The Way Ahead
A liberally educated person meets new ideas
with curiosity and fascination. An illiberally
educated person meets new ideas with fear.
—Adm James Stockdale

Joint professional military education
(JPME) is an ideal place for the intellectual,
cultural, and technological mind-set changes
we need to inspire our transformation efforts.
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JPME must reinforce within the US military—
both in the officer and senior noncommissioned
officer ranks—the mental agility to understand
service and unit capabilities and match them
with the mission at hand. A revamped JPME sys
tem must foster an ability and a desire to look
forward and anticipate future conflict, which
is much different than the ability to look back
and recite past solutions. A transformed JPME
must teach our leaders not what to think, but
how to think, and it must foster a culture that
accepts intelligent, calculated risk. Most impor
tantly, JPME must inculcate a culture of understanding and trust among the leaders of the
services and agencies.
A transformed JPME requires reforming
our intermediate and senior service schools,
incorporating new and focused education for
our general and flag level officers, and offering
joint educational and training opportunities
for those who have not received it before—
our junior officers and senior NCOs. These
reforms will proceed beyond formal education
and training opportunities and include how
the US armed forces “grow” senior general
and flag officers. Joint task force commanders
and regional combatant commanders must
have an array of leaders with a full understanding of how to integrate the joint team
prior to a crisis, when the lives of servicemen
and women are at risk and the mission’s success
hangs in the balance.
The idea that JPME must match the de
mands of the new security environment is not a
new one. When President Theodore Roosevelt
accelerated the transformation of the US
armed forces from a frontier army and coastal
navy at the turn of the twentieth century, he
and his Secretary of War Elihu Root placed a
premium on the education of the officers
who would lead the new forces. The Roosevelt
administration matched their procurement of
16 new battleships by expanding West Point
and starting the Army War College to educate
the officers who would lead the force. Follow
ing this model, we know that current and

future commanders must have the same in
tellectual capital to match the technological
marvels this nation provides for its defense.
The end result of transformation is a dra
matically better joint force. Joint operations
will function best when service capabilities
are integrated in a seamless operation. Understanding, trust, and confidence among war
fighters; intelligent risk taking; and forwardlooking leaders who anticipate future conflict
are vital to making this happen. Investing in the
right technology, such as improved Joint
C4ISR, will also prove essential to ensuring that
personnel at all levels have the information to
reduce the boundaries among organizations.
The new Joint Vision document defines in
further detail the security environment, the
military tasks, and the pillars of transformation,
but this article complements that effort by
defining transformation’s foundation—its in
tellectual, cultural, and technological elements.
These elements will give US joint forces the
best tools to ensure the security of our nation.
I challenge the readers of Air and Space
Power Journal to build on what I’ve written
here. Give me your ideas of how transforma
tion applies to our nation’s maritime and joint
forces. If you think you know a better way to
define the potential and promise of transfor
mation—put that in writing also. Send me a
copy of what you write—I will get back to you.
By all means, do not sit on the sidelines and
think that others are responsible for transforming our forces to meet the challenges of
the twenty-first century. Your ideas can and
will make a difference. ■

Notes
1. President George W. Bush, remarks to The Citadel,
Charleston, S.C., 11 December 2001.
2. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfield, “Transforming the
Military,” Foreign Affairs, May/June 2002.
3. Brig Gen S. L. A. Marshall, Men against Fire: The Problem of
Battle Command (1947; reprint, Oklahoma City: University of Ok
lahoma Press, 2000).

Developing Space Power
Building on the Airpower Legacy
HON. PETER B.TEETS*

T

ODAY WE FACE a challenge to our
nation’s security perhaps greater than
any other since the dawn of the Cold
War. Unfortunately, this ugly threat of
terrorism will not disappear anytime soon,
and the global war on terrorism in which we
are engaged will last years—perhaps lifetimes.
There are other threats too. Today, our nation’s
armed forces may be on the eve of yet another
call to duty in the Middle East. We in the

military-space business are part of the nation’s
war-fighting team, and we will make a vitally
important contribution to any conflict that
we face.
In our work to deploy and maintain our
nation’s space capabilities, we must remem
ber that more than just money or schedules is
at stake. Lives and victory hang in the balance.
We need to step up the intensity of discipline
in our operations and ensure that we do all we

*This article is based upon remarks delivered by the author at the Air Force Association Space Symposium in Los Angeles, Califor
nia, on 15 November 2002.
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can to maximize the effectiveness of our space
capabilities to meet national-security needs.
The work we are doing now will make a very
real difference in the outcome of our war on
terrorism.
Coincident with the present national-security
challenge, the Air Force has been given another
challenge: the responsibility as the Department
of Defense’s executive agent for space. I believe
that these two challenges are intertwined and
that the Air Force’s proud legacy of developing
airpower over the last century can point the
way to success for us all in space. We have
heard—and will continue to hear in the months
to come—that we are getting very close to cele
brating the centennial of flight. In the relatively
short span of military history in which we have
wielded airpower, it has gone from a mere afterthought in military matters to center stage—
and has become, arguably, the decisive form of
combat power. How did we develop the capa
bilities of airpower for national-security needs?
What did we do right? What did we do wrong?
And—the real question for today—how can we
apply those lessons of airpower to our develop
ment of space power as we move, as an air and
space force, further into the twenty-first cen
tury?
I believe we can distill the success of airpower into three guiding principles that will
serve as beacons to guide us as our nation’s
space power matures: (1) gain and maintain
control of the high ground, (2) apply capa
bilities of the new medium to all conceivable
forms of war fighting, and (3) develop a new
professional culture. Our greatest successes
with airpower have occurred when we adhered
to these principles. Our greatest failures have
occurred when we ignored them. We need to
take the legacy lessons of airpower forward
with us as we work to shape our space activities
to secure America’s future.

Gain and Maintain Control
of the High Ground
Controlling the high ground has been a
rule of warfare ever since the dawn of time.
But as war fighting moved from Earth’s sur

faces into the air, the military advantages of
control of the high ground became even more
pronounced. We have traditionally kept air
supremacy because we have a very rigorous and
aggressive doctrine of control of the air. The
first thing we do in any military campaign or
combat operation is gain mastery of the skies
and deny those skies to the adversary. A rigid
adherence to this principle explains the amaz
ing fact that we have not lost an American sol
dier on the ground to attack by enemy aircraft
in 50 years. But it has also been true that an
adversary confronted by superiority in the air
will do his best to deny that control to the
greatest extent possible. This drive to deny
control of the high ground is nothing new.
For example, consider a story from the ear
liest days of airpower at work. At five o’clock
in the afternoon, Brig Gen Fitz John Porter
lifted off in his craft on a solo reconnaissance
mission, which began without incident. He
conducted his observations, noting the enemy
positions and locations of heavy equipment.
But then, due to circumstances beyond his
control, he strayed too close to enemy lines.
The adversary seized this opportunity to de
prive General Porter of his high ground. First
came the small-arms fire and then came the
artillery. General Porter summoned every bit
of his airmanship to put the craft back down
safely on friendly territory—and he did. The
date was 11 April 1862.
Yes, General Porter’s observation balloon
had broken free of its moorings, and he nearly
lost his life by almost falling out of the gondola
while maneuvering the balloon’s hydrogen
valve to change his altitude at the right mo
ment to land on friendly ground. On the sur
face, this may seem an insignificant event from
a conflict we normally consider outside the
history of airpower. But the implications echo
far into the future. General Porter had seized
the high ground of the air—in the most primi
tive of fashions perhaps—but effectively never
theless. The Confederate troops on the
ground, aware of the valuable reconnaissance
information he was gaining for the Union
forces, seized the opportunity to try to deny
him the high ground. It was truly one of the
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first examples of the tug-of-war for control of
the air. And it was the start of a long tradition
of adherence to the principle of controlling the
high ground, of gaining and maintaining air
superiority in the face of a determined adver
sary—the most central tenet of air-campaign
operations today.
How must we apply this principle to space?
Look at what we have been able to accomplish
using space: collection of all kinds of intelli
gence, precision navigation, weapons delivery,
and communication and transmission of infor
mation to users worldwide. How much time will
pass before an adversary, realizing the tremen
dous benefit we gain from our space capabili
ties across the spectrum of war fighting, will
seize an opportunity to deprive us of them?
How long will we continue to assume 0 percent
losses to our space systems during hostilities?
The need to continue our thinking about
space control is not just doctrinal rhetoric but
military reality. Controlling the high ground
of space is not limited simply to protection of
our own capabilities. It will also require us to
think about denying the high ground to our
adversaries. We’re paving the road of twentyfirst-century warfare, and others will soon
follow. What will we do five years from now
when American lives are put at risk because
an adversary uses spaceborne imagery collec
tors, commercial or homegrown, to identify
and target American forces? What will we do
10 years from now when American lives are
put at risk because an adversary chooses to
leverage the Global Positioning System—or
perhaps the Galileo constellation—to attack
American forces with precision? The mission
of space control has not been at the forefront
of military thinking because our people have
not yet been put at risk by an adversary who
uses space capabilities. That will change. The
Space Commission members had these sorts
of events in mind when they warned us about
the possibilities of a “Space Pearl Harbor.” Not
only do we need to think about the mission
and implications of space control, but also it
is fundamentally irresponsible of us not to.
Space is the ultimate high ground. Our military
advantage there must remain ahead of our
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adversaries’ capabilities, and our own doctrine
and capabilities must keep pace to meet that
challenge.

Apply Capabilities of the New
Medium to All Forms of
War Fighting
In the earliest days of airpower, there existed
an unfortunate tendency to aim far too short
of this ambitious mark. At first people be
lieved that the airplane could do nothing to
change the course of war fighting. One recalls
the story of the British cavalry commander
who wanted even friendly aircraft as far from
his forces as possible because they frightened
his horses. Indeed, President Calvin Coolidge,
upon receiving a request from the War Depart
ment to buy more aircraft, replied, “Why don’t
we just buy one airplane and let the pilots take
turns flying it?”
But eventually military leaders began to in
tegrate air capabilities into war fighting—un
fortunately, due more to dire lessons learned
than to vision. It started small: first as recon
naissance and then as support to ground op
erations in the form of close air support. Next
it expanded to long-range interdiction and
ultimately to the strategic strike and global
mobility roles we knew in the Cold War and
Operation Desert Storm. Perhaps the ultimate
use of airpower happened during Operation
Allied Force over Kosovo, where it strongly
motivated the adversary to surrender. Noted
British military historian John Keegan captured
the significance of that campaign when he said,
“Now there is a new turning point to fix on the
calendar: June 3, 1999, when the capitulation
of President Milosevic proved that a war can be
won by airpower alone.”1
What a shift in the history of warfare! In a
mere several decades, the exploitation of a
new medium produced completely new warwinning capabilities. This, then, is the principle
of applying the capabilities of a new medium—
not only integration into other existing forms
of warfare, but also development of entirely
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new ones conceivably capable of winning wars
on their own.
How do we apply this principle to space?
At its earliest stages, space power was treated
much as airpower was in its earliest days—rele
gated to a relatively small reconnaissance role
for a small set of strategic users. Clearly, we
have made significant progress since then at
integrating space capabilities into land, sea,
and air operations. Achieving effective inte
gration is still the primary challenge we face
today. We are not there yet, and we need to
keep working it hard. But if we limit our efforts
only to applying space technologies to existing
modes of war fighting, we have undershot. If
space capabilities in the form of overhead
imagery help platoon leaders on the ground
direct their squads, then that is good. If space
capabilities in the form of precision naviga
tion guide an F/A-22 and its bombs to target,
then that is good too. But if that is all they do,
if that is all we envision space can do over the
next few decades, then we have missed the
boat. It is no different than all the ways our
armed forces once found for airpower to support ground operations—and do no more.
Are there ways we can scarcely imagine today
of space capabilities supporting global strike
operations? Are there ways we can use those
capabilities to affect the decision-making cycle
of an adversary or produce other effects to
achieve campaign objectives in ways air, land,
and sea forces cannot?
Finding answers to these tough questions
is one of the main reasons Brig Gen Simon P.
“Pete” Worden is working for Lt Gen Brian A.
Arnold in the new Space and Missile Systems
Center’s Office of Transformation. One chal
lenge General Worden is taking on is the rapid
demonstration of responsive launch—finding
ways to get a vehicle rapidly off the pad to any
orbit on short notice. It is easy to see how such
a responsive capability could be useful for rapid
constellation replenishment and sustainment.
But we must leave it to General Worden’s—
and others’—imagination to find additional
ways to employ such a capability to achieve
desired war-fighting effects.

I suspect the day will come when space ca
pabilities alone will achieve a campaign vic
tory—as was the case with airpower over
Kosovo on 3 June 1999. It is possible that we
can no more perceive what such a victory
would look like than military leaders of World
War I could envision the Kosovo conflict of
1999. But everything we have learned about
capabilities in a new medium—especially our
own experiences with airpower—tells us that
day is coming.

Develop a New
Professional Culture
The professional culture we see in our Air
Force today developed from the blending of
several profound influences: the love of tech
nology and a new frontier, perhaps personified
best by none other than the Wright brothers;
the vision of airpower as a decisive form of war
fighting, as espoused by legendary figures such
as Gen Henry “Hap” Arnold, Gen Curtis LeMay,
and Gen William “Billy” Mitchell; and adher
ence to the belief that airpower must be cen
trally controlled by airmen who understand its
unique capabilities and uses, as espoused in
our doctrine today. All these traits have com
bined to produce the airpower professionals
who, today, wield airpower with devastating
effectiveness.
How shall we apply this principle—the need
to develop a new professional culture—to
space? The Space Commission gave us a strong
push in this direction. Gen Lance W. Lord,
commander of Air Force Space Command,
has described the significant progress we are
making towards developing our future space
professionals. But all of us must think about
the implications of this step. We are not talk
ing about creating a mere career field or
sculpting a field of expertise. We are talking
about an entirely new breed of war fighters
who will ultimately transform the scope of war
fighting in the same way airpower professionals
have done in the past century. This develop
ment and nurturing process entails great re
sponsibility on our part.
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At the end of the day, adhering to this
principle of developing a new professional
culture—a space cadre—may prove the most
decisive of them all. Every technological ca
pability in the world will prove useless unless
we have the leadership, vision, motivation, and
skills to employ those capabilities effectively.
We cannot produce these qualities overnight.
It will take time to nurture and develop this
space cadre and allow it to mature—just as it
took time for the cadre of airpower profes
sionals before it.

Implications and Conclusion
These three principles will guide us as we
work to shape our nation’s space capabilities.
But there is one more lesson to learn from this
discussion. The United States wields airpower
more effectively than any other fighting force
in history precisely because it has embraced
these three principles. We jealously gain and
maintain control of the air even though others
may try to deny us that control. We aggressively
apply airpower in every conceivable manner to
achieve our war-fighting objectives, from global
vigilance to global reach to global strike. We
proudly and actively support and nurture a cul
ture of airpower professionals. We do all this
better than anyone else.
We must do the same in space! If we do not
pursue control of space, then someone else
will. If we do not exploit space to the fullest
advantage across every conceivable mode of
war fighting, then someone else will—and we
allow this at our own peril. If we do not de
velop a new culture of space professionals—a
new form of war fighter—then someone else
may do so first, with dire consequences await
ing our first engagement with such an adver
sary. Our success at wielding airpower has
come with a realization that we need to do it
before—and better than—anybody else. Let
us do the same for space.
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As both Air Force members and air and
space professionals, we have great reason to
be proud of the legacy of airpower. We also
should know, better than anyone else, both
the challenges and rewards of exploiting a new
medium in the interests of national security.
This is an exciting time to be working to shape
our space activities to secure America’s future.
Each of us also faces a challenge. Military
officers need to think the new thoughts, to
find ways to control the new high ground of
space, and to conduct war fighting in space
effectively. They need to lead and inspire those
who follow them and develop a new genera
tion of air and space professionals who, when
their time comes, will shape the future. People
in industry need to combine the resources of
today with a spirit of innovation—to produce
the technologies we will need tomorrow to
preserve our nation’s security. Regardless of
our responsibilities, we all have a stake in the
future—a stake in our success or failure to
properly equip and employ space capabilities
for our nation.
That goes for me, too! I intend to exert
every effort in my duties to fulfill the Air Force’s
responsibility as the Department of Defense’s
executive agent for space—to do whatever it
takes to ensure that our nation’s space capa
bilities can perform every conceivable mission
needed to conduct effective war fighting.
The challenge—is now. The time to act—is
now. The United States has a proud history of
successfully wielding land, sea, and airpower
in the protection of our nation and its free
doms. It must be our goal that the United
States will carry this legacy of success into the
medium of space. With your help, it will. ■

Note
1. John Keegan, “Please, Mr. Blair, Never Take Such a Risk
Again,” London Daily Telegraph, 6 June 1999, on-line, Internet,
15 January 2003, available from http://www.portal.telegraph.co.
uk/htmlContent.jhtml?html=%2Farchive%2F1999%2F06%2F06
%2Fwkee06.html.

Gen Benjamin O. Davis Jr.
ASPJ STAFF
“During World War II, a
group of blacks went to
Tuskegee Institute in
Alabama to train as pilots.
The famous Tuskegee airmen went on to serve with
distinction in the Euro
pean theater and in the
nation’s military for years
thereafter. The most notable of these men was
Benjamin O. Davis Jr.”1
Davis was the son of Brig Gen Benjamin O. Davis Sr.,
the first black flag officer in the US military. Davis Jr. was
West Point’s fourth black graduate and its first in the
twentieth century; “Davis did not have a pleasant four
years there. Because of his race, he was officially ‘silenced’
by all cadets—no one spoke to him during his entire stay
except on official business; he roomed alone; and he had
no friends. That so many cadets, faculty members, and
senior officers could allow such behavior is astonishing
and surely stands as one of the most shameful chapters in
West Point history” (71). He graduated 35th out of 276 in
the Class of 1936 and became one of only two black line
officers in the US Army at the time—the other was his fa
ther. He was “promptly turned down for pilot training—
no black officers were allowed in the Air Corps. While he
served in the infantry in 1940, however, the service reconsidered this policy, and Davis went to Tuskegee for
pilot training. Because of the war and his ability, promo
tion followed rapidly, and he soon found himself a lieutenant colonel commanding the 99th Fighter Squadron
in combat. After one year with this all-black unit in Italy,
Davis was promoted to colonel and tasked to form the
322d Group, a black fighter unit that served admirably
for the remainder of the war” (71–72).
In the summer of 1947, the Army Air Forces inte
grated aviation training at Randolph Field, Texas; and in
April 1948, Gen Carl Spaatz, the first Air Force chief of
staff, publicly announced that the Air Force would desegregate to improve its combat effectiveness. That an
nouncement was followed by President Truman’s 26 July
1948 Executive Order 9981 to integrate the entire US
military. Davis then attended the Air War College in the
class of 1949–50. Afterwards he “served in the Pentagon,
and went to Korea in 1953 to command a fighter wing.

The following year, he received his first star and moved to
the Philippines as vice commander of Thirteenth Air Force
at Clark Air Base (AB). After tours in Taiwan, Germany,
the Pentagon, and a return to Korea—gaining two more
stars in the process—Davis became commander of the
Thirteenth. Obviously relishing this command at the
height of the Vietnam War, he was reluctant to leave in
July 1968 to become deputy commander of US Strike
Command. He retired from that assignment in 1970”
(72) as a lieutenant general and then held several govern
ment posts. In 1998 President Clinton awarded him an
honorary promotion to general. General Davis died on
the Fourth of July, 2002.

Note
1. Col Phillip S. Meilinger, Airmen and Air Theory: A Review of
the Sources (Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Air University Press, 2001), 71.
Subsequent references to this book are indicated parenthetically
in the text.

To Learn More . . .
Davis, Benjamin O., Jr. Benjamin O. Davis, Jr., American: An Autobiography. Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution
Press, 1991.
Gropman, Col Alan L. “Benjamin Davis, American.” Air Force Magazine 80, no. 8 (August 1997). On-line. Internet, 30 Janu
ary 2003. Available from http://www.afa.org/magazine/Aug1997/0897benja.html.
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HE AIR AND SPACE POWER
JOURNAL (ASPJ) staff regrets to
announce—and many of our au
thors will regret to hear—that
Dr. Doris Sartor has moved on to exciting
opportunities at Air University’s Ira C.
Eaker College for Professional Develop
ment (CPD). Dr. Sartor provided wise
counsel and a keen eye for quality writing
for many years. Indeed, several former
editors of ASPJ have described her as the
person who gracefully and tactfully
taught them their job. We know that she
will bring the same grace, tact, and pro

fessionalism to her new duties at the CPD.
Thanks and Godspeed, Dr. Sartor!
As always, the ASPJ editorial staff looks
forward to reading and publishing the best
in air and space power thought. Refer to our
publication guidelines in the “Mission
Debrief” section, or check the submission
instructions on our Web site at http://
www.airpower.au.af.mil/airchronicles/
howto.html. We seek quality articles that
explore emerging air and space power
technologies; the relationship between
regional security and air and space power;
and the history, doctrine, and strategy of
air and space power. ■

America must maintain a state of readiness for defense and counterattack. This is not just for the sake of being prepared. Of equal or
greater importance is the fact that the visibility of our preparedness
will deter attacks against us.
––Gen Curtis E. LeMay
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Air and Space Power
Asymmetric Advantage for the United States

T

HE TERM asymmetric attack has re
ceived much attention in the last
decade, but those who use it usually
refer to the exploitation of some un
detected vulnerability by devious adversaries
who seek to harm US forces, property, or inter
ests. To be sure, the attacks against our homeland on 11 September 2001 exploited weak
nesses in diabolically creative ways. We tend to
forget, however, that our asymmetric air and
space power advantages place virtually every
country in an almost insoluble quandary with
respect to US power and the exercise of na
tional sovereignty. As we begin the year that
marks the anniversary of the Wright brothers’
historic flight at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, re
flection on the extraordinary freedom pro
vided by US air and space dominance seems in
order.
Our manned-aircraft capabilities enable us
to launch strikes from deep within the United
States and recover those same aircraft at their
home bases. To be sure, such missions place
great strain on the airmen who execute them.
Yet, even after 100 years of global air and
space power development, the list of countries
with similar abilities to penetrate sovereign
airspace—without the normal preparations
associated with deploying infrastructure and
logistical networks—remains remarkably short.
The global-strike potential that resides in the
mix of US air and space capabilities represents
a unique competence that appears set to keep
adversaries permanently off balance. In asym
metric terms, countries that choose to threaten
the United States, while trusting in the timehonored protections afforded by geography
and distance, do so at their peril—and their
18

remaining options for defense offer no better
shield.
Even with the myriad combat-oriented op
erations that occurred over the past decade,
US air and space power extends our nation’s
reach in more subtle ways. From Mozambique
to the Philippines to Europe to South America,
air and space power supports diplomatic and
humanitarian efforts to ease suffering and im
prove human dignity for thousands each year.
This stance sends a dramatic, asymmetric
double message to both people and govern
ments: (1) “Air and space power can deliver
justice to your borders as easily as it delivers
food, medicine, and other supplies,” and (2)
“America prefers to help rather than to de
stroy.” The campaign in Afghanistan offered
a striking example of this asymmetric use of
airpower as US forces delivered tons of food
and relief supplies to villagers and refugees
while simultaneously working to restore free
dom and justice to that conflict-ridden society.
As one journalist noted, the United States
could have used all of its might to strike out
blindly to avenge the terrorist attacks. Instead,
air and space power allowed our leaders to
focus and balance the constructive and de
structive characteristics of our response with
an unprecedented level of precision.
Our asymmetric advantage extends into
space, where US satellites provide other coun
tries free navigation, communication, and
weather support—capabilities once consigned
to the realm of the mystical and mysterious.
Air and space power thus permeates the
economies of even the most backward coun
tries through such technologies and capabili
ties. Those nations experience the asymmetric
effects that accompany technological revolu-

RICOCHETS

tions. Rather than enduring firsthand each
painful step of technological enlightenment,
from agriculture to industry to space explo
ration, developing countries find themselves
catapulted from the “dark ages” to the space
age in a matter of only decades or even years.
Therefore, air and space contributions provide an asymmetric catalyst for economic, thus
human, advancement.
Ironically, the expanding asymmetry between us and our competitors may not neces
sarily enhance either our security or regional
and global stability, because demagogues who
endeavor to exploit their people and promul
gate injustice will seek ways to neutralize our
asymmetric advantage. We appear caught in a
new type of security dilemma of our own mak
ing. For most countries, conventional military
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conflict with the United States is not an op
tion because of our asymmetric air and space
power advantage. Instead, our competitors
pursue strategies designed to negate the overwhelming technological and organizational
competency that US air and space power rep
resents. As we transform our service from a
threat-based force into a capability-based
force, our technology, doctrine, and operating
concepts will widen the gap between us and
our potential adversaries. As we pursue transformation, US airmen should rightfully focus
on the asymmetric threat; to do otherwise
would be foolhardy and irresponsible. However, we should also understand the awesome
capability we wield and its effect on friends
and adversaries alike. ■
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We encourage your comments via letters to the editor
or comment cards. All correspondence should be
addressed to the Editor, Air and Space Power
Journal, 401 Chennault Circle, Maxwell AFB AL
36112-6428. You can also send your comments by
E-mail to aspj@maxwell.af.mil. We reserve the right
to edit the material for overall length.
THANK YOU!

I want to thank your staff and Garner Johnson
for the nice review of my book on Gerald
Johnson (winter 2002, pages 107–8). Jungle
Ace was a labor of love that started as a paper
in graduate school and grew into a career as an
aviation historian. I appreciate the kind words
that Mr. Johnson had to say about it, and he
was right on in his criticisms of the book.
John Bruning
Independence, Oregon

RESPONSE TO “THE BEST IN PROFESSIONAL
AIR AND SPACE POWER THOUGHT”

I seldom write letters to editors, but your edi
torial comments in the winter 2002 issue were

so on-target that I felt compelled to send a
few words. For most of my working life, I was
a reporter or editor at newspapers—the Kansas
City Star, Chicago Daily News, Chicago Tribune,
and Milwaukee Journal. From 1985 to 1991, I
was editor of The Quill, published by the Society
of Professional Journalists, an old-line organi
zation dedicated to the hopeless task of im
proving the quality of journalism in general
and of encouraging higher ethical standards
in the practice of journalism. (The latter was
also a hopeless task, I fear.)
The value of The Quill depended on men
and women on the front lines sharing their ex
periences, solutions, and opinions with us. All
of the comments you noted in “Flight Lines”—
“almost nobody reads it,” “we just don’t have
time,” and so forth—ring true insofar as my ex
perience at The Quill was concerned.
It is a constant battle, this business of get
ting people who really know something to
contribute. But from my vantage point as a
regular lay reader of the on-line version of
your journal, you do it well.
Mike Moore

APJ

The function of the Army and Navy in any future war will be to
support the dominant air arm.
––Gen James Doolittle

The Air and Space Nation
Is in Peril
PHILLIP S. MEILINGER*

T

HIS IS A GOOD news, bad news story. The United States is the
world’s first and only air and space nation. That fact is evidenced in
our dominance of air and space technology and infrastructure, as
well as in the future visions shared by our political, economic,
military, and cultural leaders. This domination has important implications for
our national security. Unfortunately, many Americans have come to view air
and space dominance as their birthright. It is not, and troubles are brewing,
so we must take steps now to ensure our dominance in the future.
Americans have always looked to technology to ease their problems, so
they took naturally and quickly to air and space power—the epitome of
advanced technology. America was the birthplace of aviation, and it is now
difficult to imagine life without our television satellites, cell phones,
Internet, and air travel. Indeed, US airline-passenger traffic has tripled
over the past 25 years (fig. 1).
Speed is the engine of commerce and economic growth. Rapid means
of transportation have been essential for nations seeking economic
dominance. The rise of Britain in the eighteenth century was based on
global trade carried by its large merchant fleet, which in turn was
protected by the Royal Navy, the world’s largest and most powerful. By the
beginning of the twentieth century, the United States was also a maritime
power, possessing a sizeable merchant fleet and navy.
As the twentieth century progressed, however, speed became
synonymous with aircraft, and expanding American aviation began to push
out the ship. Over the past 40 years, the growth of the US airline industry
has been dramatic, in contrast to the decline of our shipping industry.
*The author is a retired Air Force colonel and command pilot with a PhD in military history. He has written extensively
on airpower theory and operations, and is currently the deputy director of the Air and Space Center at Science
Applications International Corporation (SAIC). The views in this article are his and do not reflect those of SAIC.
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Figure 1. US Air-Passenger Growth (From National Transportation Statistics
2001, “US Air Carrier Aircraft Departures, Enplaned Revenue Passengers, and
Enplaned Revenue Tons” [table 1-35], on-line, Internet, 17 January 2003, available
from http://www.bts.gov/publications/nts/index.html)

Since 1960 the number of airliners has quadrupled (and aircraft have
more than doubled in size), while the size of the US merchant fleet has
dropped 84 percent, a mere 2 percent of the world’s total (fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Airlines versus Merchant Ships (From National Transportation
Statistics 2001, “Number and Size of the US Flag Merchant Fleet and Its Share of
the World Fleet” [table 1-20], on-line, Internet, 17 January 2003, available from http://
www.bts.gov/publications/nts/index.html)
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In addition, airport expansion is under way at many airports because
airline-passenger travel is expected to double over the next decade. As for
cargo, 95 percent of the world’s air-cargo capacity resides in Boeing
airframes, and the value of goods shipped is telling. In 1997 the average
pound of cargo traveling by boat was worth seven cents; by rail it was 10
cents, but by air it was $25.59. When Americans have something important
and valuable to ship and it needs to get there quickly, they send it by air.
Air and space trade has significantly increased over the past several
decades. In 1999 America’s air and space industry contributed $259 billion
to the nation’s economy. The black ink in the air and space balance of
trade rose to over $32 billion in 2000, making it the largest net exporter in
the US economy (fig. 3). At the same time, the overall US trade balance
has been negative for 27 of the past 30 years, and the deficit now exceeds
$250 billion annually. Given these statistics, it is apparent that the United
States has now become an air and space nation—indeed, the air and space
nation.
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One must remember, however, that America once led the world in other
transportation technologies, but over the past two centuries, it has
relinquished leads in railroads, shipbuilding, and automaking. The US
share of the world auto market, for example, has fallen from 48 percent to
15 percent over the past 40 years. We cannot allow our lead in air and
space to evaporate similarly.
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National Security and Air and Space
Just as the Royal Navy defended British economic strength over a century
ago, so do our air forces protect our economic security. This is especially true
because military strategy has evolved so dramatically over the past decade.
The basic factors that shaped our geopolitical environment during the Cold
War era have changed. The Soviet threat is gone, but other threats and other
commitments remain. In fact, US military deployments have increased
fourfold while the size of our military has shrunk by 40 percent. The
character of these engagements has also altered. It is ever more essential that
the United States maintain strong public support for its actions. This in turn
means we must be extremely careful about both inflicting and sustaining
casualties. Our military campaigns from the Persian Gulf War to Afghanistan
have been marked by remarkably low losses, and the increasing use of
precision weapons has limited civilian casualties and collateral damage,
essential to maintaining worldwide public support.
It is obvious, however, that if such sterilized warfare is our goal, then
certain types of strategies, tactics, and weapons are more desirable than
others. Precision or nonlethal weapons delivered by air platforms—ideally
either unmanned, unseen, or flying beyond the range of enemy fire—are
the instruments of choice. To be sure, the process of identifying, tracking,
and destroying mobile targets—tanks, trucks, and terrorists—remains one
of our most difficult challenges, but this problem is being addressed
through the use of a combination of space-, air-, and land-based sensors
tied to strike aircraft by satellite.
It would be foolish for our leaders to think that air and space power
could be effective in any crisis, but it has now become their weapon of first
resort. The American people intuitively realize this: recent Gallup Polls
reveal that 42 percent of those surveyed believe the Air Force is the most
crucial arm of our national defense, and a like number believe it should
be built up to a greater extent than the other services.
Just as our commercial air fleet is the largest and most modern in the
world, so too is our military airpower. Our superiority is even greater than a
comparison of the number of US military aircraft to the totals of other
leading countries would indicate (fig. 4). Although China has a large supply
of aircraft, most are obsolescent, including over 4,500 Vietnam-era MiG-17s,
-19s, and -21s. Certainly, quantity has its own quality, but most of the Chinese
air force would stand little chance against a frontline adversary. Similarly,
Russia’s air force has atrophied dramatically over the past decade. Once the
pride of the Soviet state, much of this vaunted air force now sits unused.
Examining the types of military aircraft comprising the world’s air forces
is also revealing. The majority of combat aircraft worldwide consists of
short-range fighter-bombers, such as the F-16, Mirage 2000, and MiG-21.
The United States has nearly 4,000 such aircraft but has far more capability
than that. Our airlift and aerial-tanker fleets allow us to project power
anywhere in the world on short notice. The United States possesses the
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Figure 4. Leading Nations in Total Airpower (From “World Military Aircraft
Inventory,” Aviation Week and Space Technology, 13 January 2003, 257–76)

vast majority of the world’s large military cargo aircraft, such as the C-17
and C-5, while also having four times more tankers than the rest of the
world combined. Tankers turn our tactical fighters into strategic bombers.
No other nation has such an impressive capability to project power and
influence. China, for example, has fewer than 50 modern cargo aircraft
and virtually no aerial-refueling capability.
Our dominance in space is equally compelling. At present, approximately
550 operational satellites are in orbit. Nearly half of those were launched by
the United States, and approximately 100 of them have military missions. In
addition, the Global Positioning System’s constellation of 28 satellites
provides precise geographical data to users all over the world. In contrast,
Russia now has only 90 operational spacecraft, and much of its space
infrastructure—its missile-launch detection system, for example—is
moribund. Although China can be expected to become a space competitor—
it is currently working on an antisatellite system—it has launched an average
of fewer than four satellites per year over the past decade.
Within the US military services, one finds an increasing reliance and
emphasis on air and space power. According to an old saying, if you want
to know what’s important, follow the money. In the American military, that
trail is clear. The backbone of the Navy is the aircraft carrier, which costs
over $5 billion each (without its aircraft and support ships), and the Navy
spends nearly as much on aircraft each year as does the Air Force. The top
funding priority of the Marine Corps is the tilt-rotor V-22 cargo plane,
which will cost $85 million apiece. The Army has major production and
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modernization programs for Comanche, Apache, and Black Hawk
helicopters that will total $70 billion. Indeed, over the past decade, the
Army has spent more on aircraft and missiles than it has on tracked
combat vehicles. In sum, over 60 percent of the US defense budget is
devoted to air and space forces. In fact, a comparison of our four air arms
with those of the rest of the world shows that each individually is greater
than the military air assets of most major countries (fig. 5). The qualitative
superiority of American aircraft makes our air and space dominance even
more profound.
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The reason for this emphasis on air and space power among our
soldiers, sailors, and marines is their realization that military operations
have little likelihood of success without it. It has become the American way
of war. Indeed, the major disagreements that occur among the services
today generally concern the control and purpose of air and space assets.
All of them covet those assets, but their differing views on the nature of
war shape how they should be employed. Thus, we have debates regarding
the authority of the joint force air component commander, the role of the
corps commander in the deep battle, the question of which service should
command space, and the question of whether the air or ground commander
should control attack helicopters. All the services trumpet the importance
of joint operations, and air and space power increasingly has become our
primary joint weapon.
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Air and space dominance also provides our civilian leadership with
flexibility. Although intelligence is never perfect, our leaders now have
unprecedented information regarding what military actions can or cannot
accomplish and how much risk is involved in a given action. For example,
our leaders understood far better than ever before how many aircraft and
weapons would be needed over Serbia and Afghanistan to produce a
specified military effect, weapon accuracy, collateral damage that might
occur, and risk to our aircrews. This allowed our leaders to fine-tune the
air campaign, providing more rapid and effective control than previously.
Other factors affect the way we’ll fight. One hears much talk today of
“transforming the military” to meet new threats. The Persian Gulf War,
Bosnia, Kosovo, and Afghanistan—and, for that matter, Somalia and
Haiti—indicate that traditional methods, weapons, forces, and strategy will
often be inadvisable. Warfare has changed. Stealth, precision weapons,
and space-based communication and intelligence-gathering systems are
examples of this new form of war. Certainly, the human element in war
can never be ignored. People make war, and all their strengths and
weaknesses must be considered. Yet, it would be foolish not to exploit new
technologies that remove part of the risk and human burden in war. It is
not always necessary for people to suffer. Air and space power permits new
types of strategies that make war on things rather than on people and that
employ things rather than people. It capitalizes on the explosion in
computer, electronic, and materials technologies that so characterize the
modern era. This is America’s strength—one that we must ensure.

Dangers Ahead
The terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 (9/11) served as a wake-up call.
Problems simmering at or below the surface for several years have now
burst forth. The shutdown of air traffic after 9/11 stranded thousands of
travelers and disrupted business. Things are still far from normal. Perhaps
the greatest challenge facing the air and space nation today is conceptual.
Although Americans have become dependent upon air and space and
although our uniformed leaders realize the dominance of air and space
power in military operations, they have yet to think through its implications
or ways of maintaining its momentum.
Air and space power is not merely a collection of airplanes or spacecraft—
although those assets are certainly essential. It is not even the combination of
those machines with an effective command and control network and
intelligence-gathering capabilities. Rather, air and space power is the totality
of our military air and space assets from all the services; plus our commercial
airline industry and the pilots and mechanics who comprise it; plus our
commercial air and space industry, with its thousands of engineers and
designers; plus the massive airport and airways structure stretching across the
nation and, indeed, the world; plus our codified doctrine on how all this
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power should be employed. All of these facets are essential for the United
States to remain the air and space nation.
One problem is a tendency to focus on individual services and weapons
or specific airport and air-traffic-control problems, thus failing to see air
and space power in the broadest sense. Attempts to look at parts of the
problem—“tactical” aircraft, airlift requirements, or air-traffic-control
sequencing issues—are limited by their myopia. The tactical-air debate, for
example, never discusses attack helicopters—their cost, vulnerability, or
role in conjunction with fixed-wing air assets. Similarly, airlift requirements
are tied to Army deployments that may or may not be relevant in the
future. Questions remain to be asked. How does one measure the relative
value of land-based versus sea-based airpower—or rotary versus fixed wing?
What are the trade-offs between the use of air and space power versus
ground troops or maritime forces? In an even broader sense, how do we
articulate a vision for all of our air and space assets, military and civilian?
How do we ensure the viability and superiority of our industrial base and
the competitiveness of our commercial airline companies?
Over the past few years, we have heard references to a “crisis” in the
American air and space industry. Despite America’s dominant position,
concerns need to be addressed. Funding cuts during the 1990s have left
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) facing a backlog in
modernizing equipment and software. Although its budget has recently
been increased, most of the funding is going into security—not new airtraffic-control equipment. Our scientific and engineering force is
graying—the average age of the US air and space worker is nearly 50, and
over half of that force will be eligible to retire during the next six years.
The profitability of airlines is down—they sustained huge losses in 2001
due largely to 9/11 and the subsequent requirement for expensive new
security procedures. After the attack, passenger travel dropped 60 percent,
and over 60,000 people have lost their jobs in the industry. Passenger loads
are not expected to return to normal levels in the near term.
Less travel means fewer flights and aircraft—aircraft sales are down, and
nearly 300 civil cargo aircraft now sit in storage in the desert. Total cargo
traffic worldwide fell an unprecedented 9.7 percent last year, billed the
worst in the history of air transport. In space only 60 launches took place
worldwide in 2001—the lowest number since 1962—and US commercial
space exports were 75 percent below 1998 levels. Also, international
competitors—Airbus, for example—are garnering a greater market share
of a field traditionally dominated by American legends such as Boeing,
Lockheed Martin, and McDonnell-Douglas. Although Boeing is still the
top air and space company in the world, its lead is shrinking, and the
European Aeronautics Defence and Space Company has pushed Lockheed
Martin out of the number-two slot. Industry analysts continue to maintain
that the long-term future of air and space is bright, but for the short term,
major problems need to be addressed.
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Spending on air and space research and development is down nearly
20 percent in the past decade, and the Bush administration has proposed
cuts in research of $58 million at the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and $20 million at FAA for 2003. In addition, airline stocks
are down; defense spending as a percentage of gross domestic product is
3 percent—a post–World War II low (fig. 6); employment in the US air
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Figure 6. Defense Outlays as a Percent of Gross Domestic Product (From
Tamar A. Mehuron, “The Defense Budget at a Glance,” Air Force Magazine,
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and space industry has dropped by 600,000 people over the past decade
(fig. 7); the US share of the world air and space market is down 20
percent over the past 15 years; the number of technology graduates
seeking a career in air and space has fallen by 57 percent since 1990; and
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Figure 7. Employment in the US Air and Space Industry (From Aerospace
Industries Association, Year-End Review and Forecast, “Aerospace Related
Employment” [table 9], on-line, Internet, 17 January 2003, available from http://
www.aia-aerospace.org/stats/yr_ender/tables/2002/tble09_2002.pdf)
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the air and space industry’s net debt is up. US Airways recently declared
bankruptcy, and United Airlines has announced that it might have to file
for Chapter 11 as well. How can we reverse these trends?
First and foremost, we must conduct a broad-based examination of all
aspects of the air and space nation. Congress took the first step by
establishing the Commission on the Future of the United States Air and
Space Industry. This blue-ribbon panel of industry and financial experts
and former government officials was chartered to study the health of the
air and space industry and infrastructure in the United States—both
military and civilian—identify problems, and propose solutions. Their final
report was published in November 2002 and reidentified several problems
and highlighted others. They noted, for example, that the World Trade
Organization has come down hard on the US air and space industry for
“illegal export subsidies” that, if uncorrected, will cost the United States
over $4 billion in fines per year. At the same time, American corporations
complain that European value-added taxes are a form of government
subsidies that are unfair to the United States. These are the types of
economic issues that need to be addressed at the cabinet/congressional
level. Partly as a result of the commission’s findings, Sen. George Allen
(R-Va.) and Sen. Chris Dodd (D-Conn.) have introduced legislation—the
Aeronautics Research and Development Revitalization Act of 2002—to
help rectify some of the industry’s problems.
Overcrowded airports and late departures are becoming endemic. Herb
Kelleher, the retired head of Southwest Airlines, argues that a mere “fifty
miles of paved highway”—essentially 30 new runways nationwide—will
solve the airport overcrowding problem.1 Even if his claim is true, it too
easily ignores the task of building the ramps, terminals, parking garages,
and so forth that must accompany the new runways. So the solution is not
easy, given environmental concerns and debates over the use of valuable
real estate. Nonetheless, it is important to realize that Kelleher’s proposal
would require someone with both vision and persistence to implement it.
The American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics has called for
presidential action—a commitment similar to that made by Dwight
Eisenhower in the 1950s to build our national interstate highway system.
As for military air and space power, the problems are also daunting.
Since taking office, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld has labored to
transform his department. The results so far are mixed. It appears that the
Army’s Crusader artillery system is dead, but there is little else to show in
the way of “transformation” over the past 18 months. Part of this is due to
the war on terrorism, which has generated a large boost in defense
spending. These funds, plus the necessary focus on the war itself, have
tended to defer and blur action on needed changes. Indeed, debate
continues as to the best way to fight this war and with what weapons and
organizations. Unfortunately, serious systemic problems must be
addressed, and they can’t wait for things to quiet down.
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For example, the F/A-22, the Air Force’s new air-superiority fighter, only
recently received congressional approval for production. The F/A-22 was
designed 20 years ago. The weapons-acquisitions process is broken. Over
the past decade, virtually all of the numerous studies on the organization
of the Department of Defense cite the need for acquisition reform. It has
not yet happened. Thus, Congress commonly delays, stretches out, and
reduces the number of weapons to be purchased—ostensibly in an effort
to reduce costs. In reality, this practice creates havoc with the manufacturers,
while also driving costs through the roof. For example, Congress originally
authorized the purchase of 750 F-22s. Over the past several years, it has cut
the planned buy to 295, and further cuts are being discussed. Testimony
before Congress reveals that these cuts have raised the unit price of the
F-22 by over $21 million. That’s real money. Similarly, recent congressional
action restructured the Army’s Comanche program, cutting the number of
helicopters to be purchased. Although this move “saved” $10 billion, it
raised the chopper’s unit cost to a whopping $60 million. We cannot afford
to have the air and space star hitched to a Model T acquisition system.
The other danger lies in the realm of grand strategy. It became clear
during the Persian Gulf War and operations against Serbia that our air
and space strength not only exceeded that of our adversaries, but also
exceeded that of our allies. The vast majority of some key air and space
assets—stealth, precision munitions, electronic jammers, intelligence
satellites, tankers, and strategic airlifters—was provided by the United
States. This made it very difficult to devise an effective and balanced air
plan. Interoperability has been a goal of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) for decades, but it is now of even greater concern.
If our strategy calls for increased reliance on air and space power and the
continual quest for technological advances, this interoperability problem
can only get worse.
At the same time, it is apparent that US foreign policy requires close
relations with our allies. If we are to maintain the moral high ground, we
cannot be seen as the lone ranger. This was apparent in the aftermath of
the 9/11 terrorist strikes. We must have the political top cover provided by
either a formal alliance such as NATO or an ad hoc coalition, as existed
during the Persian Gulf War. Clearly, the imperative to operate in an
alliance/coalition will clash with our technical disparity relative to those
allies. We must find a way to bridge this gap.

Conclusion
The United States is the world’s first and only air and space nation. This
is true for many reasons, but the most basic one is that we wished to be.
We developed the technology, infrastructure, and mentality—at great cost
and effort—to achieve our dominant status. The fact of this preeminent
position is reflected in our political, economic, military, and cultural lives.
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We must not take this dominance for granted. If we intend to maintain
our position and make full use of the benefits that air and space power
provides, then we must do certain things.
The United States must have a comprehensive plan to develop,
improve, and coordinate the commercial and military aspects of our
policy. We must stem the decline in our research and development efforts
while rebuilding and expanding our air and space infrastructure and
educational base. We must change the way we develop and buy our air and
space technologies to take full advantage of new ideas and advances,
ensuring that our equipment is not out of date before it is even fielded. At
the same time, we must remember that we are part of a world community
that looks to us for leadership. That means we need to cooperate—not
dictate—and we must become true partners with our allies.
We must look closely at the fundamental principles and assumptions
underpinning our military strategy and force structure. Too much of what
our military does today is based on tradition. Old ideas and old ways may
not work in the twenty-first century. Air and space power offers a costeffective, rapid, and discriminate weapon for our political leaders. Let us
sharpen that weapon. ■
McLean, Virginia

Note
1. Herbert D. Kelleher, “The Next Century of Flight,” Aviation Week and Space Technology, 4 June 2001, 86.

Nowadays, thanks to space, in the first few days of a
conflict, we can shut their eyes, ears, and their ability to
talk. Then you can apply your forces with much less risk.
Just look at what happened in the Persian Gulf and in the
Balkans . . . entirely different from Korea and Vietnam.
Space had everything to do with that.
—Gen Bernard A. Schriever
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Needles in the Haystack
Hunting Mobile Electronic Targets
MAJ MICHAEL PIETRUCHA, USAF*
0300 Zulu, 26 June 2006, the Persian Gulf. Four F-15E Strike Eagles fly
through the Zagros mountain range in southern Iran, their terrainfollowing radars guiding the aircraft safely at 300 feet in pitch-black
conditions. In addition to their normal self-defense AMRAAM/Sidewinder
loadout, the aircraft carry a variety of munitions intended for use
against a specific SAM array—the S-400 Triumf and SA-20 Gargoyle
batteries guarding the naval base at Bandar Abbas—and incidentally
covering much of Oman, the UAE, and all of the Straits of Hormuz.

R

ADAR DEFENSES ARE very difficult targets. The addition of
mobility to their arsenal has greatly complicated the problem of
finding and killing the radars that serve as the backbone of both
the surveillance and “shooter” portions of an integrated air
defense system (IADS). The United States is highly reliant on its standoff
sensors to find radar targets. Unfortunately, the picture provided by these
sensors is incomplete and lags the radar transmission event by a significant
time.1 It is long past time to take advantage of our other, underutilized sensor
array—the gear on board the strike aircraft. If we want to detect and target
the threat in single-digit minutes, the shooters must also be the sensors.
The introduction of the S-75 Volkhov (NATO code name SA-2
Guideline) surface-to-air missile (SAM) into Vietnam came as an
unpleasant surprise to American airpower, which initially had few defenses
against the system. Eight years later, the ZRK-SD Kub (NATO code name
SA-6 Gainful) wreaked havoc with the Israeli Defense Force’s fighters over
the Sinai.2 Both the United States and Israel began crash programs to
defend themselves against these threats, resulting in successful operations
in the Bekaa Valley and the Gulf War years later. But as US capabilities
evolved, so did the threat. While NATO losses in Operation Allied Force
were low, the Serbs demonstrated to NATO (and anybody else watching)
the advantage that mobility provides the defender. We can no longer
assume that defense systems will be easy to find or easy to hit.
To establish air superiority we must have the ability to find and suppress
or destroy air defense systems. With increasing mobility, modern SAM
threats are extremely fleeting targets—targets that cannot be allowed to
roam the battlefield unhampered. However, the ability to destroy these
targets is predicated upon the ability to find them—a capability that must
be greatly enhanced.
*Maj Mike Pietrucha is a former F-4G/F-15E IEWO and currently assigned to HQ USAF/XOXS.
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Off-Board Sensors
The Strike Eagles are running under emissions control (EMCON) with
only low-power modes of the terrain-following radar and the radar altimeter
to betray them. Given the terrain, detection by active or passive means is
extremely unlikely. But the crews are not blind. A high-bandwidth receiveonly data link, relayed by satellite, provides them with a partial picture from
off-board sensors far from the area. An onboard precision radar-warning
receiver (RWR) is silently listening for nearby threats.
The use of off-board sensors and data links to pass high-fidelity data to
strike aircraft is an established concept. It is valuable when considered as
an adjunct to the striker’s own sensor array but dangerous if considered as
a substitute. An analogy can be drawn with the F-15C in its air-to-air role.
That aircraft is capable of independent detection, identification (ID), and
weapons employment. Data link from off-board sensors merely enhances
those abilities. Any suggestion that an F-15 pilot could rely on data-linked
information from airborne warning and control systems (AWACS) aircraft,
to the exclusion of its own radar, would be inaccurate and unwelcome.
Similar limitations exist with other sensors. Electronic surveillance (ES)
sensors removed from the immediate battlefield have serious physical
limitations; they are not generally in the radar’s main beam and are often
unable to see weak signals. Air-breathing sensors may be blocked by
terrain and the curvature of Earth. All of these factors combine to make a
distant sensor’s picture incomplete.
Low-power signals are particularly difficult for our intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) sensors to pick out at long range.
The distant collector often has to detect the low-signal-strength sidelobes
or backlobes, rather than the main beam. Additionally, the strength of a
signal is further attenuated by distance3 and atmospheric4 and weather
effects.5 Thus, a distant sensor has much more difficulty picking up any
signal. For example, a radar signal detected at a tactical range of 20
nautical miles (nm) is 100 times stronger than it is at 200 nm. This
becomes a critical detection issue for ingressing aircraft because low-power
signals, such as missile guidance, are less likely to be detected by sensors at
standoff ranges (i.e., Global Hawk, RC-135, or space-based systems).
In addition, radar signals travel in straight lines, and both terrain and
the curvature of Earth may block a signal’s line of sight (LOS). For
example, a collector must be at 25,000 feet to be able to detect a signal
source at 195 nm, even with no obstructing terrain, due to the effect that
simple Earth curvature has on the radar horizon.6 The higher the
collector, the greater the advantage; at 65,000 feet a collector can “see” a
sea-level emitter at 315 nm. Unfortunately, this relationship is true only for
very flat terrain or over the ocean, since high terrain can also block
signals. Obrva airfield is located in the Kragujevac river valley in the center
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of Serbia with high ridgelines to the east, north, and west. It was very well
defended, and its position made it difficult for off-board collectors to
search and detect signals. Therefore, no air-breathing standoff collector
outside the target area could reliably detect signals in the valley because
their LOS to the source of those signals was blocked by the high
ridgelines. In our scenario, if the strike aircraft were reliant solely on offboard sensors, they might arrive at the target without any threat warning.

Data Link
During the ingress of the F-15Es, the lead and the number three aircraft
execute a preplanned pop to an altitude just above the ridgeline in a
20-second target-acquisition maneuver (fig. 1). The ES sensors on board
their aircraft detect the SA-20’s Clam Shell radar, but their location in the
high terrain is outside the Clam Shell’s ability to detect them. While their
individual RWRs locate the threat, the two aircraft communicate via a lowpower interflight link to improve their individual passive solution. Within
seconds, all four aircraft have shared the new location for the Clam Shell—
not good enough for weapons employment, but good enough to confirm
that the previous coordinates were out of date and to provide a cue for
other sensors (fig. 2).

Figure 1. An F-15E, equipped with a Precision ES Array and armed with four
JDAMs, is busy locating nearby threat radars.

The assumption that all the participants will have a functional data link
is implicit in the idea of networked sensors in general and off-board
sensors in particular. One cannot disregard the possible loss of data link
due to equipment failure or operator error, and the considerable adverse
effects that loss would create. We should, therefore, not design an
architecture that is totally dependent on having a data link. Any such
architecture would be an invitation to an enemy to make a considerable
effort to deny us the use of our own data links—a single point of failure.
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Figure 2. A pair of F-15Es locating radars. Each sees a portion of the threat
array (solid lines) and, using data link (dotted line), performs cooperative ranging
against the threats that are seen by both aircraft (dashed lines).

For example, a scheme that requires a number of sensors on various
aircraft to coordinate their actions over long distances can be neutralized
if only the data link is denied.7 A more robust architecture would allow an
individual aircraft to get its own solution and cooperate through data link
to enhance and refine its single-ship solution. This approach would allow
networks to degrade gracefully with the loss of data link, and individual
aircraft could still locate threats—just less precisely.
Data links need not reach across the battlefield. A flight of four aircraft
could exchange information between nearby strike aircraft via a low-power
data link that need not even use a radio frequency. A link can be designed
for jam resistance and low probability of intercept.

Strike Aircraft Sensors
The Strike Eagles were 90 seconds from the initial point (IP) when the trailing
element launched a salvo of miniature air-launched decoys (MALD). The
decoys flew up to an altitude where they could be detected by the enemy
IADS and proceeded toward the target area. The MALDs provided a rather
rude awakening to the Tin Shield acquisition-radar crew, who had been
presented with a convincing imitation of a large strike package headed
toward the naval base. The automatic features of the SAMs came into play
against the decoys, and the first Triumf missiles cleared the canisters before
the MALDs were a third of the way toward the target. Within seconds, all
target engagement radars in both batteries were radiating.
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Putting aside the fact that current RWRs on US strike aircraft were not
designed with the modern threat in mind, a hypothetical ES sensor suite
(think advanced RWR) in the target area has a much greater chance of
detecting a radar signal in its vicinity than would an off-board sensor. After
all, the strike aircraft is nearby; and if it is being targeted, it can be
assumed that the sensor is in the main beam and has a direct line of sight
to the radar. Thus, the onboard sensor detects concentrated energy from a
radar beam pointed directly at it rather than a much weaker sidelobe or
backlobe that is scattered in other directions.
The ability of an RWR to accurately locate a modern SAM system is
critical to the survival of the aircraft. A pulse-Doppler (PD) radar operator
detects an aircraft by noting a difference in the frequency of the
transmitted and reflected energy. That frequency (Doppler) shift is caused
by the component of the aircraft’s velocity that is directed toward or away
from the radar. Pilots in a detected aircraft may try to break the enemy
radar’s tracking by turning and placing the radar at 90 degrees to their
own vector. That change in direction reduces the velocity component
toward or away from the radar site to near zero which results in a near-zeroDoppler shift. A reduced Doppler shift also enhances the effectiveness of
chaff and decoys, which should allow the aircraft to break lock and hide in
ground clutter. Most Doppler radar systems use a filter to reduce clutter by
eliminating all returns below a certain velocity. To make the aircraft
appear to have a velocity less than the filter velocity, or stay “in the notch,”
the pilot of a strike aircraft flying at 540 knots must hold a heading (plus
or minus three degrees) that is perpendicular to the direction from the
aircraft to the radar (fig. 3).8 To do that, pilots must know the location of
the threat radar precisely if they are to survive and attack the target.
If the strike aircraft can locate the emitter to within a 2,000-foot-radius
circle, it can cue other sensors. The F-15E, F-18, B-1, and B-2 can use highresolution synthetic aperture radar (SAR) maps to precisely locate the

Doppler “Notch”

Radar Line of Sight

Figure 3. Doppler-Notch Diagram. The target aircraft must fly a curved line to
maintain a constant distance from the radar and remain in the zero-Doppler region.
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target cues by onboard ES, thus bridging the gap from the circle provided
by ES to Global Positioning System (GPS) quality coordinates provided by the
SAR. Most importantly, this precise location is done rapidly, entirely within
the cockpit of a strike aircraft capable of conducting an immediate attack.

Sensor/Shooter
Four miles from the IP, the F-15Es enter a valley and achieve a direct LOS to
the very-active radar array that is engaging the MALDs. The F-15Es are
immediately detected, but it is too late for the defenders. The F-15E radars are
fully active now, mapping the target array that had been located by their
onboard ES sensors. They pass target location data via data link for use by
other assets in-theater. Within 10 seconds of unmasking, the trailing element
launches a pair of antiradiation missiles at the enemy radars. The crews
identify target coordinates from the SAR maps and the jets drop behind a
ridgeline and resume terrain masking. Total exposure time: 20 seconds.
Rather than simply being a user of the ISR data collected by larger,
standoff systems, the strike aircraft also become providers of critical sensor
data to other assets. Their positioning in the battlespace makes them an ideal
collector. They stimulate the air defenses, becoming the reason that the
radars turn on in the first place. They are the closest to an air threat. An
array of onboard sensors, infrared (IR), radar, and electro-optics can be used
to gather information, record it, and download it after the mission. Only the
most time-critical data is transmitted using data-link bandwidth (fig. 4).9

Figure 4. The Final Link. Data from the two strike aircraft, working in cooperation,
is burst data-linked to a “traditional” ISR platform, the RQ-4 Global Hawk, providing
an extension to the UAV’s own sensor array.
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Electronic intelligence (ELINT) information, for example, can be used to
update threat databases, characterize enemy radars, and analyze enemy
tactics. The ability to bring back recorded data and conduct a postflight
download will provide additional and essential intelligence, remembering
that not everything of value is needed in real or near-real time.
An immediate benefit of using strike aircraft sensors is shortening the
time required to engage mobile SAMs and other fleeting targets. Rather
than have the targeting data pass from a sensor through a targeting cell to
the Air Operations Center controllers, the information starts and ends
where it can do the most good—in the cockpit. This is an important
improvement because strike aircraft have a very small time window in
which to engage between the time a threat emits radar energy and reveals
its position and before it packs up and drives away in less than 10 minutes.
Our sensors and architecture should also take advantage of the humanin-the-loop benefits of manned combat aircraft. We can make much better
use of the crew than we currently do. These individuals are well trained in
target recognition, threat knowledge, tactics, and weapons employment.
The combat aircrew is accustomed to making rapid decisions on complex
problems for high stakes. Given a set of well-written rules of engagement
to operate under, the shooter is in an excellent position to make the
decision to employ weapons.

Unattended Sensors
Shortly after ducking back into the mountains, the Strike Eagles make the
most of the information gathered by the radar and onboard ES. The lead
pair fires their first shots of the day, launching a total of four stealthy Joint
Air-to-Surface Standoff Missiles (JASSM) at the enemy radars. The trailing
element drops the last of their ordnance—another, smaller group of MALDs
with jamming packages and a handful of AGM-154A Joint Standoff
Weapons (JSOW). The overworked SAM crews continue to engage the new
threat, but the saturated computers allow three JASSMs through, and the
target-engagement radars go down for good—victims of 1,000-pound
unitary warheads. The JSOWs arrive later, scattering the target array with
small submunitions, and destroying launcher vehicles and support
equipment. Hidden among the submunitions scattered over the ground are
small, covert sensors that will continue to pass data long after the fighters
have gone.
Any sensor net can have its collection capabilities improved by the
inclusion of remote, unattended sensors. In Vietnam, Igloo White sensors
were dropped by aircraft along the Ho Chi Minh Trail to provide targetdetection data to listening aircraft. While there are serious technical
limitations on the sensing and communications capability of small sensors,
even limited sensors can provide important information. Strike aircraft will
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often be the delivery platforms, although cruise missiles and rocket
artillery can also be used to seed an area with sensors.
Unattended sensors can be seeded into preplanned areas to pick up
specified types of data. But they may also be deployed on an ad hoc basis
by strike aircraft. For example, a strike aircraft that had detected a radar
threat, but not its precise location, could deploy sensors in the area and
wait for the target to move. A beer-can-sized submunition similar to the
BLU-97/B could be loaded in CBU-87 canisters or AGM-154A JSOW
bodies for easy, predictable dispensing.10
There are other uses for cheap, expendable remote sensors. Small and
micro unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) are often considered as part of an
airborne net, but their usefulness need not be as limited as their airborne
endurance. If the sensors aboard these tiny aircraft survive the inevitable
crash (as they could be designed to do) after the UAV ran out of fuel, they
could provide an additional enhancement to a distributed sensor net. If
one of the MALDs used in the illustrated scenario had a data link and an
ELINT sensor, it could have popped up above the mountains and sampled
the electronic environment for the F-15Es. A cheap, expendable MALD
will not have the ability to locate the threat, but it could see which signals
are “on the air.” Then, the Strike Eagles could have unmasked their ES
sensors, knowing which threats to look for.

Conclusion
The scenario above is entirely notional. The F-15E does not currently have
the RWR to make this vision a reality. In fact, no US combat aircraft has the
sensor array described above; the MALD is not fielded; and the small,
unattended sensors described do not exist. Having said that, they are not
beyond our technical or financial reach—especially given the high stakes.
While this article concentrates on air defenses, there is a requirement to
engage varying classes of time-sensitive targets (TST). Putting sensors and
shooters as far forward as possible applies the air-to-air model to attacking
certain surface targets. F-15s today are capable of individually detecting,
identifying, and engaging hostile aircraft and cruise missiles—very fleeting
targets.
There is a demonstrated need to be able to counter enemy air defenses
rapidly in any air campaign. The core capability to detect and locate the
threat must be based on the strike aircraft, with additional enhancements
built upon that solid core capability. The increased proliferation of
advanced, highly mobile, and lethal SAM and radar systems makes
targeting these systems extremely problematic. SAMs are a very special
subset of TST because they shoot back; they must be detected in a timely
fashion, rapidly and precisely located, and targeted in the shortest possible
time. Off-board sensors suffer from the disadvantages associated with their
distance from the battlefield. The use of a distributed network of ES
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sensors that not only includes, but relies on, strike aircraft could extend
the reach of a typical ISR constellation to the heart of the battlefield,
where it is most needed and useful. The ability to detect, locate, and
subsequently suppress and destroy enemy air defenses is vital to the US
armed forces’ ability to conduct air operations in defended airspace, and
we must make good use of all of our available assets. ■
Herndon, Virginia
Notes
1. Any radar transmission.
2. The SA-6 Gainful missile was guided by a continuous-wave illumination beam that the Israeli and US
RWRs of the time period did not detect. Egyptian Gainfuls capable of engaging targets at very low altitudes
wreaked havoc among the Israeli strike fighters, who up to then had little respect for Arab defenses.
3. Signal strength is an inverse square function—the strength attenuates with the square of the distance.
Thus, at 10 miles, a 10 gigahertz (GHz) signal would suffer 137 dB of attenuation; 157 dB at 100 nm. In plain
English, a signal detected at 100 miles is one hundredth the strength of the same signal detected at 10 miles.
4. Most radar signals suffer from little atmospheric attenuation. Radar signals weaken rapidly at a
frequency of 21–29 GHz, which is a water vapor absorption band, and around 60–72 GHz, which is an
oxygen absorption band.
5. Medium rainfall (one-half inch per hour) adds about 0.1 dBm of attenuation per kilometer in the
I band (8–10 GHz). Thus, at a distance of a mere 90 kilometers (54 nm), the signal strength is one-eighth
of what it would be in clear air.
6. Since most radar signals travel in a straight line, this means that a receiver beyond the radar horizon
cannot detect a transmitter. Ducting is a phenomenon that “traps” a radar signal below an inversion and
allows it to travel over the horizon, but sensors above the inversion will have great difficulty collecting signals.
7. At least one proposed architecture requires that two systems, 45 degrees apart, use data link to work
in concert to locate a threat with GPS-quality precision. Aside from the tactical difficulty of arranging an
adequate geometry against a mobile threat, this system is functionally disabled if the data link is interrupted.
8. If one pictures a string connecting the aircraft to the radar, the aircraft must put the string at 90
degrees to the nose (directly off the left or right wing), which results in a curved flight path with the
radar at the center. This means that the aircraft is not changing its distance from the radar, has no
apparent velocity to the radar, and so is much harder to break out of clutter.
9. As an added benefit, this arrangement conserves data-link assets. Information gathered by the
strike aircraft is transmitted to an ISR platform on a simple, line-of-sight link. The UAV (in the above
example) then transmits the data beyond line of sight, using its own dedicated data links and removing
the need to have a complex (and expensive) communications array aboard the strike aircraft.
10. If the sensors also look exactly like undetonated BLU-97/B submunitions, enemy soldiers will
have an understandable reluctance to disturb them.

Science is in the saddle. Science is the dictator, whether we
like it or not. Science runs ahead of both politics and
military affairs. Science evolves new conditions to which
institutions must be adapted. Let us keep our science dry.
—Gen Carl M. Spaatz
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Editor’s Note: PIREP is aviation shorthand for pilot report. It’s a means for one pilot to pass
on current, potentially useful information to other pilots. In the same fashion, we intend to use
this department to let readers know about air and space power items of interest.

F-35
The “F” Stands for “Future”
JOHN KENT*

I

N LATE 2005, the F-35 Joint Strike
Fighter (JSF) will rocket down the runway near Lockheed Martin’s Fort Worth,
Texas, plant and lift into the air for the
first time. The event will signal the beginning
of an ambitious flight-test program designed
to validate the effectiveness of the world’s most
advanced multirole fighter. Between now and
then, engineers and program managers will
continue to work tirelessly to ensure that

schedules are met, costs are minimized, and a
mature weapon system is delivered that meets
or exceeds customer expectations.
For much of the free world’s military forces,
the F-35 represents the future—a new family
of affordable, stealthy combat aircraft designed
to meet the twenty-first-century requirements
of the US Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps,
as well as the United Kingdom’s Royal Air
Force and Royal Navy. The program is truly

*Mr. Kent is a senior communications specialist with the Lockheed Martin Joint Strike Fighter Program.
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international in its scope and participation: Italy, the Netherlands, Turkey, Canada, Denmark,
Australia, and Norway recently joined the F-35’s system development and demonstration (SDD)
phase. All SDD partners will be active in the F-35’s development process and stand to gain eco
nomically from the program.
The goals for the F-35 are lofty: to be a single-pilot, survivable, first-day-of-the-war combat
fighter with a precision, all-weather strike capability that uses a wide variety of air-to-surface and
air-to-air weapons—and that defends itself in a dogfight. The F-35 program emphasizes low unitflyaway cost and radically reduced life-cycle costs, while meeting a wide range of operational re
quirements.
The F-35 family tree branches into three distinct variants. The conventional takeoff and land
ing (CTOL) F-35A will replace F-16s and A-10s in the US Air Force. It will complement the F/A-22
Raptor air-dominance fighter as a nine-G-rated aircraft with an internal 25 mm gun mounted on
the left intake shoulder and a combat radius of more than 600 nautical miles (NM). This model—
and all F-35 variants—will have two internal weapons bays, each capable of carrying a 2,000-pound
precision-guided munition and a radar-guided AIM-120 air-to-air missile. Current requirements
calling for 1,763 aircraft will make the F-35A the most-produced variant.
The short takeoff/vertical landing (STOVL) F-35B will replace the aging AV-8B Harrier
STOVL attack jets (which have also proven increasingly difficult to support) of the US Marine
Corps, as well as its F/A-18s. The F-35B will have a stealthy, belly-mounted 25 mm missionized
gun pod and a combat radius of more than 450 NM—nearly two times that of legacy STOVL
strike fighters. A shaft-driven lift fan, in combination with a vectoring rear exhaust nozzle, gives
this fighter the ability to take off in short distances, accelerate to supersonic speeds in level
flight, and land vertically. Thanks to the lift-fan system, the F-35B’s total vertical lifting thrust is
about 39,700 pounds (the aircraft weighs about 30,000 pounds)—more than 14,000 pounds
greater than the engine alone would produce without the lift fan. The F-35B will be the world’s
first operational supersonic STOVL aircraft. The Marine Corps currently plans to deploy 609
F-35Bs.
The F-35C carrier-based (CV) variant will complement the US Navy’s F/A-18E/Fs and replace F-14s and earlier model F/A-18s. The wings (with folding tips) of the F-35C will span nine
feet more than the wings of the F-35A and F-35B models. Like the F-35B, it also will have a
stealthy, missionized 25 mm belly gun. The combat radius on internal fuel will be greater than
700 NM—again, more than twice the range of the aircraft it is designed to replace. The Navy’s
current plans call for 480 aircraft. The United Kingdom’s Ministry of Defence has chosen the
F-35B to replace its Harrier GR.7s and Sea Harriers for the Royal Air Force and Royal Navy. The
United Kingdom’s current plans call for 150 aircraft.
Led by prime contractor Lockheed Martin, along with principal partners Northrop Grum
man and BAE SYSTEMS, the F-35 team is crafting an exceptionally lethal, survivable, and supportable next-generation strike aircraft. Compared with the aircraft it will replace, the F-35 will
provide significant improvements in range, payload, lethality, survivability, and mission effec
tiveness. Uniting stealth with advanced mission systems and high maneuverability, the F-35 will
bring revolutionary twenty-first-century capabilities to the battle space.
Conflicts in recent years have clearly demonstrated the desirability of longer combat radius
(or longer time on station). The F-35 will dramatically increase its user’s ability to support com
bat operations at longer ranges due to its tremendous internal fuel capacity and single-engine
design. For example, the CTOL F-35A carries more than 18,000 pounds of internal fuel—more
than two-and-one-half times the internal fuel capacity of the legacy multirole fighters it will replace. Likewise, the advantage in range more than doubles. The F-35 is not limited to internal
fuel only; it can carry 600-gallon external drop tanks for ferry flights or for missions that do not
require a stealthy signature. This further stretch in combat radius means that the pilot can op-
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erate with reduced dependence on air refueling and can have significantly greater time on sta
tion for close air support or combat air patrol missions.
Survivability, a cornerstone of F-35 design, is enhanced foremost by the aircraft’s radar-evading
properties. Stealth capability, available for the first time in a multirole fighter, will minimize the
threat to the pilot during operations in heavily defended areas. The aircraft also is configured
with advanced countermeasures to reduce the effectiveness of enemy defenses.
Integral to the aircraft’s low-observable equation is the large internal-weapons bay. When
stealth is not required, the F-35 also can carry wingtip air-to-air missiles and up to 15,000 pounds
of external ordnance mounted on underwing pylons. A pneumatically powered ordnance-release
system replaces the traditional cartridge-powered equipment. This new design greatly reduces
maintenance requirements. The internal 25 mm cannon will enable pilots to engage targets
from higher altitudes and longer range.
The F-35’s mission systems are designed to return the pilot to the role of tactician and to increase combat effectiveness dramatically. Next-generation sensors will provide the pilot coher
ent and fused information from a variety of onboard and off-board systems. Sophisticated data
links will connect the aircraft to both ground-combat elements and airborne platforms. In ad
dition to fighter-to-fighter data links, the F-35 will be equipped with satellite-communications
capability for both transmitting and receiving.
The aircraft’s onboard sensor suite is optimized to locate, identify, and destroy movable or
moving ground targets under adverse weather conditions. This all-weather capability is achieved
with the aircraft’s advanced electronically scanned array (AESA) radar built by Northrop Grum
man. The AESA enables simultaneous air-to-ground and air-to-air operations. It can track mov
ing ground targets and display them on a radar-generated terrain image, enabling precise target location relative to terrain features. These instruments, coupled with off-board sensors, will
make the F-35 capable of all-weather close air support under the most demanding conditions.
An internally mounted electro-optical targeting system (EOTS) is installed in the nose of the
F-35, enhancing both air-to-ground and air-to-air capabilities. The EOTS will provide longrange, high-resolution targeting-infrared imagery; laser-target designation; and battle-damageassessment capability. This system will provide pinpoint weapons-delivery accuracy for close air
support and deep-strike missions.
A distributed-aperture-infrared sensor system will provide full spherical infrared coverage
around the aircraft. In addition to providing warnings of missile launches, information from the
system can be displayed on the pilot’s helmet visor, permitting the pilot to see “through” the airplane’s structure in all directions, and eliminating the need for night-vision goggles. This sys
tem will dramatically increase the ability of the F-35 to conduct any type of mission at night.
The cockpit features a large eight-inch by 20-inch color display, providing tactical informa
tion as well as aircraft system data. A next-generation voice-command system allows the pilot to
manage systems without manual input. Tasks such as changing radio channels are accomplished
simply by speaking a command. The pilot also has the option to manipulate the displays by
touching the screen or by using a yoke-mounted cursor. Unlike the cockpit design of currentgeneration fighter aircraft, the F-35’s does not include a head-up display. Rather, the informa
tion normally visible on such a display is instead projected on the pilot’s helmet visor.
Most of the cutting-edge technologies scheduled for incorporation into the F-35 were inde
pendently demonstrated during the previous concept demonstration phase (CDP) and will now
be integrated into a single platform. During the most visible part of the CDP, the JSF team validated
the aircraft’s superb aerodynamic performance. From October 2000 through August 2001, the
JSF X-35 demonstrator aircraft established a number of flight-test standards during 139 flights
and 107 flight hours:
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• X-35A CTOL—most flights (27), most flight hours (27.4), most pilots checked out (six),
fewest canceled flights (two), and highest flight rate (six-and-one-third flights/week) in the
first 30 days of new-aircraft testing
• X-35B STOVL—first and only aircraft in history to achieve a short-takeoff, level supersonic
dash and vertical landing in a single flight; first aircraft to integrate and fly a shaft-driven
lift-fan propulsion system; logged 17 vertical takeoffs, 14 short takeoffs, 27 vertical land
ings, and five supersonic flights
• X-35C CV—demonstrated a high level of carrier suitability with 252 field carrier landing
practice (FCLP) tests, extremely precise handling qualities, and prodigious power availability; first X-plane in history to complete a coast-to-coast flight (Edwards Air Force Base,
California, to Naval Air Station Patuxent River, Maryland)
Despite the promise of awe-inspiring performance and capability, affordability has long been
the F-35 program’s foundation, and it is a subject of intense focus. According to Jim Engelland,
the F-35 JSF systems-integration director, “Every decision we make across the program has to address cost. We’ve always worked under a performance mantra—that is, get as much perform
ance out of an aircraft as we can. Before JSF, nobody ever said, ‘If I can add five pounds here,
this part will be easier to manufacture and will cost less.’ We have asked all of our integrated
product teams to design and develop as though they were spending their own money.”*
The F-35 is designed to reduce operational and support costs significantly by increasing reli
ability and reducing required maintenance. Such high reliability will enable rapid deployment
with minimum support equipment. The cost to operate and maintain the F-35 is expected to be
50 percent less than that for the aircraft it is designed to replace. For decades, the concept of
repairing new aircraft came only after the aircraft was built. Then, it had to conform to an existing
logistics structure. But the F-35’s logistics system has to be up and running before the first aircraft is flown. Don Searles, deputy director of JSF autonomic logistics, notes that “the government
directed [that] the logistics system be built concurrently with the air vehicle and that it perform
with a level of information accuracy, best value, and total life cycle cost from the beginning.”
The autonomic logistics system, as the F-35 system is called, will monitor the health of the aircraft systems in flight; downlink that information to the ground; and trigger personnel, equip
ment, and parts to be pre-positioned for quick turnaround of the aircraft. Ultimately, this automated approach will result in higher sortie-generation rates. Autonomic logistics is also something
of a mind reader. Through a system called prognostics and health management, computers use
accumulated data to keep track of when a part is predicted to fail. With this aid, maintainers can
fix or replace a part before it fails and keep the aircraft ready to fly. Like the rest of the program,
the autonomic logistics system is on a fast track. It has to be available to support the air vehicle
during operational test and evaluation.
The F-35 assembly line will be notable for its automation, reduced tooling, and virtual elimina
tion of hammered rivets. The subassemblies will be loaded into simplified tooling capable of
building any of the F-35 variants. The machine will do its work, and the entire assembly—tool
and all—will move to the next position. Previous manufacturing technologies would require dif
ferent tooling for each variant as well as require the subassembly to be unbolted from one tool
and reinstalled in another before the next process could proceed—a time-consuming exercise.
Because the three variants have more than 80 percent of their parts in common, all of which
are located in the assembly tooling in a common manner, major components such as bulkheads
can be manufactured from the same blanks, milled and drilled on the same fixture, and assembled
*All quotations in this article are sourced internally at Lockheed Martin.
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using common tools. Again, using the bulkheads as an example, the only difference among the
variants is their thickness.
Larry Mestad, leader of the F-35 JSF Airframe System Engineering Integration Team, comments
that “the main task is to build the aircraft affordably. We want to eliminate as much tooling as
possible, improve production flow, and reduce disruption and delays. By using precise fabrica
tion and robust assembly methods, we can eliminate hand fitting and rework as the assemblies
come together. We are not using technology for technology’s sake; we are using technology to
reduce cost.”
The first 22 airframes—14 flyable aircraft and eight nonflying ground-test articles—will be
built on that assembly line during the current phase of the program. The test fleet will include
five flyable CTOLs, four STOVLs, and five CVs. Static- and fatigue-test F-35s will be built for each
variant, along with a CTOL radar-signature test article. A CV drop-test article will be used for
live-fire testing later on. “The SDD aircraft will look a lot like the X-35,” says Paul Park, director
for the JSF air vehicle. “Your grandma won’t be able to tell the difference, but the production
models will be different from the X-35 demonstrators.”
Although the automotive industry was not a direct source of expertise for the F-35, it was a
source of inspiration to the people who will build the aircraft. According to Mestad, “Automotive
plants don’t keep inventory on an auto assembly line. They only have about two hours worth of
inventory on the floor at any given time. Even the seats come off the delivery truck in sequence
of installation. Our assembly line will resemble that line. It is called mixed-model production.
We won’t have three assembly lines; we’ll have one line. We might build a CTOL version today,
a STOVL version tomorrow.”
The F-35 team combines the manufacturing expertise of the program’s three principal part
ners—Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, and BAE SYSTEMS—and builds on the leanmanufacturing legacy of the highly successful single-seat, single-engine F-16, as well as the F/A-18,
B-2, and Eurofighter. Comparing the F-35 to current-generation fighters, engineers project that
Lockheed Martin F-35 assembly will
• reduce tooling by 90 percent,
• reduce manufacturing time by 66 percent,
• reduce manufacturing costs by more than 50 percent,
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• require up to 50 percent fewer parts, and
• require up to 50 percent fewer fasteners.
The F-35 is designed to accommodate growth in both mission and technology. Possible future
versions of the aircraft include an electronic-attack variant, an uninhabited version, and an F-35
that incorporates a laser weapon.
Because of designed-in flexibility, the F-35 will be able to accommodate a wide range of nextgeneration weapons, including the small-diameter bomb currently under development. This
weapon’s smaller size will enable the F-35 to carry a far greater number of bombs internally, thus
increasing the number of targets that can be specified per mission.
The Air Force is tentatively scheduled to receive its first F-35 in 2008, but initial operational
capability (IOC) for the service is set for 2011. The US Navy, along with the Royal Navy and
Royal Air Force, is scheduled for a 2012 IOC. The Marine Corps, with an IOC planned for 2010,
will be the first of the military services to operate a fleet of F-35s.
On 27 June 2002, the F-35 program achieved its first major technical milestone, on schedule
and under budget, when engineers finalized the external lines of the aircraft. The resulting
“lines freeze” configuration is nearly indistinguishable from that of the X-35 JSF demonstrators
that underwent flight testing in 2000 and 2001. Design changes, though small, will bring overall
performance gains to the stealthy fighter. The design has been evolving incrementally since the
configuration that flew as the X-35 demonstrator.
Finalized changes include the following:
• Extending the forward fuselage by five inches to better accommodate avionics and sensors,
and moving the horizontal tail rearward by two inches to maintain stability-and-control
with the newly extended forward fuselage.
• Raising by about one inch the top surface of the aircraft along the centerline, thus increas
ing fuel capacity by 300 pounds and extending range.
• Adding slightly more twist to the wing camber on the CV variant to improve both handling
qualities and transonic performance.
• Slightly adjusting the positioning of the vertical tails to improve aerodynamic performance.
Earlier in the design phase, engineers also reduced the length of the engine’s inlet ducts, thereby
saving weight and improving performance.
“During the concept demonstration phase of this program, we believed the only way to validate
the aerodynamic performance of our concept was to test-fly an aircraft that was representative
of the one we intended to produce,” points out Tom Burbage, executive vice president of Lockheed Martin and general manager of the JSF program. “When you look at this final design and
compare it to the one we flew during CDP, it’s clear that the two aircraft are essentially identical,
save for some fine-tuning. That means the outstanding performance of our X-35 JSF concept
demonstration aircraft can also be expected of our production model, the F-35.”
The F-35, designed to survive in a high-threat environment and provisioned for growth, will
feature levels of supportability and maintainability that have never before been achieved. Jim
Engelland effectively captures the excitement and anticipation surrounding the JSF: “We are really
on our way. I told some new hires that we will have a first flight in less than 40 months. We will
see some tears and a lot of goose bumps that day. If you don’t get either one, you are in the
wrong business.” ■
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High Ground
over the
Homeland
Issues in the Use
of Space Assets
for Homeland Security

Editorial Abstract: Lt Col (sel) S. Didi Kuo outlines
the challenges that space professionals face as they
support traditional power-projection missions and
new homeland-security tasks. Many navigation,
communication, and weather-support missions
translate easily from military roles to domesticsecurity support. But legal constraints, security
classification, and complicated relationships
among many agencies may make space-based in
telligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance capa
bilities difficult to integrate with local, state, and
federal response agencies. Colonel Kuo also states
that partial solutions to such challenges can come
from innovative and creative uses of space assets.

LT COL (SEL) S. DIDI KUO, PHD, USAF

How the U.S. develops the potential of space for civil, commercial, defense and intelli
gence purposes will affect the nation’s security for decades to come.
—Commission to Assess United States National
Security: Space Management and Organization
January 2001

T

HE ATTACK ON 11 September 2001
(9/11) has forever altered how
Americans view their security at
home. Homeland security is now a
top priority for our country in the new war on
terrorism. That attack has also transformed our
government’s approach to defending the
homeland. Space assets are being used in the

overseas battle against terrorism in intelligence
gathering and support of military operations.
Space-based surveillance also provides early
warning for national missile defense.1 However,
there are several challenges to overcome before we can fully integrate space assets into
the homeland-security framework for opera
tions within our US borders.
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Space Capabilities for
Homeland Security
Space already plays an important role in the
area of navigation and communication, and it
provides the information infrastructure neces
sary for homeland security. Use of communica
tion satellites, especially commercial ones,
provides the backbone for many of the current
homeland-security communication needs. The
reliance on these satellites becomes even more
critical in a crisis where terrestrial communica
tions (both landlines and cellular) are unavailable.2 Satellite communications provided a
message of “assurance and resolve” at a time
when the public-accessible communications
infrastructure was in disarray.3
The Global Positioning System’s (GPS) con
stellation of over 24 satellites has revolutionized
the navigational field.4 After 9/11, GPS at
tracted attention for its potential uses in homeland security as well as a terrorist target.5 The
integration of GPS into search and rescue and
other emergency services is already widespread. After 9/11 major city leaders envi
sioned how GPS could be used to track certain
vehicles and their contents.6 Surveillance of
vehicles belonging to suspected terrorists could
also be done through GPS tagging devices.
During a crisis response, all emergency ve
hicles, and even individual personnel, could be
tracked by GPS by the Federal Bureau of Inves
tigation’s (FBI) Joint Operations Center. The
discontinuation of “selective availability” increased the positional accuracy for civil users.
The military, however, still receives greater po
sitional accuracy because their encrypted re
ceivers can better compensate for ionospheric
error.7 A study should be conducted to determine if homeland-security applications would
benefit from that greater positional accuracy.
Weather information from satellites aids in
preparedness and consequence management
efforts. Real-time environmental data supports
vulnerability and risk analyses while forecasts
support the decisions that will guide prepara
tion, protection, response, and recovery opera
tions. 8 After the 9/11 attack, the National
Weather Service provided this information

using special forecasts to assist decision makers
in their recovery efforts.9 Forecasting and realtime data were also provided in support of
Operation Noble Eagle.10
Overhead signals intelligence (SIGINT)
collection can aid in the detection and pre
vention of terrorist attacks. SIGINT’s greatest
potential lies in communications intelligence
(COMINT)—the interception, monitoring,
and location of communications systems and
their voice content.11 In light of the extensive
planning done for 9/11, it is clear that do
mestic surveillance was not as aggressive as it
should have been.12 COMINT derived from
space sensors is an additional tool to be added
to the terrestrial COMINT systems for the col
lection of needed intelligence on terrorists
in the United States.13
Remote sensing is perhaps one of the
biggest contributions space can make to homeland security. It has long been used for intelli
gence and environmental purposes and has
seen tremendous growth in the last decade
through commercial and civil systems. National
systems provide overhead imagery intelligence
(IMINT) in the form of high-resolution images.
Commercial and civil satellites can collect addi
tional lower-resolution imagery.14
Remote sensing from space will play a role
in homeland-security preparedness that very
much resembles its counterpart mission in
the military—intelligence preparation of the
battlefield (IPB).15 The National Spatial Data
Infrastructure program is attempting to provide geographical information systems (GIS)
for major cities to assist with preparedness for
terrorist attacks.16 Imagery with GIS data could
be used to map political and governmental
facilities, lines of communication (LOC),
choke points such as bridges and tunnels,
food and water distribution points, and nuclear
facilities. This information can be used both
during threat assessments of potential terrorist
targets and to aid first responders immediately
after an attack.
In the area of response and recovery, remote sensing can be used in assessing ther
mal activity, the damage to infrastructure, the
accessibility to damaged areas, and displace-
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ment of debris.17 Satellite imagery was used a
day after the 9/11 attack to aid in the recovery
efforts (fig. 1).
Satellites may provide the quickest means
to gain situational awareness, especially when
wide-area coverage is needed. More impor
tantly, they can provide a single integrated pic
ture of an incident area. Remote sensing data
can be used to aid responders in formulating a
proper response, such as evacuation routes for
a weapon-of-mass-destruction attack.18
Homeland-Security Customers

Table 1 shows the actual and potential uses of
space-asset capabilities by homeland-security
organizations. Some agencies have already in
tegrated space components into their opera
tions. Many agencies consider GPS and satel
lite communications to be inherently part of
their information infrastructure. Other sys
tems, most notably intelligence, surveillance,
and reconnaissance (ISR) satellites, are still

Figure 1. Panchromatic Image of the World
Trade Center from IKONOS (From Federal
Emergency Management Agency, on-line,
Internet, available from http://www.gismaps.
fema.gov/2001graphics/dr1391/nyc_pan_
12sep.jpg)
relatively unused. The next section discusses
reasons for this underutilization.

Table 1
The Use of Space Assets by Homeland-Security Agencies
Homeland-Security Agency

Major Areas of Space Support

US Northern Command

ISR, Communication, Navigation, Weather, and Remote Sensing

Federal Bureau of Investigation

ISR, Communication, and Navigation

Federal Emergency Management Agency

Remote Sensing, Mapping, Communication, Weather, and Navigation

National Infrastructure Protection Center

Remote Sensing, Mapping, and Navigation

Office of Domestic Preparedness

Remote Sensing, Mapping, and Navigation

US Border Patrol

ISR, Remote Sensing, and Navigation

US Coast Guard

Navigation, Communication, and Weather

Environmental Protection Agency

Remote Sensing

Department of Energy

Remote Sensing

US Customs

Navigation

State and Local Law Enforcement Agencies

ISR and Navigation

State and Local Emergency Services

Communications, Navigation, Weather, and Remote Sensing

National Guard

Communication, Navigation, Weather, and Remote Sensing
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Issues on the Use of Space for
Homeland Security
Space communication, navigation and
weather systems are designed for use within the
United States and are well integrated into the
federal, civil, and commercial sectors. As a re
sult, there are no major limitations on their use
in the homeland-security mission. However,
with the exception of commercial imagery, the
focus of ISR systems has been on overseas areas.
The national ISR space architecture, ranging
from satellite orbits to the infrastructure on the
ground, is geared towards supporting military
operations and intelligence gathering on for
eign soil. Prior to 9/11, the defense and intelli
gence communities did not perceive a need for
the use of ISR space assets in homeland secu
rity. Now, however, several organizations are
examining the contributions ISR space can
make to this new mission.19
The Space Community: Black or White?

Multiple organizations build and operate satel
lites for the US government because of the
many national security space missions performed. The national security space commu
nity is still largely divided between unclassified
Department of Defense (DOD) systems (the
white world) and classified intelligence systems
(the black world). On the DOD side, Strategic
Command is responsible for coordinating all
military and civilian space assets while Air Force
Space Command acquires and operates the
majority of military satellites. The National Re
connaissance Office (NRO) is responsible for
the acquisition and operation of the nation’s
intelligence satellites, often known as national
technical means (NTM).
Recent Space Commission recommenda
tions generated several organizational changes
in the national security space community.20
The undersecretary of the Air Force (USecAF)
became responsible for DOD space as well as
serving as the director of the NRO. While im
plementing the Space Commission recom
mendations should improve interagency coor
dination, some organizational issues will
remain.21 The NRO commission stated that

the NRO is caught between the competing re
quirements of its DOD and intelligence com
munity customers.22 An independent Com
mission on the National Imagery and Mapping
Agency (NIMA) called this the “national versus
tactical” problem and found it to be a highly
polarizing issue.23 Until the recent implemen
tation of the Space Commission recommen
dations, only the president had the authority
to provide the leadership, direction, and oversight for a coherent national security space
policy.24 Even with the USecAF’s new respon
sibilities and authority, it remains to be seen if
these old barriers can be dismantled.
There are three important issues to con
sider when defining homeland-security roles
and missions for space: competition between
space missions, customer requirements, and
funding. The first issue is how much the
homeland-security mission will compete with
other space missions for the same resources.
Homeland-security requirements will not sig
nificantly affect GPS because of its inherent
design for civil applications. US Northern Com
mand (NORTHCOM) will dominate DOD’s
requirements, and the ability of military com
munication satellites to support NORTHCOM
and other federal agencies will be stressed if
there is a major theater war (MTW) and a largescale terrorist attack in the United States. Under
those conditions, there may not be enough se
cure bandwidth to support NORTHCOM, and
additional bandwidth would have to come
through commercial communication satellites.
National systems may experience a similar
problem during an MTW. These systems not
only have to support military operations overseas, but also maintain regular intelligence col
lections of other nations. The NRO Commis
sion pointed out that customer demands, both
strategic and tactical, already exceed the NRO’s
capabilities.25 Supporting the homeland-security
mission will put an additional burden on the
NTM systems. Again, commercial satellites may
be able to supplement the collection needs
over the United States, especially due to the
lack of restrictions on their operations.
The second issue is identifying homelandsecurity customers and determining their space
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capability requirements. The organizational
landscape for homeland security is vast and
often confusing. DOD and other federal agen
cies are involved at the national level, while
state and local organizations play a critical role
as first responders. A proper provider-customer
relationship between the space and homelandsecurity organizations is currently lacking and
must be developed. Many of these homelandsecurity-organization customers are not yet
aware of the capabilities that space assets offer.
For that reason, they have not yet determined
their requirements, which further complicates
the identification of space resources needed
for the homeland-security mission.
The third issue is funding. If space assets
are to play a role in homeland security, they
must be properly funded. This is especially
critical for dual-hatted organizations like the
NRO, NIMA, and National Security Agency
(NSA) that must not only be concerned
about the amount of funding but also the
funding’s source and the legal constraints on
its use. Using DOD money on homeland se
curity may violate the Posse Comitatus Act,
while the intelligence community dollars are
reserved for foreign intelligence collection.
In the long-term, the homeland-security mis
sion may even require new capabilities on
satellites (i.e., enhanced GPS civil capabilities
or new NTM sensors). The new Department
of Homeland Security may eventually become
the appropriate funding source for the amount
of funding that includes proper legal authori
zation on its use. Until then, programming
funds for this capability may be difficult.
The Homeland-Security Landscape

The war on terrorism will truly be an interagency process involving some 40 federal
agencies. They will be joined by a host of state
and local offices that will be involved in some
form of homeland-security activities.26
The Department of Homeland Security is
responsible for preventing, to the degree pos
sible, terrorist attacks in the United States and
aiding in the recovery from such attacks.27
Three of the assigned functions for this new
office may involve advocating the need for
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space support. The first is to ensure that there
are sufficient technological capabilities and
resources to collect intelligence and data on
terrorist activities within the United States.
The second function is to make certain that
proper resources are allocated to improve and
sustain national preparedness against terrorist
threats. The third function is to coordinate
the response and recovery efforts to a terrorist
attack. Space capabilities can help the Depart
ment of Homeland Security carry out these
functions.
Currently the DOD role in homeland se
curity is limited. America’s long-standing fear
of military involvement in domestic affairs has
resulted in a myriad of statutes and directives
that govern the use of the armed forces within
the United States.28 Key tasks are air and missile
defense as well as assisting civilian authorities
in responding to natural disasters and terrorist
attacks.29 The National Guard is exempt from
many of the restrictions.30 Until federalized,
they belong to their respective states and thus
may provide domestic support.31 Like other
homeland-security organizations, the close in
tegration of National Guard units with space
assets is limited.
Both Joint Vision 2020 and the 2001 Qua
drennial Defense Review discuss the importance
of homeland security.32 The creation of
NORTHCOM will help focus the DOD’s
homeland-security mission.33 NORTHCOM
has both North American Aerospace Defense
Command’s (NORAD) mission of air and space
defense as well as US Joint Forces Command’s
mission of providing military assistance to civil
authorities.34 The need to integrate space op
erations within the United States, especially
ISR systems, means NORTHCOM has unique
space issues not encountered with the other
geographical commands.
Past experience demonstrates that nonfed
eral local authorities are normally the first to re
spond to emergencies and threats.35 Several
studies and reports recommended strengthen
ing the state and local agencies responsible for
homeland security.36 There is a lack of understanding at the state and local levels of what
space can do. This is especially true of national
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systems because of the necessary security clear
ances. Unless there is an education process
among these organizations, new applications of
space to homeland security will be limited.
The number of organizations involved in
homeland security may be an impediment to
the effective use of space for homeland secu
rity. Bureaucratic infighting and the lack of
clear lines of responsibility make the integra
tion of space into various homeland-security
missions difficult. Not only are civil and mili
tary agencies involved at the national level,
but state and local agencies will also play a
crucial role. To compound this problem, the
space community itself is made of multiple
organizations that are currently in a state of
transition. There is no place for the Depart
ment of Homeland Security to go for “onestop shopping” on space issues. To get all of
these moving parts from both communities to
work together will be a monumental challenge.
While it is out of the scope of this article to
solve these homeland-security organizational
problems, a solution must be found if space is
to be effectively used.
Legal and Policy Limitations: Blindfolding the Eye in
the Sky

Obstacles to using ISR satellites for homeland
security include the legal and policy issues
surrounding the intelligence collection on US
persons. While surveillance systems such as
the Defense Support Program satellites do
not have an issue because of their low resolu
tion, NRO’s IMINT and SIGINT satellites have
the capability to aid homeland security in this
area.37 In addition, possible new surveillance
methods such as GPS tagging will also face
legal issues. There has always been a delicate
balance between the need for national secu
rity and the protection of individual privacy
rights under the US Constitution.38
Domestic intelligence collection from
space is subject to a complex legal and policy
landscape with multiple directives that are
often open to interpretation. Table 2 illustrates
some of these laws and policies.
Executive Order (EO) 12333 establishes
the overall framework for all intelligence gath

ering within the United States. It is the pri
mary guidance for IMINT collections on US
soil and provides additional instruction to the
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA)
for domestic SIGINT collections. Even though
NRO satellites collect both SIGINT and
IMINT, NSA and NIMA have additional and
different guidance for this process.39
FISA regulates the collection of SIGINT on
US persons.40 This classified document requires a special court order to collect SIGINT
within the United States. The Bremer Commis
sion found that under ordinary circumstances,
the FISA process can be slow and burdensome.41 The reviewing agency often used
stricter interpretations requiring more infor
mation than mandated by FISA.42 Additional
guidance for SIGINT comes from the United
States Signals Intelligence Directive 18.43 This
NSA directive ensures that these types of col
lections are conducted in a manner that safeguards the constitutional rights of US persons.
Because the NRO, NSA, and NIMA are
also affiliated with the DOD, Title 10 issues
such as the Posse Comitatus Act may apply to
them. A review of the literature quickly shows
there is no universal agreement on what the
Posse Comitatus Act allows and forbids the
military to do in homeland security.44 While
most DOD space operations within the
United States are considered passive and thus
permitted under this act, intelligence satellites
play a more active role. As a result, the NSA
and NIMA may be prohibited from distribut
ing NTM products under the Posse Comitatus
Act because they are DOD support agencies.
As table 2 illustrates, there are many legal
and policy constraints on NTM activities and
what it collects in the United States. Much of
this direction overlaps itself, and almost all of
it is subject to interpretation. One example is
that both DOD and the intelligence commu
nity regulations apply to NIMA. Must NIMA
use the most restrictive guidance to limit its
operations, or can it use the most advanta
geous policy to provide imagery? Unless such
issues are resolved in advance, timely distri
bution of NTM products is unlikely in a criti
cal situation. Now is the appropriate time to
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Table 2
Major Regulations Affecting the Use of Space for Homeland Security
Regulation

Type

Executive Order 12333, United States Intelligence Activities

Executive Directive

Executive Order 12958, Classified National Security Information

Executive Directive

Presidential Decision Directive 35, Intelligence Requirements

Executive Directive

Presidential Decision Directive 39, US Policy on Counterterrorism

Executive Directive

Presidential Decision Directive 49, National Space Policy

Executive Directive

Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (50 USC)

Statute

USA PATRIOT Act

Statute

Posse Comitatus (10 USC 1385)

Statute

National Security Act of 1947 (50 USC)

Statute

Classified Information Protection Act (18 USC)

Statute

Freedom of Information Act (5 USC 552)

Statute

DOD Directive 5525.5, DOD Cooperation with Civilian Law Enforcement Official

Department Policy

DOD Directive 3025.1, Military Support to Civil Authorities

Department Policy

DOD Directive 5240.-R, DOD Activities That May Affect US Persons

Department Policy

CIA Headquarters Regulation 7-1, Law and Policy Governing the Conduct of Intelligence
Activities

Department Policy

US Signals Intelligence Directive 18

Department Policy

United States v. Kyllo (2001)

Judicial Ruling

United States v. Katz (1966)

Judicial Ruling

United States v. Dow (1983)

Judicial Ruling

revise these regulations in order to provide
greater latitude for intelligence collection from
space within the United States.
The TPED Issue Hits Home

Tasking, processing, exploitation, and dissemi
nation (TPED) of national space products is
currently a major hindrance to fully utilizing
these assets. The problem of having sufficient
resources to get the product to the military
user in the field has been widely identified.45
The same challenge will be faced when getting
the product out to homeland-security agencies,
especially in a timely manner. NIMA is re
sponsible for national IMINT space products,
while NSA is responsible for SIGINT space
products. Both of these organizations have
come under scrutiny for their performance of
that role.46 The addition of the homeland-

security mission will only increase the strain on
their already overburdened TPED resources.
On the tasking side, the homeland-security
agencies need to understand what they can
task and how to frame the request for collec
tion so that it can be done legally. While
NIMA is in the process of streamlining the ap
proval process for domestic imaging, requests
still must come through other federal agencies.47 During time-critical events, this bureau
cratic delay can result in missed opportunities
by satellites with limited observation windows.
For processing and exploitation of space
products, the homeland-security agencies have
neither the same expertise nor tools as the
space and TPED organizations. An inadequate
distribution infrastructure also hampers the
dissemination of NTM products. One option
is to provide special equipment to homeland-
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security agencies that can receive and exploit
NTM imagery, similar to what is being done
for military units.48 Classification of the prod
ucts is another issue. A way is needed to rapidly
declassify the information so that local re
sponders can use it in a timely manner. For
IMINT, the image can be degraded or used as
a source for a derived product. For SIGINT,
information needs to be disseminated without attribution to the NSA.
Because state and local agencies play a vital
role in homeland security, the national TPED
capabilities must reach down to the local
levels.49 Currently the availability of NTM
products to these agencies is almost nonexis
tent. The increasing availability of commercial
imagery may improve this situation. Because
state and local authorities are typically the
first responders, it is imperative to extend the
TPED process down to this level.

Commercial Imagery:The New
Satellite on the Block
A discussion on the use of space for homeland security would not be complete without
mentioning the growing role of commercial
space imagery. A commercial satellite owned
by Space Imaging took some of the most
widely recognized pictures of the 9/11 attack.50
The New York governor’s office contacted
Space Imaging directly to request information
on the use of satellite imagery for disaster as
sessment and emergency management.51 It
was an unusual situation where a state went
directly to a private company rather than a
federal agency for help on using space assets.
As second-generation satellites with improved
resolution are launched (fig. 2), the impor
tance of commercial imagery for homeland
security will become even more pronounced.
The two main advantages of commercial
imagery are the lack of legal restrictions on
their use over the United States and the un
classified nature of their product. Because they
are privately owned, commercial systems do
not face the same restrictions as national sys
tems. Their unclassified products can easily be
distributed to anyone, provided the proper

Figure 2. Second-Generation Commercial
Imagery (0.6-meter resolution image from
Quickbird, courtesy of Digitalglobe, on-line, In
ternet, 28 February 2002, available from
www.digitalglobe.com)
licenses are bought. This is important because
many homeland-security agencies, especially
at the state and local levels, do not have the
necessary security clearances for national im
agery. Also, the dissemination of these prod
ucts can be done through the Internet, thus
providing quick and easy access. Because of
these advantages, commercial imagery, as it becomes more available, will be a major source of
data from space for homeland security.

The High Ground for
Homeland Security
Space assets can play a significant role in
enhancing homeland security. These systems
provide communication and navigation support that is vital to homeland-security func
tions. Satellites also provide unique informa
tion from their vantage point in space.
Whether it is providing intelligence against a
terrorist threat or preparing and responding
to a WMD attack, space provides unfettered
access to quickly collect information over wide
areas at any location in the United States. Despite these capabilities, significant legal, policy,
organizational, and procedural limitations
exist. These limitations must be examined and
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addressed if space is to be fully utilized for
homeland security.
The same situation for the use of space in
homeland security today existed with the mili
tary in Desert Storm. Many space assets were an
unknown quantity when planning for opera
tions at that time. Only after 10 years of effort is
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space now an integral part of military opera
tions, as demonstrated in Operation Enduring
Freedom. The challenge now is using space for
this new national security threat. The Depart
ment of Defense and the Department of Homeland Security must now work together to bring
the high ground home to America. ■
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vides both mid-wave and long-wave infrared imagery. LANDSAT,
SPOT, IKONOS, and Quickbird have four to seven multispectral
bands. Canada’s RADARSAT provides synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) imagery.
15. IPB is defined as the continuous process used to develop
a detailed knowledge of the adversary’s forces and capabilities.
16. The NSDI falls under the auspices of the Federal Geo
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and Budget. For more information, visit their Web site on-line at
http://www.fgdc.gov/nsdi/nsdi.html.
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22. Report of the National Commission for the Review of the
National Reconnaissance Office: The NRO at the Crossroads (NRO
Commission), 1 November 2000, on-line, Internet, 16 January
2003, available from http://www.fas.org/irp/nro/commission/
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rector of Central Intelligence (DCI) to work closely together to
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The air ocean and its endless outer space extension are one and indivisible, and should be controlled by a single homogeneous force.
—Alexander P. de Seversky

The Looming
Biological
Warfare Storm
Misconceptions and•
Probable Scenarios•
COL (DR.) JIM A. DAVIS, USAF*

Editorial Abstract: The several anthrax inci
dents that occurred in Florida, New York,
and Washington, D.C., during the fall of
2001 did not provide convincing evidence that
a mass-casualty biological warfare attack is
likely. Colonel Davis systematically unravels six
prevailing myths that, in his view, blind US
decision makers to the possibility of bioattacks
against agriculture, troops, and population
centers. In Davis’s opinion, our persistent de
nial of the realities that characterize our ad
versaries’ biological warfare capabilities could
result in catastrophic consequences.

Yet, this is still a dangerous world, a less certain, a less predictable one. . . . Many have
chemical and biological weapons. Most troubling of all, the list of these countries in
cludes some of the world’s least-responsible states.
—President George W. Bush
National Defense University, 1 May 2001

T

HE LIKELIHOOD THAT biological
weapons will be used against our na
tion continues to rise. Many in the recent past have considered the talk of
such horrific weapons as only hype to justify
funding for certain programs for DOD, other
governmental agencies, or government contrac
tors. The stark reality of 11 September 2001—

when hijacked airliners were used as missiles,
and anthrax attacks followed—has changed
that perception for many. However, since we
have not yet suffered a mass-casualty biologi
cal warfare (BW) event, there are others that
still dismiss the scenario as highly unlikely.
If this view is persuasive to US decision
makers, it will impede the nation’s ability to

*This article is based upon the author’s essay “A Biological Warfare Wake-Up Call: Prevalent Myths and Likely Scenarios,” published
as chapter 10 in The Gathering Biological Warfare Storm, 2d ed., ed. Col (Dr.) Jim A. Davis and Dr. Barry Schneider (Maxwell AFB, Ala.:
USAF Counterproliferation Center, April 2002), 289–307, on-line, Internet, 21 January 2003, available from http://www.au.af.mil/au/
awc/awcgate/cpc-pubs/biostorm/davis.doc.
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prepare for or prevent such an event. Until
very recently, the lack of focus on this subject
had resulted in a lack of appropriate funding
and accountability. There are six important
myths that have caused some senior civilian
and military government leaders to develop
an inappropriate view of this threat.
It would be valuable to those who recog
nize the nation’s vulnerability to BW to know
the most likely scenarios we should expect to
encounter. Such informed speculations and
visualization allow us to prepare before the
event or possibly even to prevent it. This article
describes six common myths about BW and
three of the most likely future BW scenarios
we may face.

Why Postulate?
Thomas C. Schelling observes that “the
tendency in our planning is to confuse the
unfamiliar with the improbable. The contin
gency we have not considered seriously looks
strange; what looks strange is thought im
probable; what is improbable need not be
considered seriously.”1
The United States has limited funds to
spend on social and military programs. The
military budget is currently 3 percent of the
US gross national product (GNP) as com
pared to 6 percent of the GNP during the late
1980s.2 The most devastating terrorist attack
ever perpetrated against the United States
occurred on 11 September 2001 and not only
cost many lives, but the associated economic
impact exceeded hundreds of billions of dol
lars in direct replacement costs, lost revenues,
and costly response efforts. Yet, the human im
pact and economic impact of 11 September
2001 will be dwarfed if adversaries are able to
effectively deploy mass-casualty biological
weapons against the United States. Unless we
focus appropriate dollars and develop a co
herent national plan to prepare for and prevent such actions, the United States will likely
suffer an enormous economic loss that could
even lead to our demise as a superpower.

Will There Really Be an Attack?
A belief in one or more of at least six false
assumptions or myths helps explain why indi
viduals, including senior civilian and military
leaders, do not believe that a mass-casualty BW
attack will occur.
Myth One: There Never Really Has Been a Significant
BW Attack

This contention is counter to historical fact.
Even before the fall 2001 anthrax terrorism in
the United States, incidents of BW and bio
terrorism have occurred on multiple occasions.
Today, more countries have active BW programs than at any other time in history, which
increases the likelihood that BW will be used
again in the future.
Military organizations have used biological
weapons many times. One BW event occurred
in 1346 when the Mongols used plague
(Yersinia pestis) at the Battle of Kaffa. More re
cently, during the French and Indian War, the
British used smallpox (Variola) against the
Delaware Indians and also are alleged to have
used smallpox against Gen George Washington’s forces during the Revolutionary War.3
The Germans used anthrax (Bacillus anthracis)
and glanders (Pseudomonas mallei) against the
horses and mules of the US Army and its Allies
in World War I. The Japanese used typhoid
(Salmonella typhi) in World War II in direct attacks on approaching Russian forces.4 They also
used over 16 different BW agents (plague, an
thrax, etc.) on Chinese forces and citizens, US
prisoners of war, British detainees, and others.
Ken Alibek, former head of the civilian branch
of the Soviet offensive biological program, has
unearthed information that leads him to be
lieve that the Soviet army may have used tu
laremia (Francisella tularensis) to halt the oncoming German army in World War II.5 The
Textbook for Military Medicine, published in 1997,
states that an estimated 10,923 deaths resulted
from the Soviet use of chemical and biologi
cal warfare (CBW) agents in Afghanistan, Laos,
and Kampuchea (Cambodia).6 In 2001, the
US Senate and other US government offices
were attacked through the mail system by letters
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filled with lethal anthrax spores milled to the
1–5 micron size, which can inflict death from
inhalation. BW, it must be concluded, has
been an accepted practice for a number of
states for a long time.
Myth Two: The United States Has Never Been
Attacked by a BW Agent

Counting the 2001 anthrax attacks, there are
at least six known instances where BW has
been used against US citizens or resources.
The British were alleged to have used smallpox in the Revolutionary War. The Germans
used glanders against US horses and mules
during World War I. The Japanese used mul
tiple biological agents against their foes dur
ing World War II. The Aum Shinrikyo cult
failed in 1990 in its botulinum toxin attack on
the two US naval bases located at Yokosuka
and Yokohama.7 In 1984, the Bhagwan Shree
Rajneesh cult contaminated 10 restaurant salad
bars in Oregon with salmonella and infected
at least 750 local citizens.8 This BW attack,
like the naval base attacks, was not discovered
until several years after the event. Prolifera
tion experts, such as the National Defense
University’s Seth Carus, agree that these ex
amples lend credence to the possibility that
the United States may have unknowingly fallen
victim to still other BW attacks in the past.9
Myth Three: You Have to Be Extremely Intelligent,
Highly Educated, and Well Funded to Grow,
Weaponize, and Deploy a BW Agent

Financial status or brilliance is no longer a
major roadblock for an individual or group to
acquire a significant BW capability. Dr. Tara
O’Toole, deputy director for the Center for
Civilian Biodefense Studies at Johns Hopkins
University, believes we have probably crossed
over the threshold from “too difficult” to ac
complish to “doable by a determined individ
ual or group.”10 It is true that there are cer
tain technical hurdles, but there are many
thousands of highly educated microbiologists
or other health science professionals worldwide that are capable of growing, weaponiz
ing, and employing a BW agent. Much of the
technical information is readily available on
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the Internet, in libraries, and through mailorder channels that provide “how-to” manuals.
For example, Steve Priesler, who has a degree
in chemistry, wrote such a manual and made
it available on the Internet for only $18.11 This
manual, titled Silent Death by “Uncle Fester,”
tells the reader where to find, grow, and
weaponize agents such as Bacillus anthracis
and Clostridium botulinum; it also instructs the
reader on how to employ the agents to kill
small or large numbers of people.
Myth Four: Biological Warfare Must Be Too Difficult
Because It Has Failed When It Has Been Tried

Most of the BW attempts mentioned in this
article resulted in deaths or casualties. However, not all attempts in the past have been
successful. For example, it was not known
until 1995 (when several of its incarcerated
leaders confessed) that in 1990 the Aum
Shinrikyo cult had sprayed two US naval bases
in Japan. It is not known why their attack
failed, but there were thousands of US sailors
and dependants who were one breath away
from dying had the Aum Shinrikyo cult been a
bit more skilled. While this cult may have
failed to master the technological hurdles,
several nations had learned a great deal about
how to make and effectively use these
weapons over half a century earlier. The
Japanese began their BW program in the early
1930s and used it against their opponents in
World War II. The United States, Great Britain,
and the Soviet Union also started BW programs during the 1930s and 1940s. Basic BW
technology has been around for 60 years, and
all of these countries were to develop large
and potent BW programs. This was long before
the era of genetic engineering and the mapping of genomes. Although some of the BW
program secrets were probably not available
to the Aum Shinrikyo cult, the 1990s brought
a proliferation of information and biotechno
logical advances.12 In light of all the previ
ously successful attacks, it is a weak argument
to say that BW “has not been successful,” based
only on the Aum Shinrikyo’s inability to kill
Americans with botulinum toxin or its failed
attempts to kill Japanese with anthrax.13 In the
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twenty-first century, technological barriers are
no longer as formidable as they once were, and
some experts believe that a determined indi
vidual or group can independently develop
BW mass-casualty weapons.14
Myth Five: There Are Moral Restraints That Have
Kept and Will Keep BW Agents from Being Used

Most states in the twentieth century have gen
erally avoided the use of BW agents. For example, the United States had an offensive BW
program from 1942 to 1969, but it never used
BW agents. The Soviets had enough BW agents
weaponized to kill the world several times
over and yet exhibited restraint. It may be
that the various political, military, and moral
constraints against BW use have thus far prevented BW on a mass scale, but it appears that
we are now entering a new era. Jessica Stern,
in The Ultimate Terrorists, outlines four tech
niques of “moral disengagement” that individ
uals and groups have used to justify their use
of mass-casualty weapons.15
The following examples illustrate the lack
of moral inhibition by various types of ter
rorism. On 26 February 1993, terrorist Ramzi
Yousef and several other Muslim terrorists ex
ploded a bomb intended to topple the World
Trade Center twin towers and kill at least
250,000 people.16 The blast, although not
completely successful, killed six, injured more
than 1,000, and inflicted costs in excess of
$600,000,000.17 On 19 April 1995, Timothy
McVeigh committed the worst act of domestic
terrorism by an American citizen when he
bombed the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building
in Oklahoma City.18 More than 550 people
were targeted, and the resulting tragedy left
168 dead and hundreds of others wounded.19
On 11 September 2001, international terror
ists destroyed the twin towers of the World
Trade Center, ruined over 20 adjacent build
ings, and significantly damaged the Pentagon
by hijacking and crashing US commercial airliners into these icons of American society. In
less than two short hours, these brutal acts of
terror killed approximately 3,000 innocent
civilians and military personnel while injuring

many thousands more and bringing US air
travel to a temporary and very costly halt.20
We can look to the emergence of organi
zations such as al Qaida, Osama bin Laden’s
group, and see that any previous moral con
straints to inflicting massive civilian deaths are
no longer applicable. They have launched a
“holy war” against the United States and are
not reticent to inflict heavy casualties on US
citizens—even if it entails the loss of their
own lives. In fact, according to the holy war
paradigm propagated by Bin Laden, great
honor is supposed to accrue to those who die
killing many “infidels.” Thus, “morality” can
be marshaled as a reason both to limit BW use
and to advocate mass killings—depending on
the decision maker’s values and perspectives.
Myth Six: The Long Incubation Period Required for
BW Agents before Onset of Symptoms Makes BW Useless to Users

There have already been multiple BW attacks,
and to a savvy biological weaponeer, the incu
bation period can be used as an advantage
rather than a disadvantage. The two following
scenarios illustrate that advantage. In the first
scenario, an anthrax attack is made on an ad
versary’s military installation. That attack could
render the installation nonfunctional within
72 hours. The first clinical cases of anthrax
would probably manifest themselves in around
24 hours, with the number of subsequent cases
increasing rapidly. A follow-on conventional
military attack that was timed to occur three
to four days after the BW attack would likely
find the installation defenders laid low by the
disease and therefore would be more likely to
succeed. Moreover, because of the nature of
the Bacillus anthracis organism, the attackers
would not have to be overly concerned about
significant secondary infections from their in
fected adversaries or by large amounts of
residual spores in the environment.
The second scenario involves an attack on
an adversary’s population or military installa
tion with Q fever (Coxiella burnetii). With Q
fever’s two- to 10-day incubation period, the
attacker and his followers would have days to
escape before their adversary would recognize
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that there had been an attack. Between the
fifth and 10th day after the attack, the attackers
could announce that a nonlethal weapon had
been used as a “show of force and resolve” and
demand whatever concessions they were after.
The attackers would have little concern of
being exposed to secondary infection because
Q fever is not communicable. Likewise, the
low fatality rate would take away the adversary’s
justification for a massive retaliation but at
the same time leave the adversary’s population
with a heightened sense of fear because of their
proven vulnerability.

What Would Motivate a BW
Attack on the United States?
There are two primary motivations that
might drive an adversary to attack the United
States with a BW agent. Either one is enough
to cause a nation, organization, or individual
to act against the United States, but concerns
should be particularly heightened when both
of these motivations intersect.
The first motivation is to gradually “erode
US influence” as a world superpower. Adver
saries such as Iraq, Iran, or the al Qaida or
ganization desire more influence in their region.
They are infuriated that American infidels have
increased their presence in the Middle East
from three ships in 1949 to over 200,000 US
military personnel in 2001.21
Likewise, there are other emerging economic
powers in the world that see the United States
in a love/hate relationship. They realize the
United States is helping them to become eco
nomically sound, but they would ultimately like
to take a piece of the economic action from
the United States. These nations might also
want to inflict damage to the US economy, and
in their mind, level the playing field in a way
that would minimize damage to their own
economy. The far-right wing of groups with this
motivation include religious terrorist groups
such Osama bin Laden’s al Qaida who declare
that they have a religious obligation to destroy
the “evil race” in the name of “Allah.”
The second motivation is categorized as
“revenge or hate.” At a time when the United
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States is an integral part of stimulating the
global economy and thereby improving the
standard of living for millions in the world,
the so-called transparency of the United States
inflames envy, which often leads to hatred, in
millions around the world. The United States
has 5 percent of the world’s population yet
uses 24 percent of the global energy.22 The
extravagance of the United States is seen by
some as the reason for a worldwide moral
decay. Often these same individuals may want
to inflict revenge because of what they per
ceive the United States or its “puppet nations”
have done to them individually, their family,
or their group. Many of these individuals have
been taught from childhood to hate the
United States. This prejudice often grows as
they see images on television that portray the
United States as a drunken, immoral, glut
tonous, and violent society.
There is synergism when a nation, group,
or individual desires to erode US influence as
a world superpower and is also full of revenge
and hate. This effect would amplify their desire and ability to enlist support financially and
deliver an effective BW attack. They then have
a cause where emotion reinforces or even
overrides the logic or illogic of such an attack.

Possible Future BW Scenarios
This author believes that there are three
most likely BW scenarios the United States
and its allies might face in the future:
• An agroterrorist event against the United
States,
• A BW attack on United States and allied
troops in the Middle East, and/or
• A bioterrorist attack against a large popu
lation center in the United States or an
allied state.
Scenario One: An Agroterrorist Event

Anne Kohnen states that “agricultural targets
are ‘soft targets,’ or ones that maintain such a
low level of security that a terrorist could carry
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out an attack unobserved. Biological agents
are small, inexpensive, and nearly impossible
to detect. A terrorist may choose to use BW
against agriculture simply because it is the
easiest and cheapest way to cause large-scale
damage.”23
As was articulated by Mark Wheelis, a senior
microbiologist at the University of California,
Davis, many of the moral constraints that might
inhibit an adversary can be overcome by using
agroterrorism.24 The US economy could be
made chaotic by inflicting damage to the US
agricultural industry with three to five BW
agents over a few years. For example, the
United Kingdom suffered a severe disruption
in day-to-day life in 2001 when foot-and-mouth
disease broke out, forcing the slaughter of
hundreds of thousands of livestock. Estimated
cleanup and economic loss is assumed to have
reached $30 to $60 billion.25 Belgium suffered
an apparent agroterrorist event when dioxin
was discovered in chicken feed.26 This resulted
in boycotts across Europe and Asia of Belgian
meat products that cost their economy nearly
$1 billion.27 Such an incident in the United
States could potentially jeopardize $140 billion
in yearly pork, beef, and poultry exports.28
Table 1 was developed to show the status of
some of the offensive agricultural BW capabili
ties developed or maintained by certain nations.
This type of attack has an added benefit for
the adversary: unless he desires otherwise, he
may never be identified. Since the goal is not
to achieve attention, but to promote the de
mise of and inflict pain on the United States,
the perpetrators could maintain a safe distance
and enjoy the daily news of turmoil in the
United States. They could watch the successful
completion of their plan as the contagious na
ture of their weapon operated on its own—the
gift that keeps on giving. Perpetrators willing to
use this style of BW attack(s) would have to
recognize that it might take years to achieve
their objective. Some world terrorists may be
willing to wait and see their strategic plans
carried out over this longer period of time.

Scenario Two: A BW Attack on Forces in the Middle
East

This attack’s goal is to have the United States
withdraw its military forces from the region
and possibly reduce its aid to allies like Israel.
The Middle East contains more states with bio
logical weapons than any other region of the
world. According to the Center for Nonpro
liferation Studies at the Monterey Institute of
International Studies, there are 11 states with
suspected or confirmed offensive biological
programs. Of these, six reside in the Middle
East.29 Additionally, more weapons of mass de
struction (WMD) attacks have occurred in the
Middle East than in any other region. Although
most of the examples in table 2 are chemical
warfare (CW) and not CBW, use clearly indi
cates that this region of the world has an en
tirely different view about the use of weapons
considered taboo by much of the rest of the
world. Table 2 shows some regional highlights.
So how would a BW attack be carried out
in the Middle East? There are multiple options
an adversary might choose to pressure the
United States to withdraw from the region.
The three options discussed below are illus
trative of the variety of problems those attacks
could create.
An adversary might choose to use a nonlethal BW agent, perhaps VEE (Venezuelan
Equine Encephalitis), on a US installation.
Such an attack would make personnel sick
and incapacitated, but would not kill them. It
could be used to demonstrate an adversary’s
capability, resolve, and even compassion. The
adversary could allow time to ensure that the
attack was effective, that deaths were minimal,
that people were recovering, and then an
nounce why and what he had done. If the BW
attack failed, then the adversary would not
make an announcement or lose credibility.
Likewise, if the attack caused many unexpected
deaths, he could merely remain quiet and po
tentially avoid US retaliation.
With a successful attack, the adversary’s an
nouncement of responsibility could include a
stated abhorrence to killing. He could an
nounce that while he has lethal BW agents,
he had elected not to kill the sons and daugh-
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Table 1
States with Past and Present Agricultural BW Capabilities
STATE

STATUS

DATES

DISEASE

Canada

Former

1941–60s

Anthrax, Rinderpest

Egypt

Probable

1972–
present

Anthrax, Brucellosis,
Glanders, Psittacosis,
Eastern Equine Encephalitis

France

Former

1939–72

Potato Beetle, Rinderpest

Germany

Former

1915–17,
1942–45

Iraq

Known

1980s–
present

Japan

Former

1937–45

North Korea

Probable

? – present

Uncertain/
Former

1978–80

Anthrax

South Africa
United
Kingdom

Former

1980s–93

Anthrax

Former

1937–60s

Anthrax

Former

1943–69

USSR
(Russia,
Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan)

Formerly
active;
current
status
unclear

1935–92

(none)

Exact date of project termi
nation unclear.
In World War II experi
mented with Turnip Weevils,
Anthrax, Foot-and-Mouth Disease,
Antler Moths, Potato Stalk
Glanders, Potato Beetle, Wheat Fungus
Rot/Tuber Decay, and misc.
anticrop weeds.
Aflatoxin, Anthrax, Camelpox, Foot-andBelieved to retain program
Mouth Disease, Wheat Stem Rust
elements despite UN disar
(Camelpox may have been surrogate
mament efforts.
for Smallpox)
During World War II experi
Anthrax, Glanders
mented with misc. anticrop
fungi, bacteria, nematodes.
Anthrax
(none)

Rhodesia
(Zimbabwe)

United States

COMMENTS
Exact date of project termi
nation unclear.

Suspicious epidemic of cat
tle anthrax resulted in 182
human deaths. Some scien
tists believe government
forces infected livestock to
impoverish rural blacks dur
ing last phase of civil war.
(none)
Exact date of project termi
nation unclear.

Anthrax, Brucellosis, Eastern and Western Equine Encephalitis, Foot-andMouth Disease, Fowl Plague, Glanders,
Late Blight of Potato, Newcastle Dis
(none)
ease, Psittacosis, Rice Blast, Rice
Brown Spot Disease, Rinderpest,
Venezuelan Equine Encephalitis, Wheat
Blast Fungus, Wheat Stem Rust
African Swine Fever, Anthrax, Avian In
fluenza, Brown Grass Mosaic, Brucel
losis, Contagious Bovine Pleuropneu
monia, Contagious Ecthyma (sheep),
Foot-and-Mouth Disease, Glanders,
Maize Rust, Newcastle Disease, Potato
(none)
Virus, Psittacosis, Rice Blast, Rinder
pest, Rye Blast, Tobacco Mosaic,
Venezuelan Equine Encephalitis,
Vesicular Stomatitis, Wheat and Barley
Mosaic Streak, Wheat Stem Rust, para
sitic insects, and insect attractants

Source: Monterey Institute of International Studies, Center for Nonproliferation Studies, Agro-terrorism: Agriculture Biowarfare: State
Programs to Develop Offensive Capabilities, created October 2000, on-line, Internet, 25 January 2003, available from http://cns.miis.
edu/research/cbw/agprogs.htm. (Chart edited for space considerations; see complete chart and extensive footnotes on Web page.)
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Table 2
Examples of CBW Uses in the Middle East
Date

Country

Specific CB Agent

Description

1917

Iraq

glanders

In 1917, German agents infected over 4,500 British pack animals in
Mesopotamia.

1920–30

Morocco

mustard

Spain employed mustard shells and bombs against the Riff tribes.

1930

Libya

mustard

Italy dropped 24 mustard gas bombs on an oasis fighting Libyan
rebels.

1935–36

Ethiopia

mustard, tear gas,
various other
agents

Benito Mussolini authorized the use of chemical weapons on
16 Dec 1935, with the first attack on 23 Dec, when Italian air force
planes sprayed mustard gas and dropped bombs filled with mustard
agent on Ethiopian soldiers and civilians. Italian forces repeatedly
attacked Ethiopian soldiers and civilians with mustard gas and used
tear gas, sneezing gas, and various asphyxiating agents. A letter
from the Ethiopian delegate to the League of Nations, dated 13 Apr
1936, alleges Italy made 20 “poison gas attacks,” with mustard gas
being used frequently.

1930s

Kurdistan

lung irritants

Soviet Union was accused of using lung irritants against Kurdistan
tribesmen.

1944

Israel/
Palestine

unknown

Plot by the grand mufti of Jerusalem and Germans to poison wells
in Tel Aviv. Ten containers were discovered with enough poison to
kill 10,000 people.

1957

Oman

BW

Britain was accused of using biological warfare agents in Oman.

mustard, phosgene,
tear gas, possibly
nerve gas

Egypt employed chemical weapons against royalist forces in the
Yemen civil war. Egypt used Soviet-built aerial bombs to deliver
phosgene and aerial bombs as well as artillery shells abandoned by
British forces after World War I to deliver mustard gas. According to
chemical weapons expert Milton Leitenberg, some of the nerve
agent reportedly used by Egyptian forces may actually have con
sisted of hand grenades fitted with containers of organophosphate
pesticides. This incident is sometimes referred to as the first use of
nerve gases, but according to some reports, this is unsubstantiated.

unknown

In May 1965 at a press conference in London, a spokesman for the
Kurdish Democratic Party stated that on at least two occasions dur
ing the previous six weeks the Iraqi army had used gas against
Kurdish forces.

1963–67

1965

Yemen

Iraq

1984–88

Iran /Iraq

sarin, tabun, sulfur,
mustard

During the 1980s Iran-Iraq War, Iraq repeatedly attacked Iranian
troops with chemical warfare agents. The first allegation of Iraqi CW
attacks was in Nov 1980. In Nov 1983, Iran made its first official
complaint to the UN regarding Iraqi CW attacks. Iraq was confirmed
to have used mustard/nerve agents against Iranian forces from
1983 to 1988. Iran is believed to have conducted initial CW attacks
by firing captured Iraqi CW munitions at Iraqi forces in 1984 or
1985. By the end of the war, Iran reportedly employed domestically
produced CW munitions against Iraqi soldiers. First-ever use of
tabun (nerve agent) on the battlefield was by Iraq in 1984.

1987

Chad

unknown

Libya reportedly used Iranian-supplied chemical weapons against
Chad troops.
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1988

Iraq

hydrogen cyanide,
mustard, sarin,
tabun

Iraqi warplanes attacked the Kurdish city of Halabja, Iraq, with
mustard and nerve agents, killing up to 5,000 people, mostly
civilians. (Following Iraqi mustard gas attacks on Halabja, fleeing
Kurds may have been mistaken for Iraqi troops and bombarded with
hydrogen cyanide [AC] artillery shells by Iranian forces.)

1990

Sudan

mustard

President Omar al-Bashir’s Sudanese government had been accused
of producing CW with Iranian and/or Iraqi assistance. The govern
ment was accused of initiating several mustard gas attacks on
civilians and Sudanese People’s Liberation Army forces in the Nuba
mountain region. The allegations were not independently confirmed.

1997

Jordan

toxic gas

Israeli agents used toxic gas in assassination attempt on a Hamas
official in Amman.

Source: Unclassified research at the USAF Counterproliferation Center, Maxwell AFB, Ala., 2001.

ters of the United States, because he only wants
the US forces out of the region—killing would
only be used as a last resort.
This approach would likely trigger great
debates in Washington, D.C., and Middle Eastern countries, and might even cause the US
Congress to pressure the president to withdraw
US forces. If the United States then elected to
stay in the region and a lethal attack did
occur, local populations around US bases would
die along with the targeted Americans. Thereafter, local governments would be under enor
mous pressure and might choose to ask the
United States to withdraw rather than suffer
additional BW attacks on their populations.
Another option an adversary might choose
would be to release a lethal agent just outside
a US base so that the wind would carry it away
from the base. A desirable effect could be
achieved by even a small attack aimed at
killing as few as 20 to 50 of the local popu
lation. The downwind casualties would be
blamed on the Americans, creating a local
mistrust of the American government. The re
sponsible group would never claim credit but
would inform the media and others that the
deaths were caused by US BW agents (even
though the United States does not have any
offensive BW agents). It’s likely that the re
gional media would have a “heyday,” which
would lead to a groundswell of anger against
the United States. Another similar attack could
be launched after several months if the United

States had not elected to significantly downsize its presence in the region. Again, the
United States would be blamed, and locals
might evacuate areas close to US installations.
A continued US presence in the region could
become politically impossible to maintain.
Such small-scale attacks could be repeated over
and over with lethal or nonlethal BW agents.
An adversary could also use a lethal agent
directly against a US installation in the region.
The adversary would never claim credit for
this attack option, but might release a small
dose of BW agent like anthrax or tularemia to
try to kill two to 10 Americans. These deaths
could raise fear of future lethal attacks and
cause US officials and members of Congress
to debate the merit of a continued US pres
ence in the Middle East. In a response similar
to the last option, the host government might
become uncomfortable with a US presence if
a few of its local citizens also died. A single attack might not cause the United States to
“tuck tail and run,” but if repeated often
enough, the United States might reconsider
and remove its forces from harm’s way.
Scenario Three: A Bioterrorist Attack on a Large US
or Allied Population Center

The American public learned to fear anthrax
after letters containing the substance had been
sent via the US Postal Service to senators and
various news agencies shortly after the 11 Sep
tember 2001 terrorist attacks. The resultant
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deaths and the discovery that some al Qaida
terrorists had explored renting crop dusters
caused the US government to temporarily
ground these important agricultural aircraft.
The news media, in turn, informed the public
that biological attacks were possible.
Similar to the 11 September attacks, a BW
attack might be a coordinated attack and take
place in several major US cities. Anthrax would
probably be the agent of choice in a masscasualty attempt since it is not contagious and
the perpetrators would not have to worry about
the disease getting back to their country. Five
100-pound bags of anthrax could easily be
smuggled into the United States using one of
the many shipments of grain that arrive at US
ports every day. These bags could be made to
blend in with the shipment and lined with
plastic so that no powder would be prema
turely released. Three to five major cities, on
the order of Houston or Los Angeles, could
be targeted and would require only a 100pound bag each. An appropriate aerosolizing
device, easily procured in the United States,
could be mounted on an automobile, airplane, or boat. The terrorists that perpetrate
this attack would not have to die because they
could be vaccinated and treated with anti
biotics prior to delivering the agents, which
would protect them even if they were exposed.
They could also easily depart the country before the first symptoms appeared and defeat
the ability of federal authorities to respond
and arrest them.
Hundreds of thousands of American citi
zens could potentially become infected and
die if the agent were correctly manufactured
and employed and if optimal climatic condi
tions were present during the attack. Such a
mass-casualty attack would overwhelm the US
medical system and a human, economic, and
political catastrophe would result.

Summary
Many of our national leaders still do not
believe that a mass-casualty BW event will
happen in the next 10 years—in spite of our
experience with the anthrax attacks that fol

lowed the 11 September 2001 attacks. This
view is based on their belief in one of the sev
eral myths discussed in this article. Such
myths continue to inhibit the adequate fund
ing of US and allied biodefense.
US national security leaders must appreciate
the urgency to refocus programs and develop
appropriate budgets to support a concerted
biodefense effort to counter BW possibilities.
The counteragroterrorism effort is woefully
underfunded. This program is of extreme im
portance, and it needs billions of additional
dollars to upgrade the protection of our agri
cultural industry.
United States military forces in the Middle
East must be well prepared for a BW attack,
but all countries in the region have a long way
to go before their biodefense equipment and
tactics are adequate for the threat. US Central
Command and the Office of the Secretary of
Defense have an aggressive cooperative de
fense initiative (CDI) with allies and friends
in the region designed to overcome the threat
of WMD. Huge steps forward have already
been made in preparation for a BW attack,
but there is still much work ahead. While de
tection capabilities in the region have im
proved, lab results still require several hours,
and these are limited to just a few of the pos
sible BW agents. Only US installations have
detection capabilities in place, and there are
none in the local areas. Although there is a
correct emphasis on ballistic missiles within
the CDI, the biocruise missiles threat, described by Kiziah in his Assessment of the Emerg
ing Biocruise Threat, may be an even more
likely threat and should be addressed with an
equal effort.30
One of the most horrifying possibilities
would be a coordinated and simultaneous BW
attack against several major cities in the United
States and in allied countries. Those attacks
could occur today, and we might not become
aware of them for days. A series of major exer
cises have documented the likely and fright
ening results; many hundreds of thousands
could die, and US and allied societies could
be thrown into chaos and panic.

THE LOOMING BIOLOGICAL WARFARE STORM

Myths to the contrary, the biological warfare and bioterrorist threats are real and require the full commitment of the United
States and its allies to have a well-funded
biodefense effort to produce an effective de
fense. The United States must take up the
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yoke of preventing such attacks and prepare
for consequence management—managing
the aftermath of such attacks—with the same
vigor our nation used during the cold war.
Otherwise, our national security stands in
jeopardy. ■
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Atlas: The Grandfather of ICBMs
and Space-Launch Vehicles
ASPJ STAFF
Atlas, the first-generation
intercontinental ballistic
missile (ICBM), had a fit
ful start. Originally part of
a classified Army Air Forces
effort (Project MX-774), it
fell prey to budget cuts in
1947. With the onset of the
Korean War and Cold War,
it was revitalized in 1951
under Air Force research
and development. Original
plans called for a missile over 120 feet long with five en
gines, but by 1954 the “stage-and-a-half” Atlas had emerged,
utilizing two booster engines and one sustainment engine.
Even then, the final dimensions of 75 feet and 260,000
pounds represented an innovation in missile design.
Atlas incorporated a number of new technical con
cepts and utilized an innovative procurement paradigm.
One of the former featured dual-purpose, pressurized,
stainless-steel tanks that not only held the propellant, but
also provided structural rigidity to support the weight of
the missile and warhead. This revolutionary design yielded
vast weight savings by reducing requirements for stiffen
ing the missile’s structure. Less weight made propulsion
more manageable, thus permitting the thrust-to-weight
ratio necessary to meet and surpass the intercontinentaldistance requirement of 5,000 miles. Engineers met the
10-mile accuracy goal by using gimbaled motors under
gyroscopic-guidance control. Furthermore, Gen Bernard
A. Schriever’s visionary management concept of “concur
rency” reduced the time from initial concept development
to full-scale weapon-system deployment as authorized by
the Air Force.
Strategic Air Command assumed responsibility for
the missile in January 1959, and the first full Atlas D
squadron became operational in 1960. Initially stored
horizontally in above-ground buildings with removable
roofs, the missiles later moved to underground horizontal
facilities and finally to underground vertical silos. Launch
from a silo required that the missile first be raised through

the removable storage roof or doors. Thirteen squadrons
saw active service as part of the ICBM deterrent force.
Atlas led a dual life. Although it was retired from the
strategic missile fleet in 1965, the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration had begun using Atlas as a
space-launch vehicle as early as December 1958, when it
lifted SCORE—the world’s first communications satellite—
into orbit. President Eisenhower took advantage of this
opportunity to broadcast a prerecorded Christmas message
to the world. Additionally, Atlas vehicles launched space
probes and Project Mercury’s first orbital flights, includ
ing John Glenn’s historic journey on 20 February 1962.
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Not with
Impunity
Assessing US Policy for
Retaliating to a Chemical
or Biological Attack

Editorial Abstract: Devastation, annihilation,
obliteration—these words convey how US leaders
would deal with enemies who use chemical/bio
logical weapons against either the homeland or US
troops and personnel abroad. The author argues
that such words provide diplomatic flexibility but
insufficient structure for developing a credible
strategy for retaliation should the unthinkable occur.
Rather than imply that the US reaction would in
clude nuclear weapons, Colonel Conley offers four
variables (context, adversary class, number/types of
casualties, and identification of perpetrators) that
serve as a decision matrix to determine the type of
response to what some analysts see as an inevitable
chemical/biological attack on the United States.

LT COL HARRY W. CONLEY, USAF

Sen. Jesse Helms: Suppose somebody used chemical weapons or poison gas on people in
the United States. . . . Would they damn well regret it?
Secretary of Defense William Perry: Yes.
Helms: I want to know what the response will be if one of these rogue nations uses poison
gas or chemical weaponry against either us or our allies. . . . What is the response of this
country going to be?
Perry: Our response would be devastating.
Helms: Devastating—to them?
Perry: To them, yes. . . . And I believe they would know that it would be devastating to them.
Helms: Let the message go out.
—Testimony of Secretary of Defense William Perry
—Senate Foreign Relations Committee
—28 March 1996
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OW SHOULD THE United States
determine its response to a chemi
cal or biological attack against
American personnel or interests?
The current US retaliation policy, known as
calculated ambiguity, warns potential adversaries
that they can expect an “overwhelming and
devastating” response if they use chemical or
biological weapons (CBW) against the United
States or its allies.1 Implied in this policy is a
threat of nuclear retaliation, but the specifics
of the US response are left to the imagina
tion. By not identifying a specific response to
an attack, this intentionally vague policy is designed to maximize flexibility by giving the
United States a virtually unlimited range of re
sponse options.2 Ambiguity gives flexibility to
policy makers and enhances deterrence by
keeping adversaries guessing. But there is a
downside to flexibility and ambiguity. Because
it is easier to prepare to execute a specific
strategy than it is to prepare for a broad range
of possibilities, military preparedness suffers—
at least at the strategic level—under a policy
of ambiguity. It is not surprising that the policy
of calculated ambiguity, intended to place
doubt in the minds of potential adversaries,
has engendered uncertainty among those who
would implement the policy. This uncertainty
could manifest itself in strategic unprepared
ness. The United States needs a clearer reprisal
policy, one that strikes a better balance between flexibility and preparedness.
In general, national policy should facilitate
strategy development. If a policy fails to provide enough substance for making strategy,
the policy should be revised. Adjectives such as
overwhelming and devastating are the only guidelines that the calculated-ambiguity policy pro
vides to strategy makers. Because current policy
aims to achieve unlimited flexibility through
ambiguity, the policy simply lacks enough
substance to support strategy development.
Without a strategy, military means may not be
able to support policy ends. In making the
case that the current reprisal policy hampers
strategic preparedness, this article examines
existing policy and assesses its strengths and
weaknesses; it then suggests a means for clarify

ing the policy with a view toward achieving a
better balance between flexibility and pre
paredness. Having proposed a policy that bet
ter supports strategy development, the article
then presents an analytic framework consisting
of four critical variables that must be consid
ered in formulating strategies for responding
to a chemical or biological attack.

Current Reprisal Policy
President William Clinton’s national secu
rity strategy (NSS) called weapons of mass de
struction (WMD) “the greatest potential threat
to global stability and security.”3 It further stated
that “proliferation of advanced weapons and
technologies threatens to provide rogue states,
terrorists, and international crime organiza
tions with the means to inflict terrible damage
on the United States, our allies, and U.S. citi
zens and troops abroad.”4 At his confirmation
hearing in 1997, Secretary of Defense William
Cohen asserted, “I believe the proliferation of
weapons of mass destruction presents the
greatest threat that the world has ever known.”5
Barry Schneider, director of the US Air Force
Counterproliferation Center, claims that “there
are perhaps one hundred states that have the
technical capability to manufacture and deploy biological weapons.”6 That Americans will
be subject to a CBW attack is not a matter of if
but when.
In 1969 President Richard Nixon stopped
all biological weapons programs in America.
More recently, the United States has begun to
destroy its chemical weapons stockpile in ac
cordance with the Chemical Weapons Convention.7 The United States no longer has the
option of responding in kind to a chemical or
biological attack. This situation has made a
conundrum of US retaliation policy: How best
to respond to a WMD attack when the only
WMDs in the arsenal are nuclear? In America’s
Struggle with Chemical-Biological Warfare, Albert
Mauroni writes, “Our national policy of re
sponding to enemy use of CB [chemical and/
or biological] weapons has shifted over the
years from one extreme to the other; from re
taliation using similar CB weapons to massive
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conventional retaliation to (most recently)
nuclear retaliation.”8
Prior to the Gulf War, President George
H. W. Bush and other officials let it be known
that nuclear weapons might be employed
against Iraq if it used WMDs against coalition
forces.9 However, in private Bush reportedly
ruled out the use of nuclear weapons.10 Dur
ing Operation Desert Shield, Secretary of State
James Baker coined the term calculated ambi
guity to describe this policy of secretly plan
ning not to use nuclear weapons yet publicly
threatening just the opposite.11 Defense Sec
retary William Perry’s testimony at hearings
in 1996 on the Chemical Weapons Conven
tion made it clear that ambiguity was still the
policy of the Clinton administration. When
asked what the US response to a chemical attack would be, Perry replied, “We would not
specify in advance what our response to a
chemical attack is, except to say that it would
be devastating.”12 When asked if the response
could include nuclear weapons, he responded,
“The whole range [of weapons] would be con
sidered.”13 Cohen, Perry’s successor, reiterated
the policy in 1998: “We think the ambiguity
involved in the issue of nuclear weapons contributes to our own security, keeping any po
tential adversary who might use either chemi
cal or biological [weapons] unsure of what our
response would be.”14 It appears that the current Bush administration will advocate the
same policy of ambiguity as did its predeces
sors. For example, National Security Advisor
Condoleezza Rice threatens “national oblitera
tion” to those who would use such weapons.15
Robert Joseph, the Bush administration’s
senior advisor on counterproliferation issues,
argues that nuclear weapons should be an “es
sential component of the U.S. deterrent pos
ture against [proliferation of WMDs].”16
Nuclear weapons have always been a light
ning rod for controversy, so it should come as
no surprise that an intense debate has been
raging over the possible use of nuclear weapons
in a US reprisal against a CBW attack. At issue
is the decades-long clash between so-called
deterrence hawks, who advocate a prime role
for nuclear weapons in the calculus of deter
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rence, and the counterproliferation doves, who
maintain that there are safer ways to deter the
use of CB attacks and that the United States
should reject the first use of nuclear weapons.
Deterrence theory, long relegated to the
proverbial back burner, is witnessing a resur
gence, driven in no small part by this reprisal
policy, which, when taken at face value, allows
the United States to use nuclear weapons in
response to something other than a nuclear
attack. On the one hand, according to deter
rence hawks, the potential threat to American
interests from these other attacks is so large
that only by threatening absolute devastation
with nuclear weapons can the United States
deter such attacks.17 The deterrence doves,
on the other hand, give primacy to counter
ing nuclear proliferation. The dove position
is that the goal of nuclear nonproliferation
will be irreparably damaged if America con
tinues to maintain a policy that allows the first
use of nuclear weapons. The United States
should renounce nuclear retaliation, they
argue, and instead threaten a massive con
ventional response.18
Evaluating Current Policy

Is the current policy of calculated ambiguity
viable? In assessing that policy, one must
answer two questions: What are the general
criteria for evaluating a reprisal policy? To
what degree does the current US policy satisfy
these criteria?
To answer the first question, one must
measure retaliatory policy against two key cri
teria. First, does the policy meet its stated ob
jective? Second, does it support the develop
ment of strategy? The objective of stated US
reprisal policy is clear: to deter the use of
CBWs against US interests. Colin Gray defines
deterrence as “a condition wherein a deteree—
the object of deterrent menaces—chooses not
to behave in ways in which he would otherwise
have chosen to behave, because he believes
that the consequences would be intolerable.”19
Thus, there is no purpose in having a publicly
stated reprisal policy if the United States does
not believe that it will cause the deteree to
avoid undesirable behavior. Moreover, it is
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important that a reprisal policy deter not only
state actors, but also nonstate actors as well.
To be effective against state and nonstate ac
tors, the “deterrent menaces” of the policy
must be applicable against each. Finally, the
target audiences of the policy must perceive
the threat as credible.
Deterrence has two essential objectives in a
reprisal policy. Perhaps the most important
one is deterrence of the first use of CBWs. De
terring first use sometimes fails, however,
which leads to the second objective: prevent
ing recurrences or escalation of CBW attacks.
One can prevent recurrences with threats or
direct military action. A primary mechanism
for deterring or preventing escalation is pun
ishment, the threat and execution of which is
intended to serve as a deterrent against further
CBW attacks on the part of the adversary or
other parties. For example, the swift trial and
conviction of Timothy McVeigh likely deterred
other terrorists who might have been consid
ering actions against the United States. Thus,
in evaluating a reprisal policy, one must de
termine its applicability to state and nonstate
actors, its credibility, and the degree to which
the stated policy addresses the two objectives
of deterrence.
The second criterion in evaluating reprisal
policy is the degree to which it supports
strategy development. If a policy requires
military action that cannot be well executed,
then the policy is flawed. Military forces may
not be able to accomplish a proposed action
because they do not have the necessary
means, such as equipment. Conversely, if no
viable strategy exists, military forces may not
be able to carry out an action even if they
have the proper equipment. In this case, the
forces are strategically unprepared.20 Policy
must enable the development of strategy,
which Gray defines as “the bridge that relates
military power to political purpose.”21 Military
strategy, according to Dennis Drew and Donald
Snow, is “the art and science of coordinating
the development, deployment, and employ
ment of military forces to achieve national se
curity objectives.”22 Thus, if a policy (political
purpose) is not clearly defined, the develop

ment of strategy is problematic. A viable policy
must embody clear national-security objectives
for the development of strategy.
The 1998 cruise missile strikes against ter
rorist facilities in Afghanistan and Sudan provide an illustration of what the thinking of the
Clinton administration was, relative to reprisal
policy, and how this US action was intended as
punishment and prevention of further attacks.
In his address to the nation, announcing the
strikes, Clinton stated that a key reason for the
US response was “the imminent threat [the
facilities] presented to our national security.”23
These strikes served several purposes: they sent
a strong signal of US willingness to retaliate;
they served as a form of punishment against
terrorist behavior; and they decreased the like
lihood that those facilities could be used again.
Weaknesses

Does the current policy of calculated ambiguity
meet the stated objective of deterrence, and
does it support the development of strategy?
When measured against these two key crite
ria, existing policy has some significant shortcomings. One of the weaknesses of the policy
is its credibility. Would an American president
really use nuclear weapons in retaliation for a
CBW attack? It would seem that the threshold
of damage would have to be high for a presi
dent to do so, yet the stated policy does not
address thresholds of damage. The main rea
son for the policy’s lack of credibility is that it
fails to address proportionality. Adjectives
such as overwhelming and devastating in the
policy bring to mind a massive response. Yet,
one of the widely held tenets of the interna
tional law of armed conflict—the rule of pro
portionality—holds that armed action “must
be measured and not excessive in the sense of
being out of proportion to the original wrong
nor disproportionate in achieving its redress.”24
Suppose an adversary killed several dozen
American soldiers with a biological attack.
Taken at face value, the current policy would
seem to stipulate a response out of propor
tion to the original attack. A disproportionate
response would surely trigger an interna
tional furor over US actions. Moreover, it is
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not clear that threatening massive retaliation
is the best deterrent against CBW use. In his
book The Continuing Storm, Avigdor Haselkorn
writes, “Frequently, the bigger and more indiscriminate the threat, the less believable it is
in the eyes of the target audience.”25 Unfortu
nately, current policy wording may commit
the United States to a massive response when
the situation does not actually call for it.26 In
their statements, policy makers seem to imply
that all potential CBW events are equal, each
demanding the same massive response. In
reality, of course, future CBW events will vary
widely, and US policy should be worded carefully to allow for a tailored response appro
priate to the situation.
Another shortcoming of the current policy
is its implicit focus on state actors, when in
fact the threat of the use of CBWs from nonstate entities may be greater than that from
states. More than likely, Rice’s phrase “national
obliteration” would not have much deterrent
effect on terrorist groups. The current policy
raises two questions: Does the threat of a nuclear response deter terrorists, and would the
United States ever launch a nuclear weapon
into a sovereign state in response to a terrorist
attack? The answer to both questions is, “very
unlikely.” Although terrorists are a highly likely
source of CBW attacks, the current policy all
but ignores these nonstate threats.
Strengths

The policy of calculated ambiguity does have
one strong feature. The more uncertain an
adversary is about US response, the less likely
he is to use CBWs. As Paul Bernstein and
Lewis Dunn write, “Deliberate ambiguity cre
ates significant uncertainty for an adversary
regarding the nature of our response to CBW
use.”27 Indeed, ambiguity deters as long as
the adversary perceives US willingness and
ability to respond forcefully. Since the ambi
guity in the current policy incorporates the
possibility of nuclear retaliation, one must ask
whether or not today’s CB-capable adversaries
are deterred by the US threat to retaliate with
nuclear weapons. Even Scott Sagan, an articu
late advocate of abandoning the role of nuclear
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weapons in US reprisal policy, concedes that
nuclear weapons contribute “the extra margin
of deterrence” against CBW use.28 The in
herent deterrent value of nuclear weapons is a
strength of the current policy, but policy mak
ers must clarify the conditions under which
they might consider using nuclear weapons.

Failure to Support Strategy
Development
We have seen that the current US reprisal
policy has weaknesses that should be redressed, the most important of which is a lack
of clarity. The policy is so ambiguous that it
hampers the development of strategies neces
sary for its implementation. Ample evidence
indicates that the policy fails to support strategy
development.
The first piece of evidence is the waffling
of the Bush administration during the Gulf
War, when the United States faced a foe known
to have used chemical weapons in the recent
past and suspected of possessing biological
weapons.29 Bush and his top advisors strug
gled to answer the question, What should the
United States do if Iraq uses these weapons?30
In his book Crusade, Rick Atkinson describes
the alternatives under consideration: a recom
mendation by Gen Norman Schwarzkopf to
threaten the use of nuclear weapons; air strikes
against the presidential palace; a proposal to
strike dams on the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers
above Baghdad; Brent Scowcroft’s suggestion
to attack the oil fields; and a hint by Secretary
of Defense Dick Cheney that Israel would re
taliate with nuclear weapons if Iraq attacked it
with CBWs.31 There was no consensus on how
to respond.32 In the end, writes Haselkorn,
“The ambiguity of the U.S. position on the
proper response to Iraq’s use of weapons of
mass destruction was as much a result of the
conflicting stands within the Bush adminis
tration as it was part of a calculated policy.”33
The widely varying views taken by these influ
ential individuals should be of great concern.
If we had needed to retaliate, uncertainty and
lack of consensus among our political and
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military leaders would have created difficul
ties in planning and executing a response.
The second piece of evidence that suggests
the current policy’s lack of pragmatism is the
persistent stumbling over the issue by the
Clinton administration. In An Elusive Consensus,
Janne Nolan concludes that confusion over US
reprisal policy persisted throughout the
Clinton administration.34 The most visible issue
with which the administration grappled was the
African Nuclear Weapons Free Zone (ANWFZ)
Treaty, in which the United States promised not
to use nuclear weapons in Africa. To assuage
Pentagon concerns, the administration issued a
declaration reserving the US right to use such
weapons against states that employ WMDs
against US interests. In another incident, a
senior Pentagon official publicly argued for
development of a new, earth-penetrating nuclear weapon that could be targeted against a
Libyan chemical weapons plant. Pentagon
spokesman Kenneth Bacon later had to issue a
clarification to “correct the impression . . . that
the U.S. had accepted a policy of nuclear
preemption against Libya,” which would vio
late the ANWFZ Treaty.35 This waffling and
stumbling by the last two administrations raise
the question of whether it is possible to develop
sound military strategy when policy is unclear.
The answer appears to be “no.”
The third piece of evidence that the flawed
reprisal policy has hampered strategy develop
ment is the disconnection between statements
of grand strategy (including the NSS) and the
national military strategy (NMS) of the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Recent grandstrategy documents have trumpeted the na
tional security threat posed by CBWs, whereas
NMS barely gives it a nod. A perusal of these
two documents highlights the disparity in
focus between grand strategy and military
strategy. President Clinton’s NSS of 1999
makes numerous references to a counterWMD strategy, including the previously cited
statement that WMDs present “the greatest
potential threat to global stability and secu
rity,”36 as well as the following: “Because ter
rorist organizations may not be deterred by
traditional means, we must ensure a robust

capability to accurately attribute the source of
attacks against the United States or its citi
zens, and to respond effectively and decisively
to protect our national interests.”37 The NSS
also specifically addresses the issue of reprisal:
“The United States will act to deter or prevent
such [WMD] attacks and, if attacks occur despite those efforts, will be prepared to defend
against them, limit the damage they cause,
and respond effectively against the perpetra
tors.”38 The predominant focus of the NMS,
on the other hand, is the nation’s strategy for
two major theater wars, with relatively minor
emphasis on WMDs. The NMS concedes that
the use of WMDs by an adversary is “increas
ingly likely” and states that the armed forces
must be able to detect and destroy WMDs,
deter their use, protect forces from the effects
of such weapons, and restore affected areas.39
But the NMS barely addresses the challenges
of WMD use by nonstate actors—and it does
not discuss retaliation.
The evidence is clear: because of an am
biguous policy of CBW reprisal, no strategy
links military capabilities with political objec
tives. Given the increasing likelihood that
CBWs will be used against the United States,
it is time to begin redressing the broken link.
The time frame immediately following the
first large-scale use of CBWs against Ameri
cans is certain to be filled with extreme emo
tions. During a CB crisis, leaders will be in
clined to make emotional judgments. Terry
Hawkins, director of nonproliferation and in
ternational security at Los Alamos National
Laboratory in New Mexico, warns, “If you
don’t have the preplanning, it will be almost
impossible to deal with in the panic of the
moment.”40 To rectify this situation, we must
implement two changes: the policy must be
clarified, and the strategy bridge linking ends
and means must be developed.

Clarifying the Policy: Balancing
Flexibility and Preparedness
To clarify US reprisal policy, we must make
regime survival and accountability the hallmark
of the policy and then determine under what
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conditions nuclear weapons would be used.
Rather than making vague threats such as “na
tional obliteration,” we should see to it that the
primary feature of US reprisal policy is a guar
antee to bring to justice those responsible for a
CB attack, such as the leaders who directed the
action, as well as their lieutenants who executed
it. Making regime survival and accountability
the hallmark of the reprisal policy has many
benefits. First, it applies equally well to state
and nonstate actors, a distinct advantage over
the current policy. Second, a promised retribu
tion against the responsible parties does not
have to be implemented immediately. Recent
US experiences with terrorism—including the
joint Yemeni/Federal Bureau of Investigation
inquiry into the bombing of the USS Cole
(which netted six suspects and prompted others
to flee to Afghanistan), the embassy bombings
in Africa, and the downing of Pan Am Flight
103—demonstrate the effectiveness of Ameri
can and international justice systems when pa
tience and diligence are applied to challenging
scenarios. Third, focusing the reprisal actions
on those responsible for a CBW attack averts
the potential criticism of a disproportionate US
response, which would be likely under the current policy. Certainly, solid precedent exists for
threatening regime destruction. At his meeting
with Iraqi foreign minister Tariq Aziz two weeks
before Operation Desert Storm, Secretary
Baker told him, “If there is any use of weapons
[of mass destruction], our objective won’t just
be the liberation of Kuwait, but the elimination
of the current Iraqi regime, and anyone re
sponsible for using those weapons would be
held accountable.”41 Finally, issuing direct
threats against the decision makers responsible
for the attacks—instead of promising “national
obliteration”—would enhance policy credi
bility as a deterrent.42
The second major change to current US
reprisal policy should be to clarify when nuclear weapons would be used. Existing policy
leaves this as an open issue. Some people
argue that this ambiguity enhances deter
rence. The mushroom cloud is indeed one of
the enduring images of the twentieth century,
and only the most ardent of the nonprolifera
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tors would argue that the threat of nuclear
weapons has no deterrent effect. Nuclear
weapons may simply be too good a deterrent
to take off the table. Yet, because current policy
provides no guidance on the conditions
under which nuclear weapons would be con
sidered, planning and strategy regarding
both conventional and nuclear responses
have been severely hampered. Bernstein and
Dunn capture the controversial issue of when
and whether to use nuclear weapons: “There
is no way to resolve fully these competing
considerations related to what punishment to
threaten. It would be dangerous to rule out
the possibility of a nuclear response to CBW
use, particularly in the face of egregious and
highly damaging attacks. But it would be
equally imprudent to rely exclusively on nuclear threats for deterrence of CBW use.”43
Nuclear weapons should be considered
only in the most horrifying and damaging attacks. Policy should reflect the reality that nuclear weapons will be used only in the most
extreme circumstances. This will enable plan
ners and strategists to get on with the business
of planning and developing strategies for
conventional response—the most likely kind
to be directed by the president.
Joseph asserts that “for deterrence to work,
the adversary must be convinced of our will
and capability to respond decisively. On this
score, ambiguity and uncertainty play very
much against us.”44 But emphasizing regime
survival/accountability and clarifying the role
of nuclear weapons would result in a less am
biguous policy. Given the current situation in
which an unclear policy has paralyzed US
planning and strategy, it is time to make these
clarifying changes to policy. The benefit—a
clear policy that supports strategy develop
ment—outweighs the drawbacks.

Analytic Framework:
Four Critical Variables
How should the United States determine its
response to a CBW attack? Guided by political
objectives inherent in a clearly articulated
reprisal policy, one can proceed with crisis-
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response analysis by examining four key vari
ables: context (wartime or peacetime), adver
sary class, number and type of casualties, and
identification of perpetrators. These variables
form the genesis of an analytic framework
that can enable policy makers and planners
to begin developing reprisal strategies.
Context

Our response to a “bolt-from-the-blue” CBW attack is likely to be far different than if US
armed forces were attacked during a conflict or
period of hostilities. During hostilities, the
mind-set of American leaders and the public is
at a higher state of alert. If casualties in a con
flict have already occurred from conventional
means prior to a CBW attack, the leadership
and the public may be somewhat hardened and
may not react as strongly as they would in a
peacetime scenario. Moreover, during hostili
ties, US forces are likely to use CBW defense
equipment, such as masks and detection devices, which could serve to minimize the adverse effects of a CBW attack. In fact, depend
ing upon the nature and scope of the attack,
US forces could “take it in stride,” with little if
any change in operational plans. In this case, a
specific reprisal action may not be necessary.
The international legal standards for retal
iation during peacetime are much higher.
Richard Erickson makes the point that
reprisal has a “very low level of acceptability”
in international law. “The general view is that
articles 2(3) and 2(4) of the UN Charter have
outlawed peacetime reprisals. . . . When states
have relied upon it, the UN Security Council
has condemned their action soundly.”45 Thus,
reprisals in peacetime will have to pass a
stricter set of criteria.
Adversary Class

One must also determine whether the perpe
trator is a state or nonstate actor. Interna
tional law gives clear guidance as to how states
may legally respond to attacks from other
states, but the law is murky when it deals with
nonstate actors; hence, any proposed US re
taliatory action must take this difference into

account. For example, despite the evidence
and strong justification for its actions against
terrorist facilities in Afghanistan and Sudan,
the United States endured much condemna
tion from the international community—not
to mention internal criticism. US reprisal attacks against nonstate actors are likely to require much more evidence and justification,
compared to similar actions against state ac
tors. Many kinds of military actions can be
taken against a state actor, whereas those
against nonstate actors may be limited. The
type of actor involved, therefore, will heavily
influence the nature of the reprisal.
Number and Types of Casualties

The number of American casualties suffered
due to a WMD attack may well be the most im
portant variable in determining the nature of
the US reprisal. A key question here is how
many Americans would have to be killed to
prompt a massive response by the United
States. The bombing of marines in Lebanon,
the Oklahoma City bombing, and the down
ing of Pan Am Flight 103 each resulted in a
casualty count of roughly the same magnitude
(150–300 deaths). Although these events
caused anger and a desire for retaliation
among the American public, they prompted
no serious call for massive or nuclear retalia
tion. The body count from a single biological
attack could easily be one or two orders of
magnitude higher than the casualties caused
by these events. Using the rule of propor
tionality as a guide, one could justifiably debate whether the United States should use
massive force in responding to an event that
resulted in only a few thousand deaths. However, what if the casualty count was around
300,000? Such an unthinkable result from a
single CBW incident is not beyond the realm
of possibility: “According to the U.S. Congress
Office of Technology Assessment, 100 kg of
anthrax spores delivered by an efficient
aerosol generator on a large urban target
would be between two and six times as lethal
as a one megaton thermo-nuclear bomb.”46
Would the deaths of 300,000 Americans be
enough to trigger a nuclear response? In this
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case, proportionality does not rule out the use
of nuclear weapons.
Besides simply the total number of casualties, the types of casualties—predominantly
military versus civilian—will also affect the
nature and scope of the US reprisal action.
Military combat entails known risks, and the
emotions resulting from a significant number
of military casualties are not likely to be as
forceful as they would be if the attack were
against civilians.
World War II provides perhaps the best
examples for the kind of event or circum
stance that would have to take place to trigger
a nuclear response. A CBW event that pro
duced a shock and death toll roughly equiva
lent to those arising from the attack on Pearl
Harbor might be sufficient to prompt a nuclear retaliation. President Harry Truman’s
decision to drop atomic bombs on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki—based upon a calculation that
up to one million casualties might be incurred
in an invasion of the Japanese homeland47—
is an example of the kind of thought process
that would have to occur prior to a nuclear re
sponse to a CBW event. Victor Utgoff suggests
that “if nuclear retaliation is seen at the time
to offer the best prospects for suppressing
further CB attacks and speeding the defeat of
the aggressor, and if the original attacks had
caused severe damage that had outraged
American or allied publics, nuclear retalia
tion would be more than just a possibility,
whatever promises had been made.”48
Even the “overwhelming and devastating”
conventional response threatened by Secre
tary Perry would seem unlikely unless a large
number of Americans or allies died.49 In any
event, it is imperative that policy makers and
planners consider that the number and types
of casualties, as well as the attendant public
opinion resulting from those casualties, will
play a significant role in determining the
nature of US reprisal actions.
Identification of the Perpetrator

Before taking action against the parties respon
sible for a CBW attack, the United States is
compelled to demonstrate that it has strong
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evidence linking the perpetrators to the act
itself. How compelling does the evidence have
to be? According to Erickson, “the threshold
for what constitutes sufficient evidence varies.
Factors that must be considered are the threat,
the response contemplated, and the audience
to be persuaded.”50 Stronger evidence may
allow the United States to conduct a stronger
response. As a final consideration on the issue
of evidence, policy makers must consider the
possibility of a large-scale attack with heavy US
or allied casualties that yielded insufficient
evidence to allow for a reprisal.
In the final analysis, the US response must
be determined by a thorough cost-benefit cal
culation. Decision makers must determine
the potential results of a reprisal, both internationally and domestically. Are there any
unanticipated consequences? Are there any
vulnerabilities in the strategy? Tough ques
tions such as these must be answered prior to
determining a reprisal action. Current policy,
with its reliance on an “overwhelming re
sponse,” is not useful in many potential situa
tions. Indeed, Bernstein and Dunn call it “a
false justification for inaction—for avoiding
tough resource allocation decisions needed
to improve our ability to defend against hos
tile CBW acts.”51

Implications and Conclusion
The suggested policy clarifications and
strategic framework proposed above could
serve to bound and focus policy debates and,
if implemented, would enable strategists to
better link military capabilities with political
objectives. Adapting these policy changes has
implications for at least two elements of US
military power: intelligence and special opera
tions. If regime survival becomes the hallmark
of US reprisal policy, then the intelligence
community must improve its collection activi
ties against organizations suspected to be in
volved with CBWs. Successful collection of
this needed intelligence requires new ways of
thinking about intelligence, improved coopera
tion among domestic and allied intelligence
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agencies, and increased budgets to reflect the
national priority and concern for WMDs.
Readiness to retaliate following a CBW attack against the United States also implies an
increased emphasis on special operations
forces. In such situations, “[these forces], because of their unique skills, regional expertise,
cultural sensitivity and operational experience,
may be the force of choice for meeting the
strategic requirements of the [president and
secretary of defense].”52 Finally, the United
States must continue its investment in CB de
fense. If defense equipment can mitigate the
effects of a CBW attack, the adversary may see
no advantage in using WMDs.
Ultimately, the aim of CBW retaliation
policy is deterrence. Although an element of
ambiguity certainly can serve to enhance de
terrence by keeping adversaries guessing
about the response to an attack, it seems
more likely that the United States is stuck

with the current approach because we have
dedicated scant critical thinking to devising a
more robust policy. In other words, the current policy of calculated ambiguity—with its
overreliance on the nuclear “big stick”—is a
cop-out. America is paying full price for this
half-policy, the result of which is that the
armed forces may find themselves strategically
unprepared to respond when the time comes.
In the days following the cruise missile
strikes against Sudan and Afghanistan,
National Security Advisor Sandy Berger said
that those strikes “have made it clear that
those who attack or target the United States
cannot do so with impunity.”53 To back up this
statement with a credible deterrent threat
requires the United States to have a robust,
well-considered retaliation policy. Without
such a policy, America is fated to fall victim to
the panic of the moment. ■
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Gen Bernard A. Schriever
Father of the Ballistic Missile Program
ASPJ STAFF
Born in Bremen, Germany,
on 14 September 1910,
Bernard A. Schriever and
his family immigrated to
the United States in 1917,
settling in New Braunfels,
Texas. He entered the
Army Air Corps Flying
School at Kelly Field, Texas,
in 1932 after graduating
from Texas A&M University
with a BS degree in archi
tectural engineering. In 1939 he was assigned as a test pilot
at Wright Field, Ohio. After earning an MA degree in aero
nautical engineering from Stanford University in 1942, he
flew 63 combat missions in B-17s with the 19th Bombard
ment Group in the Pacific theater during World War II.
From 1946 to 1954, he served in several headquarters
positions with responsibilities related to material and de
velopment planning. In March 1953, Schriever learned
of the successful testing of a hydrogen bomb, brainchild
of the physicist Dr. Edward Teller, which had occurred in
November 1952. Dr. John von Neumann, head of the In
stitute for Advanced Study at Princeton University, cor
roborated the successful test and predicted that hydrogen
warheads would be extremely light and possess tremen
dous explosive power. Formerly, delivering an atomic warhead 5,000 miles to Europe would have required a mis
sile weighing 500 tons.
In 1954, after becoming commander of the Air Force
Western Development Division, Schriever sought to win
the race for missile supremacy by capitalizing on the tech
nological breakthrough achieved by joining the lighter
hydrogen warheads to long-range missiles. Pioneering the
concept of “concurrency,” his organization integrated each
element of the total weapon system into a single plan, program, and budget, while executing each program element
in parallel rather than sequentially. Under his direction,
the Thor intermediate-range ballistic missile moved from
program approval to initial operational capability in only
three and one-half years; the Atlas missile program moved

through its research, development, and deployment phases
in slightly more than five years; the Titan system took fewer
than six years to reach operational status; and the Minuteman system activated in only four years and eight months.
The first 10 Minuteman missiles were on combat alert in
their underground silos by October 1962.
Schriever assumed command of Air Force Systems
Command in 1961 and became a full general in July of
that year. In addition to fulfilling his duties to develop all
Air Force weapons, he partnered with the National Aero
nautics and Space Administration to begin transforming
missile technology into reliable launch systems for the
manned space program. General Schriever retired on
1 August 1966.
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The Emerging Biocruise Threat
COL REX R. KIZIAH, USAF*
Editorial Abstract: The advantages in stealth, precision, and cost afforded by cruise missile tech�
nologies make this weapon increasingly attractive to both state and nonstate actors as a substi�
tute for manned air forces. Colonel Kiziah provides a chillingly convincing argument for the
next logical leap in this threat—the marriage of cruise missiles with chemical or biological
weapons. As the Air Force moves from a threat-based to a capability-based force, planners should
consider what is required to counter an adversary’s biocruise capabilities to attack both deployed
expeditionary forces and the homeland.

The simultaneous proliferation of cruise missile delivery systems and BTW
[biological and toxin warfare] production capabilities may pose a serious strategic
threat in the future.
—Jonathan B. Tucker
—“The Future of Biological Warfare”

T

HE UNITED STATES clearly demon
strated the strategic and operational
effectiveness of cruise missiles to the
world between 16 January and 2 Feb
ruary 1991, when US Navy surface ships and
submarines in the Persian Gulf, Red Sea, and
Eastern Mediterranean launched 288 Toma
hawk land-attack missiles (TLAM) and the US
Air Force expended 39 conventional airlaunched cruise missiles (CALCM) against

“strategic” targets in Iraq. These attacks tar
geted command and control headquarters,
power-generation complexes, weapons of
mass destruction (WMD) facilities, and oilproduction and refining factories.1 Although
Department of Defense (DOD) sources and
outside analysts disagree regarding the degree
of success of these land-attack cruise missile
(LACM) strikes, the consensus is that LACMs
proved to be very effective weapon systems. As

*This article is based upon the author’s essay “Assessment of the Emerging Biocruise Threat,” in The Gathering Biological Warfare Storm,
2d ed., ed. Col (Dr.) Jim A. Davis and Dr. Barry Schneider (Maxwell AFB, Ala.: USAF Counterproliferation Center, April 2002), 193–251,
on-line, Internet, 21 January 2003, available from http://www.au.af.mil/au/awc/awcgate/cpc-pubs/biostorm/kiziah.doc.
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stated in DOD’s Conduct of the Persian Gulf
Conflict: Final Report to Congress, “The cruise
missile concept—incorporating an unmanned,
low-observable platform able to strike accu
rately at long distances—was validated as a sig
nificant new instrument for future conflicts.”2
Since Operation Desert Storm, LACMs have
become a centerpiece of US military strike
operations. Our leaders value LACMs for their
ability to penetrate enemy air defenses, strike
at long ranges (over 1,000 miles from the
launch platform for the TLAM), and, most
importantly, to do so without endangering the
lives of US personnel. Increasingly, operational
war fighters view LACMs as the ultimate “smart
weapons.” The rest of the world has also ob
served and learned. Given nearly a decade of
prominent, successful, and escalating use of
these weapon systems—along with the prolif
eration of enabling technologies such as pre
cision navigation and guidance, compact and
efficient turbojet and turbofan engines, and
composite and low-observable materials—it
should come as no surprise that countries
around the world desire and actively pursue
cruise missile technologies, especially landattack versions.3
Nations value LACMs not only for their
long-range, precision-strike capabilities and
their conventional, high-explosive warheads,
but also for their potential to deliver payloads
of chemical and biological warfare (CBW)
agents. Advances in dual-use technologies such
as satellite navigation (the US Global Posi
tioning System [GPS] and the Russian Global
Navigation Satellite System [GLONASS]) and
highly efficient, small turbofan engines used
in aircraft allow Western nations to improve
their long-range, precision-strike weaponry.
However, they also allow lesser-developed
countries to close the technology gap and begin
inserting comparable weaponry into their ar
senals relatively “on the cheap” by historical
standards, compared to other weapon systems
such as modern aircraft and ballistic missiles.
Additionally, with years of determined efforts
that have recently intensified, the United States
has pursued theater missile and air defense sys
tems to counter potential adversaries’ aircraft

and increasingly sophisticated ballistic missiles.
Consequently, competitors seek to acquire and
develop hard-to-detect-and-engage LACMs to
maintain, and possibly to enhance, their capa
bilities to deter and confront the United States
and its allies.
These developments have clearly captured
the attention of government officials, defense
planners, and intelligence analysts. Dr. Ramesh
Thakur, vice rector of United Nations Univer
sity in Tokyo and author of numerous prolif
eration and arms-control articles, argues that
“for developing and rogue countries, the bal
ance in cost, accessibility, lethality, complexity,
and operational requirements is shifting from
ballistic to cruise missiles.”4 More specifically,
in an address to the National Defense Uni
versity Foundation in April 1999, Donald
Rumsfeld, now the secretary of defense, stated
that “the United States must expect such states
as Iran, Iraq, and North Korea to acquire or
develop cruise missiles over the next few
years.”5 The National Intelligence Council’s
unclassified report Foreign Missile Developments
and the Ballistic Missile Threat to the United States
through 2015 (September 1999) echoes this as
sessment: “We expect to see acquisition of
LACMs by many countries to meet regional
military requirements.”6 Thus, trends indicate
that cruise missiles may represent a greater
long-term threat to US interests and global
stability than do ballistic missiles.

Land-Attack Cruise Missiles:
The Basics
A comprehensive description of a cruise
missile includes the following characteristics:
an unmanned aircraft configured as an antisurface weapon intended to impact upon or
detonate over a preselected surface (land or
sea) target; an integral means of sustained selfpropulsion and a precision-guidance system
(usually autonomous but possibly requiring
limited external input from a human operator); aerodynamic surfaces that generate lift to
sustain the missile’s flight; and autonomous
achievement of a sustained cruise phase of
flight at a predetermined level, relative to over-
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flown terrain or water.7 Thus, cruise missiles
represent a subset of armed, unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAV) or standoff weapons.
Typically, cruise missiles are categorized ac
cording to the intended mission and launch
mode instead of their maximum range, which
is the classification scheme for ballistic mis
siles. The two broadest categories are antiship
cruise missiles (ASCM) and LACMs.8 On the
one hand, ASCMs—currently in the military
arsenals of 73 countries—are the most widely
deployed cruise missiles9 and represent the
most important naval weapons possessed by
many of these countries: “The punch provided
by ASCMs has made it possible for Third
World countries to maintain relatively power
ful naval forces that rely on comparatively inexpensive missile-armed patrol boats or small
corvettes.”10 ASCMs are designed to strike
small targets such as ships at sea at relatively
long ranges (up to approximately 500 kilometers [km]) and thus are terminally guided
to ships with high accuracy. The terminalguidance systems include active or semiactive
radar, radar homing, infrared (IR), television,
or home-on-jam.11
On the other hand, LACMs are designed to
attack ground-based targets, either mobile or
fixed. Basic components include the airframe,
propulsion system, navigation and guidance
system, and warhead. Basically, the LACM
airframe is an elongated, cylindrical missile/
aircraft structure constructed from metals and
composite materials, with short wings and
rudders. The propulsion system (rocket or
air-breathing engine) is located in the rear;
the navigation and guidance system is located
in the front; and the fuel and warhead are
typically located in the midbody.12 LACM
guidance occurs in three phases: launch, midcourse, and terminal. During launch, the mis
sile receives initial guidance information from
its onboard inertial navigation system (INS).
In the midcourse phase, a radar-based terrain
contour matching (TERCOM) system and/or
satellite navigation system such as GPS or
GLONASS correct for the inherent inaccura
cies of the INS.13 Upon entering the target
area, the terminal-guidance system (one or a
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combination of the following: GPS/GLONASS,
TERCOM with more accurate terrain-contour
digital maps, Digital Scene Matching Correla
tor [DSMAC] or a terminal seeker [opticalor radar-based sensor]) controls the missile
to the desired impact point.14 The mission
ranges of LACMs currently in military arse
nals around the world vary from 50 to more
than 3,000 km, and most of the missiles fly at
high subsonic speeds.

Proliferating Cruise Missile
Technologies
The elimination of substantial technologi
cal barriers that prevented Third World coun
tries from producing accurate LACMs coin
cided with the “eye-opening” performance of
US TLAMs during the Persian Gulf War of
1991. Until the late 1980s, accurate LACMs
required sophisticated guidance and naviga
tion technologies—stand-alone, accurate, and
complex INS, TERCOM, and DSMAC—con
trolled through Missile Technology Control
Regime auspices and thus available to only a
few countries such as the United States, United
Kingdom, Soviet Union, and France.15 In the
1990s, critical enabling technologies became
commercially available, thus allowing states
to begin pursuing viable LACM procurement
programs. Such technologies included preci
sion navigation and guidance technologies;
high-resolution satellite imagery and sophis
ticated Geographical Information Systems
(GIS); high-efficiency, reduced-volume, airbreathing engines; more efficient fuels; and
composite and low-observable materials.
The commercial availability of accurate
satellite navigation information has allowed
Third World countries to bypass approximately
15 years of research and development for longrange, fairly accurate LACMs. Low-cost GPS
receivers can augment relatively inaccurate and
widely available INS systems to achieve the
navigational accuracies of stand-alone, fairly
accurate, expensive INS systems formerly pro
duced only for Western commercial aircraft.16
GPS, Differential GPS (DGPS), and GLONASS
receivers can be incorporated into all guidance
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phases of LACM flight. Used in combination,
these technologies allow nations seeking to
compete militarily in the international arena
to develop relatively inexpensive LACMs that
can deliver payloads to within a few meters of
the intended target. Commercial DGPS systems
are available worldwide that can improve the
accuracy of GPS coarse/acquisition (the GPS
signal available to all users and providing accu
racies around 30 meters [m]) guidance by an
order of magnitude.17 Additionally, GLONASS,
used in conjunction with GPS, improves the
robustness and accuracy of guidance systems.
GPS, DGPS, and GLONASS guidance tech
nologies provide sufficient LACM accuracies
for delivery of both conventional and nuclear,
biological, and chemical (NBC) payloads without the need for TERCOM- or DSMAC-like
systems that require extensive digital maps.
However, developing countries may want to
develop a LACM that flies at very low altitudes
while maximizing terrain masking in order to
increase survivability and penetration of air
defenses. Such low-altitude flight profiles require accurate digital-mapping capabilities
that, until recently, were too expensive for most
developing nations. Now such capabilities are
commercially available within affordable
ranges. Potential adversaries can purchase onemeter-resolution satellite imagery, add accurate
GPS/DGPS position information with GIS,
and produce very accurate three-dimensional
digital maps.18
Increasingly efficient fuels as well as turbojet and turbofan engines available on the international market provide poorer countries the
ability to field cruise missiles with ranges of at
least 1,000 km.19 Additionally, commercially
available radar-absorbing structures, materials,
and coatings, along with IR-suppression tech
niques, can greatly reduce the signatures of
cruise missiles. Potential competitors who com
bine these technologies with LACMs signifi
cantly complicate regional air defense sce
narios for the United States and its allies.
Besides accessibility to the technologies described above, many advantageous character
istics of LACMs as weapon systems motivate
lesser-developed countries with limited fiscal

resources to acquire or develop them as part
of a balanced military strike force that in
cludes combat aircraft, ballistic missiles, and
cruise missiles. One particularly desirable fea
ture is their small size compared to aircraft
and ballistic missiles. LACMs are easily deployable on a wide variety of platforms—ships,
submarines, and aircraft, as well as small, fixed,
or mobile land-based launchers. This flexibility
translates into increased survivability before
launch. Unlike combat aircraft, LACMs are not
restricted to operating from vulnerable airfields susceptible to preemptive attacks. Also,
the fact that, on land, LACMs are much easier
to hide from opposing forces and are more
mobile than ballistic missiles further enhances
an enemy state’s ability to conduct “shoot and
scoot” launches, such as those the Iraqis exe
cuted with great success during the Persian
Gulf War in spite of intensive “Scud hunt”
operations by coalition forces.
By 2005–10, modestly equipped states could
produce LACMs with a range of 500 to 700 km
(8.5 m in length, an .8 m body diameter, and
a 2.4 m wingspan) that could fit into a standard
12 m shipping container along with a small
erector constructed for launching the LACM
directly from the container.20 A range of 500
to 700 km allows an adversary deploying such
ship-based LACMs to strike most key popula
tion and industrial centers in Europe and
North America yet remain outside the 200-mile
territorial-waters limit. Such a threat poses
difficult monitoring challenges for both the
intelligence and defense communities. Dennis
Gormley writes that “the non-governmental
‘Gates Panel,’ in reviewing NIE [National In
telligence Estimate] 95-19 . . . concluded that
not nearly enough attention was being devoted
to the possibility that land-attack cruise mis
siles could be launched from ships within sev
eral hundred kilometres of U.S. territory.”21
Perhaps in response to this criticism, the in
telligence community’s unclassified national
intelligence estimate of September 1999 on
the ballistic missile threat to the United States
through the year 2015 stated that “a commer
cial surface vessel, covertly equipped to launch
cruise missiles, would be a plausible alternative
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for a forward-based launch platform. This
method would provide a large and potentially
inconspicuous platform to launch a cruise
missile while providing at least some cover for
launch deniability.”22
Because of its small size, a LACM has in
herently low visual, IR, and radar signatures—
characteristics that translate into increased
survivability. The reduced radar observability,
referred to as a reduced radar cross section
(RCS), makes the missile difficult for air
defense radars to detect, identify, track, and
engage, especially compared to the conven
tional combat aircraft in a rogue state’s arse
nal. Complicating the air defense problem,
the application of low-observable materials
can make a LACM even more difficult to de
tect. The simplest approach would be to
apply radar-absorbing coatings to the airframe surface and to incorporate an IR re
duction cone around the engine. The airframe could also be constructed with radarabsorbing polymers and nonmetallic compos
ites that would only minimally reflect radar
energy. Finally, engineers could design the
LACM’s shape, structure, composition, and
integration of subcomponents to be inher
ently stealthy. Clearly, this option would require the most technical skill.
The impact of lowered observability can be
dramatic because it reduces the maximum
detection range from missile defenses, result
ing in minimal time for intercept. For example,
a conventional fighter aircraft such as an F-4
has an RCS of about six square meters (m2),
and the much larger but low-observable B-2
bomber, which incorporates advanced stealth
technologies into its design, has an RCS of
only approximately 0.75 m2.23 A typical cruise
missile with UAV-like characteristics has an
RCS in the range of 1 m2; the Tomahawk
ALCM, designed in the 1970s and utilizing
the fairly simple low-observable technologies
then available, has an RCS of less than 0.05
m2. The US airborne warning and control sys
tem (AWACS) radar system was designed to
detect aircraft with an RCS of 7 m2 at a range
of at least 370 km and typical nonstealthy
cruise missiles at a range of at least 227 km;
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stealthy cruise missiles, however, could ap
proach air defenses to within 108 km before
being detected. If such missiles traveled at a
speed of 805 km per hour (500 miles per
hour), air defenses would have only eight
minutes to engage and destroy the stealthy
missile and 17 minutes for the nonstealthy
missile. Furthermore, a low-observable LACM
can be difficult to engage and destroy, even if
detected. According to Seth Carus, a Soviet
analyst, cruise missiles with an RCS of 0.1 m2
or smaller are difficult for surface-to-air mis
sile (SAM) fire-control radars to track.24 Con
sequently, even if a SAM battery detects the
missile, it may not acquire a sufficient lock on
the target to complete the intercept. Even IR
tracking devices may not detect low-observable
LACMs, and IR-seeking SAMs may not home
in on the missile. To further thwart engage
ment, a LACM could employ relatively simple
countermeasures such as chaff and decoys.
A LACM can also avoid detection by follow
ing programmed flight paths on which the mis
sile approaches the target at extremely low alti
tudes, blending with the ground clutter while
simultaneously taking advantage of terrain
masking. Technologies that enable “terrain
hugging” flight—such as radar altimetry, preci
sion guidance and satellite navigation, comput
erized flight control, high-resolution satellite
imagery, and digitized terrain mapping via so
phisticated GIS—are becoming increasingly
available from commercial sources at affordable costs. These technologies allow longerrange LACMs to fly lengthy and circuitous
routes to the target, thus minimizing or elimi
nating their exposure to air defense systems.
Another approach to defeat air defenses
afforded by the operational flexibility of the
LACM entails launching multiple missiles
against a target simultaneously from various
directions, thereby overwhelming air defenses
at their weakest points. Adversaries could also
launch both theater ballistic and cruise missiles
to arrive simultaneously at the designated target. The different characteristics of these two
approaching missiles—the high-altitude, supersonic ballistic trajectory of the ballistic missiles
and the low-altitude, subsonic flight of the
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cruise missiles—could overwhelm the capa
bilities of even the most sophisticated air de
fense systems. A Joint Chiefs of Staff official
interviewed by an Aviation Week and Space
Technology reporter commented that “a so
phisticated foe might be able to fire 20 or 30
[Scud-type] battlefield ballistic missiles, fol
lowed by aircraft that pop up to launch waves
of cruise missiles. The resulting problem for
U.S. defenders would be staggering in com
plexity.”25 Similarly, a former senior planner
for Desert Storm noted that “during Desert
Storm, if the Iraqis could have fired even one
cruise missile a day—with a two-city block [ac
curacy]—into the headquarters complex in
Riyadh [Saudi Arabia], we would have been
out of commission about half the time.”26 To
further complicate the defender’s situation,
the attacker could time LACM strikes to coin
cide with the return of the defender’s aircraft.
As stated by a senior official at the Pentagon’s
Joint Theater Air and Missile Defense Office,
“The challenge with ballistic missiles is hitting
them. . . . With cruise missiles, it’s figuring out
whether it’s friendly or not.”27
Enabled by the increasing commercial
availability of advances in key technologies for
all components of a LACM—airframe, propul
sion, guidance and navigation, and warhead—
the combined accuracy and range attributes
of LACMs now exceed those of ballistic missile
systems at far less cost per weapon system. For
example, LACMs can be developed with warheads and ranges similar to those of substan
tially more complex ballistic missiles but at
less than half the cost and with at least 10
times the warhead-delivery accuracy (10–100
m circular error probable [CEP] compared to
1,000–2,000 m CEP).28 By carrying different
warheads, a LACM provides competitor states
more cost-effective options for a deep strike
of heavily defended targets such as airfields;
ports; staging areas; troop concentrations;
amphibious landing areas; logistics centers;
and command, control, communications, and
intelligence nodes. Because the accuracy of the
LACM is significantly better than that of a
similar-ranged ballistic missile, the probability
of destroying or damaging the target is much

higher. Furthermore, the range of a LACM is
extended by the range of its launch platform,
thus giving it the potential to attack targets
well beyond the range of comparable ballistic
missile systems.
The characteristics discussed above make
LACMs ideally suited for disseminating bio
logical warfare (BW) agents. As would be the
case for aircraft dissemination, a subsonic
LACM, using an aerosol sprayer embedded in
its wings and built-in meteorological sensors
coupled to the guidance-and-control com
puter, could alter its flight profile and release
a line source of BW agent tailored to the local
topography, micrometeorological conditions,
and shape of the target, thus maximizing the
resultant lethal area of the BW payload. The
advantage of employing a LACM for the delivery of BW agents as opposed to an aircraft
is that it involves no risk to the pilot; the dis
advantage is forfeiture of pilot improvisation.
Gormley argues that “the lethal areas for a
given quantity of CBW, and this is a very, very
conservative calculation, are at least ten times
that of a ballistic missile delivery program. This
judgment reflects the results of extensive
modeling and simulation.”29 In Gormley’s simu
lation, an optimal pattern of distribution of
CBW agents using submunitions was assumed
for ballistic missile delivery. For LACM deliv
ery, both worst-case and best-case distributions
were averaged for the comparison. The increased lethality area for a LACM-delivered
CBW payload is primarily attributable to the
aerodynamic stability of the LACM and the
capability of distributing the CBW agent payload as a line source. It is interesting to note
that the United States investigated using the
Snark cruise missile for delivery of BW and
chemical warfare (CW) agent payloads as early
as 1952 and funded projects for developing
dissemination systems for cruise missiles and
drones through the early 1960s.30
In addition to achieving significantly more
effective dissemination of BW agents, subsonic
LACM delivery is less challenging technically
than supersonic ballistic missile delivery. There
are considerable technical difficulties with
packaging BW agents within a ballistic missile
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warhead and ensuring that the agent survives
and is disseminated as an aerosol at the correct
height above the ground.31 The reentry speed
is so high during the descent phase of the bal
listic missile’s trajectory that it is difficult to
distribute the agent in a diffuse cloud or with
the precision to ensure dissemination within
the inversion layer of the atmosphere. Also,
the high thermal and mechanical stresses gen
erated during launch, reentry, and agent release may degrade the quality of the BW agent.
US tests have shown that, without appropriate
agent packaging, less than 5 percent of a BW
agent payload is viable after flight and dissemi
nation from a ballistic missile.
A few other operational features may make
LACMs economically and militarily appeal
ing to developing nations intent on building
strike capabilities with very limited defense
resources. Compared to aircraft and ballistic
missiles, LACMs require less support infra
structure and have lower costs for operations
and maintenance. The fact that they can reside
in canisters makes them significantly easier to
maintain and operate in harsh environments.
Furthermore, the fact that they are unmanned
eliminates the need for expensive pilot and
crew training.
Potential adversaries have numerous rea
sons for pursuing WMDs and their means of
delivery. The most compelling motivation may
be that WMDs are the only viable levers of
strategic power in the post–Cold War world
for many nations. They are often the most re
alistic means for carrying out the three actions
adversaries desire to accomplish—deter, constrain, and harm the United States—but cannot with the conventional military forces at
their disposal. During the Persian Gulf War,
the United States demonstrated to the world
that it had developed overwhelming superior
ity in conventional military force against any
other nation. Although since that war, the US
defense budget has decreased significantly, so
have the budgets of most other countries, and
no country appears to be narrowing the US
superiority gap. Currently, the US defense
budget is more than triple that of any poten
tially hostile nation and more than the com
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bined military spending of Russia, China, Iran,
Iraq, North Korea, and Cuba.32 As Richard
Betts, director of national security studies at
the Council on Foreign Relations, further
notes, “There is no evidence that those coun
tries’ level of military professionalism is rising
at a rate that would make them competitive
even if they were to spend far more on their
forces.”33 Hostile states and potential com
petitors simply cannot currently—or for the
foreseeable future—confront the United States
successfully on conventional military terms.
Many countries are fully aware of this situa
tion and see WMDs and their delivery vehicles
as an effective means of asymmetrically chal
lenging the overwhelming conventional mili
tary power of the United States. In essence,
WMDs can be a weaker country’s equalizer to
the larger and more advanced conventional
forces of the United States and its allies.
WMDs, combined with standoff delivery
systems, provide lesser-developed countries far
less expensive yet qualitatively superior mili
tary and political options for deterring, constraining, and harming the United States,
compared to strategies that rely on advanced
conventional forces, whose price tag is pro
hibitive. In other words, WMDs and long-range
delivery systems allow countries to achieve re
gional and strategic objectives “on the cheap.”
Rogue nations see WMDs as an inexpensive
means of coercing neighbors, deterring outside intervention, deterring other WMD
threats and aggression against their interests,
and—if necessary—directly attacking the
United States and its allies.
The widespread proliferation of enabling
technologies and the weapon systems themselves, along with ineffective post–Cold War
barriers to such proliferation, is allowing rogue
nations to acquire cost-effective WMDs and as
sociated delivery systems. In the nuclear arena,
India and Pakistan are prime examples of how
determined states will pursue and obtain
WMDs regardless of the international treaties,
agreements, and sanctions imposed to prevent
their acquisition. Similarly, Iraq surprised the
international community with the expansive
ness of its programs in all areas of WMDs—
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NBC weapons and delivery systems such as bal
listic missiles, aircraft, and UAVs. These programs continued in spite of pre–Persian Gulf
War proliferation barriers, concentrated attacks during that war, comprehensive international sanctions, and unprecedented in
trusiveness of the UN Special Commission
(UNSCOM) on Iraq, all directed at destroy
ing Iraq’s WMD capabilities. The abundance
of countries willing to provide assistance—by
offering WMDs and delivery systems for
direct purchase and providing components
and technologies for in-country production—
further exacerbates the proliferation problem.
The most notorious are China, North Korea,
and Russia, all of whom actively assist the pro
liferator nations in their efforts to develop
WMD arsenals.
Eroding inhibitions on WMD use further encourage developing states to acquire WMDs
and various delivery systems. Iraq, in particu
lar, has clearly demonstrated its willingness to
use WMDs on the battlefield. Throughout the
Iraq-Iran War of 1980–83, Iraq employed CW
agents against Iranian troops. In 1983 Iraq
fired at least 33 Scud missiles at Iranian targets and is believed to have employed mustard
gas on some of the missile launches against
Iranian forces. During the last year of the war,
in March–April 1988, Iraq attacked Tehran
with 200 Scud missiles, causing approximately
one-quarter to one-half of the city’s residents
to flee, fearing that some of the Scuds were
armed with poison-gas warheads.34 These
Iraqi WMD attacks and others left a lasting
impression on Iranian leaders and on their
views of the effectiveness and international
acceptability of WMDs.
WMDs also figured prominently in the Per
sian Gulf War when Iraq deployed modified
Scuds armed with CW and BW payloads, along
with other large quantities of CW agents. Some
25 Scuds were armed with BW agents, includ
ing 10 with anthrax.35 The Iraqi regime also
kept a dedicated aircraft in a hardened shelter
equipped with spray tanks for dispersing BW
agents. Had the Iraqis employed this weapon
on the first day of the ground war, analysts at
the Office of the Secretary of Defense estimate

that over 76,000 of the 320,000 coalition troops
southeast of Kuwait City would have died if
they had not been vaccinated against anthrax.
Apparently, US and Israeli threats of nuclear re
taliation deterred the Iraqis from launching
WMD attacks against coalition forces.
But the credibility of the United States’s his
torically successful, punitive deterrence of
WMDs by threatening nuclear retaliation may
be declining. Betts offers a brief answer to a
very relevant and interesting question: “Would
the United States follow through and use nuclear weapons against a country or group that
had killed several thousand Americans with
deadly chemicals? It is hard to imagine break
ing the post-Nagasaki taboo in that situation.”36
What if Iraq had used BW agents to kill 76,000
troops at the beginning of the Persian Gulf
War? Further addressing the credibility of the
US nuclear deterrent, Gormley and Scott
McMahon, experts in the area of the prolifera
tion of WMDs and delivery systems, note that
this seems to have convinced Saddam Hussein
not to use his chemical or biological weapons in
1991. But there are reasons to believe that fu
ture threats of nuclear retaliation will neither
deter NBC strikes nor reassure regional allies
enough that they would permit Western use of
their bases while under the threat of NBC attack. Senior U.S. military officers, for example,
have declared that they would not condone nuclear retaliation under any circumstances, even
if NBC weapons were used against the United
States. Although such comments are unofficial,
when they are combined with a termination of
nuclear testing and the virtual elimination of
nuclear planning, it becomes apparent that nuclear deterrence is fast becoming an existential
rather than practical option.37

Another issue with exercising deterrence to
prevent the use of WMDs is that deterrence
relies on retaliation, and retaliation requires
knowledge of who has launched the attack.
Combining a WMD such as a BW agent, which
inherently creates difficulties in identifying
the source of the resulting disease, with a delivery system such as a long-range LACM, which
can be programmed to fly circuitous routes to
the target, may provide an adversary with a
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nonattributable method of attack, thus elimi
nating any attempt at retaliation.
National prestige also influences a country
to acquire WMDs and associated delivery sys
tems. Robert Gates, former director of Central
Intelligence, observes that “these weapons rep
resent symbols of technical sophistication and
military prowess—and acquiring powerful
weapons has become the hallmark of accept
ance as a world power.”38 Similarly, referring
specifically to the WMD means of delivery,
Willis Stanley and Keith Payne comment that
“some regimes in the developing world see a
missile force as a talisman which imparts international respect and ushers them into the com
pany of the great powers.”39 For this symbolic
effect, countries like China, India, Pakistan,
and others have concentrated on acquiring bal
listic missiles. The demonstrated effectiveness
of US TLAMs during the Persian Gulf War has
perhaps elevated the prestige of LACMs to that
of ballistic missiles. As Richard Speier, a con
sultant for the Carnegie Non-Proliferation Pro
ject, notes, “In the Gulf War the U.S. used three
times as many cruise missiles as the Iraqis used
ballistic missiles, and our cruise missiles had a
very telling military effect.”40
A growing community of experts has come
to view the proliferation of biological weapons
with increasing concern. One of the main
reasons for this trend can be expressed with a
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slight modification to a popular phrase: bio
logical weapons provide “more bang for the
buck and effort.” As Betts observes, biological
weapons combine maximum lethality with
ease of availability. Nuclear weapons wreak
massive destruction but are extremely diffi
cult and costly to acquire; chemical weapons
are fairly easy to acquire but possess limited
killing capacity; and biological weapons pos
sess the “best” qualities of both (table 1).41
(One should note that biological weapons
most closely resemble a special category of
nuclear weapons called “neutron bombs.”
They harm people, not property, with lethal
effects against living organisms.)
A number of pathogens (bacteria and
viruses) and toxins are generally considered
to be effective BW agents (table 2). Edward
Eitzen, a researcher at the US Army Medical
Research Institute of Infectious Diseases, notes
that under suitable weather conditions, cruise
missiles equipped to deliver anthrax could
cover an area comparable to that of the lethal
fallout from a ground-burst nuclear weapon.42
More rigorously, the Congressional Office of
Technology Assessment conducted a study in
1993 that investigated the airplane dissemina
tion of 100 kilograms (kg) of anthrax as an
aerosol cloud over Washington, D.C., on a
clear and calm night. The study showed that
between one and three million deaths could

Table 1
Comparison of NBC Weapons
Effectiveness
Protected Personnel
Type

Unprotected Personnel

Technology

Cost

Signature

Tactical

Strategic

Tactical

Strategic

Biological

+

–

–

–

–

+

++

Chemical

+

+

+

–

–

++

+

Nuclear

++

++

++

++

++

++

++

++ Very High

+ High

– Lower

Source: Lester C. Caudle, “The Biological Warfare Threat,” in Medical Aspects of Chemical and Biological Warfare, ed. Frederick R.
Sidell, Ernest T. Takafuj, and David R. Franz (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Surgeon General at TMM Publications, 1997), 459.
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Table 2
Candidate BW Agents for Weaponization
Disease

Causative Agent

Incubation Time

Fatalities

(Days)

(Percent)

Anthrax

Bacillus anthracis

one to five

80

Plague

Yersinia pestis

one to five

90

Tularemia

Francisella tularensis

10 to 14

five to 20

Cholera

Vibrio cholerae

two to five

25 to 50

Venezuelan equine encephalitis

VEE virus

two to five

< one

Q fever

Coxiella burnetti

12 to 21

< one

Botulism

Clostridium botulinum toxin

three

30

Staphylococcal enterotoxemia

Staphylococcus enterotoxin type B

one to six

< one

Multiple organ toxicity

Trichothecene mycotoxin

Dose Dependent

Source: The Biological and Chemical Warfare Threat (Washington, D.C.: US Government Printing Office, 1999), 2.

result—300 times the number of fatalities that
could occur from a similar release of 10 times
the amount of sarin gas.43 A study by the World
Health Organization in 1970 concluded that
a BW attack on a large city (five million people)
in an economically developed country such as
the United States, using 50 kg of anthrax dis
seminated from a single airplane under favorable conditions, could travel downwind in
excess of 20 km with the potential to kill upwards of 100,000 people while incapacitating
an additional 250,000.44 Additionally, US mili
tary scientists verified the order-of-magnitude
effects of the release of BW agents against
urban populations estimated by these studies
by conducting combat-effects investigations at
Dugway Proving Ground, Utah.45 Thus, after
comparing the killing power of WMDs on a
weight-for-weight basis, one finds that BW
agents are inherently more lethal than CW
nerve agents and that biological weapon sys
tems can potentially provide broader coverage
per pound of payload than can CW weapons.46
In addition to being extremely lethal and of
fering feasible alternatives to nuclear weapons
as a strategic arsenal, biological weapons are

economically and technically attractive, or, as
Betts describes, easily available compared to
nuclear and chemical weapons. The costs to
launch a BW program are much lower than
those for comparable nuclear- and chemicalweapons programs: estimates are $2 to $10
billion for a nuclear-weapons program, 10s of
millions for a chemical program, and less than
$10 million for a BW program.47 Adding to
the appeal of biological weapons, almost all
the materials, technology, and equipment re
quired for a modest BW-agent program are
dual use, obtainable off the shelf from a variety
of legitimate enterprises, and widely available.
Moreover, the technical skills required to ini
tiate and conduct an offensive BW-agent pro
duction program are commensurate with those
of graduate-level microbiologists, thousands
of whom received advanced training in some
of the best Western universities and who are
now available worldwide.48
The most significant technical hurdle to
overcome in obtaining biological weapons in
volves weaponizing the BW agents. Primary
weaponization concerns include (1) effectively
disseminating the BW agent for maximum
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effect (area coverage and lethality or inca
pacitation); (2) maintaining the viability and
virulence of the agent; and (3) selecting the
appropriate delivery system and conditions.49
BW agents should be disseminated as an
aerosol cloud for maximum infectivity via in
halation through the lungs and for maximum geographic dispersal over the target
population. Obtaining the right aerosol par
ticle size is extremely important. Carus, a
world-renowned expert and prolific writer
on proliferation issues, notes that aerosolized
BW agents of the wrong size can render a BW
attack completely ineffective.50 The ideal par
ticle size ranges from one to five microns in
diameter. An aerosol formed from particles in
this size range is stable and can be carried
downwind over long distances without signifi
cant fallout of the BW-agent particles. Also,
one to five microns is the ideal range of par
ticle sizes for retention in the lungs—particles
less than one micron are readily exhaled, and
those greater than five microns are filtered
out by the upper respiratory passages, unable
to reach the lowest level of the lungs.
BW agents can be produced and aerosolized
in either liquid or dry-powder form. The liquid
form is easier to produce but has a relatively
short shelf life (most liquid BW agents can be
stored for only three to six months under re
frigeration) and can be difficult to aerosolize.
Commercial sprayers can be modified for dis
seminating liquid BW agents, but one encoun
ters nontrivial issues associated with the clog
ging of the sprayer nozzles and with destroying
the agent during the spraying process.51 Both
the shelf life and spraying limitations can be
overcome by producing BW agents in dry form
through using lyophilization (rapid freezing
and subsequent dehydration under high vac
uum) and milling the appropriate particle sizes
into a powder. Anthrax spores produced in this
fashion can be stored for several years.52 However, producing dry BW agents is extremely
hazardous and requires more specialized
equipment and greater technical capabilities.
Whether the BW agents are in liquid or dry
form, individuals who seek to weaponize them
must overcome environmental conditions that
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kill or reduce the virulence of the agents. The
rate of biological decay depends upon several
factors, including ultraviolet radiation, tem
perature, humidity, and air pollution.53 The
optimal atmospheric conditions for a BW attack would occur on a cold, clear night with
relative humidity greater than 70 percent.
The inversion layer (the stable blanket of cool
air above the cool ground) would prevent ver
tical mixing of the aerosol cloud, thus keep
ing the BW agent near the ground for inhala
tion. Weaponization of BW agents presents
many challenges. Nonetheless, from a prolif
eration viewpoint, it is important to note that
more than 40 years ago the US Army Chemical
Corps overcame these challenges and successfully demonstrated and conducted tests of
large areas and effective dissemination of bio
logical agents.54
Because of the low costs associated with ini
tiating and conducting biological-weapons programs and the dual-use nature of BW research
and equipment, a BW program can flourish
clandestinely under the guise of legitimate research. This unique feature of biologicalweapons programs may make them particularly
attractive to rogue nations. No unambiguous
signatures readily discriminate a program fo
cused on conducting legitimate biomedical research on highly contagious diseases from one
that researches and produces BW agents for of
fensive military purposes. The absence of veri
fication provisions in the Biological and Toxin
Weapons Convention adds to the difficulty of
detecting and countering clandestine BW programs. As the Iraqi situation illustrates, detect
ing and understanding the extent of a clandes
tine BW program is extremely difficult. In
January 1999, UNSCOM officials provided a report to the UN Security Council summarizing
eight years of extensive investigations and
destruction of Iraq’s chemical and biological
weapons programs. Even with these intensive
and powerful inspections, UNSCOM officials
now believe that Iraq, through well-coordinated
concealment and deception efforts, may have
produced another, as yet unidentified, BW
agent in an unreported and unlocated pro
duction facility.55
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From an aggressor’s perspective, another
advantage of biological weapons over chemi
cal or nuclear weapons is that, currently, no
reliable detection devices exist to provide ad
vanced warning of a BW attack, thus allowing
a greater probability of large numbers of ca
sualties per weapon. Additionally, coupled with
the delayed onset of symptoms from a BW attack and the fact that these symptoms could
easily be attributed to a natural outbreak of
disease, biological weapons potentially provide
the country employing them plausible denia
bility. Thus, an aggressor may use biological
weapons as a precursor to a conventional mili
tary attack to wreak havoc and weaken the target forces of a conventionally superior foe with
a reduced risk of retaliation and condemnation
from the attacked country and international
community. It would be possible to identify a
large outbreak of anthrax, for example, as an
almost certain BW attack since such episodes
occur rarely, if at all, in nature. However, the
outbreak of a common disease regularly found
in a given region of the world would possibly be
seen at first as a natural occurrence.

Conclusion
From the perspective of a competitor facing
the formidable conventional military power
of the United States and its allies, a LACM
equipped with a BW-agent payload could rep
resent a politically attractive, cost-effective, and
militarily useful weapon system. Politically, the
mere threat of using a system with a payload
of 120 kg of anthrax against a major US or
allied city could deter the United States from
becoming involved in an adversary’s aggres
sion against a neighbor or bid for regional
hegemony. Militarily, such a delivery system,
especially if it is equipped with low-observable
technologies and simple endgame countermeasures such as chaff and decoys, would
have a high probability of penetrating air de
fenses and accurately delivering its payload,
thus causing large numbers of casualties. Such
weapon systems are cost-effective, especially
compared to similarly ranged ballistic missiles
and conventional combat aircraft. As such,

lesser-developed states with limited defense
resources could purchase relatively large num
bers of LACMs and use them to complicate
the air defense problem for the United States
and its allies.
With the emergence of commercially available enabling technologies for precise naviga
tion and guidance; sophisticated mission plan
ning; low-weight, high-efficiency propulsion;
and air defense penetration, the development
of biocruise weapon systems is now within the
reach of many potential adversaries. States such
as Iran, Iraq, and North Korea have persistently
demonstrated the will to acquire weapon sys
tems that will provide them with strategic leverage against the United States and its allies. Such
nations pursue multiple-acquisition strategies
that have the potential to provide them with
highly capable LACMs. These strategies in
clude direct purchase of advanced LACMs
from various countries, including France, Rus
sia, and China; indigenous development, with
or without outside assistance; and development
of a highly capable LACM via the relatively lowcost and technically straightforward conversion
of an ASCM such as the Chinese HY-4 Sadsack.
Given these proliferation conditions, which
clearly favor adversary states, the probability is
quite high that by 2005 one or more such com
petitors will possess a biocruise weapon system
with a range of 500 to 1,000 km, capable of ef
fective BW-agent delivery against US and allied
military operations in regional conflicts around
the world or against military and civilian targets
within the United States and allied countries.
Just as disturbing, these capabilities will
likely emerge with little if any warning. The Na
tional Intelligence Council’s 1999 report For�
eign Missile Developments and the Ballistic Missile
Threat to the United States through 2015 states that
a concept similar to a sea-based ballistic missile
launch system would be to launch cruise missiles
from forward-based platforms. This method
would enable a country to use cruise missiles ac
quired for regional purposes to attack targets in
the United States. . . . We also judge that we may
not be able to provide much, if any, warning of a
forward-based ballistic missile or . . . LACM threat
to the United States. Moreover, LACM develop
ment can draw upon dual-use technologies.56
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Assessing, predicting, and tracking the pro
liferation of strategically significant LACMs
is difficult for the intelligence community.
George Tenet, director of the Central Intelli
gence Agency, testified before the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence that the US
intelligence services might be incapable of
monitoring the proliferation of NBC expertise
and technologies. He also stated that, now
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more than ever, “we risk substantial surprise.”57
By adding to these sobering assessments the
disturbing knowledge that some states have
clearly demonstrated that they will use WMDs
and that the United States and its allies are
not likely to deter such use, one can appreciate
the need to develop strategic, operational, and
tactical structures to counter the emerging
biocruise threat. ■
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Complexity-Based
Targeting
New Sciences
Provide Effects
COL ROBERT W. FRENIERE, USAF
CMDR JOHN Q. DICKMANN, USN, RETIRED
CMDR JEFFREY R. CARES, USNR

Editorial Abstract: Air campaign planners
historically focus on levels of destruction to
determine success. The authors argue that
by focusing on system complexity (the de
gree to which the system contains interact
ing entities with coherent behavior) and
system entropy (the amount of work lost
within the system when destructive forces
are introduced), planners can take advan
tage of both kinetic and nonkinetic ap
proaches to degrade system function and
performance. By focusing on complex sys
tem characteristics, planners can induce
cascading, chaotic behavior that achieves
campaign objectives more dramatically
and effectively.

T

HROUGHOUT THE MODERN history of bombardment, targeting
philosophies have remained deeply
rooted in industrial-age mind-sets and
mechanistic, linear analyses of systems as engi
neered entities. As a result, in most significant
bombing campaigns, targets have been classi
fied by their physical attributes alone. For
example, in the “serial bombing” philosophy of
World War II, aircraft attacked large sets of
physical targets sequentially.1 Contemporary
targeting philosophy—the “parallel warfare”

employed during the Gulf War—advocates attacking targets with more simultaneity yet still
focuses almost exclusively on their physical attributes and their engineered physical interactions.2 In general, these targeting constructs
are exceedingly inefficient, requiring inordi
nate amounts of “inputs” (tonnage of bullets
and bombs, amounts of information warfare
[IW], etc.) often not justified by or traceable to
observed “outputs” (effects). Since the end of
Operation Desert Storm, bombing campaigns
have evolved in concept toward an objective of
95
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having specific effects on the enemy and his sys
tems; in practice, planners still choose targets
based upon engineering analyses of physical
systems and physical interactions inside those
systems. Little has changed.
Recent research asserts that the American
military has historically misunderstood the
systemic nature of targets.3 Targeting has re
mained inefficient and unpredictable because
most targets of military value are elements
in complex adaptive systems, which behave
according to a radically different operating
dynamic than do mechanistic systems. An
evolving body of scientific work, based on un
derstanding the emergent behaviors of large
collections of interacting entities, describes the
behavior of these systems. Although this body
of work is collectively referred to as the “new
sciences,” this article uses the terms complexity
theory or complex adaptive systems theory. Whereas
industrial-age Newtonian analysis focuses on
classifying targets according to their physical
nature, complexity theory allows targeteers to
focus on how targets interrelate, particularly
in nonphysical ways. Complexity-based target
ing emphasizes and exploits the characteris
tics of complex adaptive systems.

Theory of Complexity-Based
Targeting
Two concepts from complexity theory un
derpin complexity-based targeting: complexity
and entropy. Complexity is a measure of the de
gree to which a system contains large num
bers of interacting entities with coherent
behavior. Notionally, one can measure com
plexity from a value of zero to some maximum number. Zero complexity indicates a
completely simple system; few entities have
either minimal or no interactions. Generally,
one can account for the behavior of such a
system with a simple set of equations or a short
description—for example, contemporary mili
tary combat models, replete with attrition
equations.4 Entropy, on the other hand, is a
measure of the amount of work lost in a sys
tem due to destructive forces such as friction
or interference. One can measure entropy on

a scale from zero to one—zero indicating a
completely linear system that loses no work
and behaves predictably. Maximum entropy
designates a completely chaotic system that
loses all work and behaves randomly.
As the number of possible interactions in a
system increases, entropy increases—as does
the number of coherent behaviors. When the
system becomes more complex, predicting spe
cific events becomes more difficult, describing
what is occurring in the system takes longer,
and making mathematical calculations becomes more involved. Complexity increases to
a point that the interacting entities and groups
of entities become too numerous and interfere
with each other, and the aggregate behavior of
the system becomes more random. As interfer
ence increases, so does entropy, causing com
plexity to fall to zero because the system’s
aggregate behavior becomes simple (i.e., all be
haviors can cancel each other out, and one can
usefully describe the system at some higher
scale in much the same way one can describe
the temperature of a gas without listing the
temperature of each molecule).
Between the extremes of complete linear
simplicity and complete chaotic simplicity lies
a wide range of complex systems, including
those containing most targets of military sig
nificance. Examples include electrical distri
bution grids, transportation networks, commu
nications architectures, command and control
organizations, naval missile exchanges, and
ground combat. We call such examples com
plex adaptive systems because they meet our
criterion of having a large number of interact
ing entities that can adapt to their environment
as it changes (fig. 1).5
Complex adaptive systems are difficult to
defeat because they have many groups of en
tities with coherent behavior. In a military
context, as some entities are attacked, others
change their behavior or alter their interac
tions, allowing the larger system to adapt. For
example, if bridges in a road network are
destroyed, maneuver forces will find other
means—such as alternate routes, temporary
bridges, or river fords—to accomplish their
mission. Complexity-based targeting seeks to
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Figure 2. Driving a System into Lockout or
Chaos

prevent a complex adaptive system from using
its attributes and mechanisms in response to
an attack.
One can prevent a system from adapting
by taking away options or by removing its in
ternal structure and coherence. The former
drives the system toward linearity, where it becomes predictable, allowing one to identify
the viable options and “lock them out.” The
latter drives the system toward chaos (another
form of lockout), where systems experience
cascades of functional failure (fig. 2). Impor
tantly, one may achieve both of these effects
without using lethal kinetic force.

Comparison of Contemporary
and Complexity-Based Targeting
Contemporary targeting philosophies do
not exploit the complex adaptive nature of sys
tems. Targets in, say, a transportation network
tend to be physical (table 1). Because military
forces do not target the adaptive properties
and mechanisms inherent in the system, they
must employ brute force to drive this system
into lockout or chaos. Without such an effort,
the system will continue to adapt and survive.
Complexity-based targeting, however, focuses

Table 1
Contemporary Transportation Targets
Rail

Sea

Road

Air

Tracks

Ports

Bridges

Runways

Switching Stations

Handling Systems

Intersections

Hangars and Equipment

Freight Yards

Fueling Equipment

Primary Roads

Fueling Capacity

Trains

Ships

Secondary Roads

Airplanes

Trestles

Docks

Vehicles

Revetments
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not only on the physical elements, but also on
the adaptive mechanisms and properties of
complex adaptive systems (table 2). Thus, one
may envision a transportation network as a
complexity-based target set (table 3).
Historically, success in attacking physical
targets (table 1) has generally depended on
tremendous destructive effort, usually entailing
a vast tonnage of munitions or costly precision
ordnance. Even if one destroys half the targets
in such a system, it likely will remain functional
if the adaptive properties and mechanisms
survive:
• A rail system can reroute traffic around
destroyed tracks, repair sections of damaged rail, or even transfer freight from
boxcars to trucks.
• If a shipping system loses piers and
container-handling gear, ships can use
alternate ports, or crews can use bulk
methods of transferring cargo. If ships
are sunk, traffic can shift to safer sea lines
of communications.

• If a road network loses bridges or major
roadways, materiel and troops can still
take alternate routes or dismount. In the
event of wholesale destruction of vehicles,
surface traffic can move at night or inter
sperse with civilian traffic.
• If an air system is completely destroyed,
commodities can travel via surface, rail,
or road. If main runways are damaged,
airplanes can land on freeway segments
or dirt fields.
Even though one may hit each system si
multaneously, clever people can find new ways
of working around the damage until the de
struction is nearly total. However, absolute
destruction of a country’s infrastructure, par
ticularly in a conflict of less scope than a major
theater war, can cause even greater problems
postbellum. Destroying the ability of the system
to adapt without pummeling an enemy requires different information about system
behavior than that produced by most existing
methods of target analysis.

Table 2
Classification of Complexity-Based Targets
Property

Mechanism

Grouping

Similar elements of the system join together for a specific function.

Membership
and Identification

Groups stay together and function because they have affinities and because they can dis
tinguish themselves from other groups.

Nonlinearity

Levers and feedback govern the system’s dynamics; manipulating them causes cascading
effects.

Rule Sets

Such sets determine the behavior of groups.

Networks and Flows

Groups move throughout the system and are subject to feedback and interaction.

Competition

Groups compete with each other as they interact. Competition can be either constructive
or destructive.

Building Blocks

Each group can become part of a larger group, creating significant interlocking structures
in the system.

Source: John H. Holland, Hidden Order: How Adaptation Builds Complexity (New York: Perseus Printers, 1996).
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Table 3
Complexity-Based Transportation Targets
Grouping

Membership
and
Identification

Nonlinearity

Rule Sets

Networks
and Flows

Competition

Building
Blocks

Vehicles

Mile Markers

Intermodal
Interruption

Rail
Schedules

Rail Network

Container
v. Bulk

Radio, Radar

Containers

Boxcar ID

Power-Grid
Blackout

Approach
Patterns

Port
Operations

Bridges v.
Ferries

People

Companies

Call Signs

Weather

Rules of
the Road

Interstate
Road System

Trucks v.
Trains

Wheels,
Tracks

Shipping
Lines

Vessel Flags

Traffic Jams

Traffic Lights

Bridges

Commodity
v. Retrograde

Vehicle
Types

Yards, Ports

Road Signs

Commodity
Flow

Commodity
Requisitions

Off-Ramps

Transportation
Subnets

Channels

Runway
Markers

Fuel Stations

Engines

Routes

Tactical Air
Navigation/
Identification,
Friend or Foe

Fuel

Warehouses

Complexity-based targeting offers a differ
ent perspective on the target system or systems
by focusing on the interrelationship of ele
ments with the larger system. One devotes
particular attention to those properties and
mechanisms that account for coherent be
havior in the system. This type of targeting
provides a longer list of targets than contem
porary targeting methods (compare tables 1
and 3) but does not necessarily mandate more
effort. In fact, complexity-based targeting pro
vides more information about the behavior of
the entire target system, allowing one to more
reliably identify and more logically derive the
desired effects. In addition, one can coordinate
kinetic, nonkinetic, and IW methods across the
target set—a more economical approach than
the current “stovepiped” application of these
means. To produce a complexity-based target
set (such as the one in table 3), one must

• identify different coherent groups in
the system, including their contributions
to the proper functioning of the entire
network;
• discover methods by which elements can
identify, and therefore interact with, the
various parts of the system (these are
particularly rich targets for IW);
• determine nonlinearities such as choke
points, failure thresholds, and cascading
effects;
• define and analyze basic rules by which
the system functions (these too are rich
targets for IW attack);
• examine the direction, rate, and alter
nate paths of system flows (in addition
to physical network components, infor
mation flows, knowledge flows, people
flows, etc.);
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• determine methods for creating inter
ference between groups (rich targets for
IW attack); and
• identify basic building blocks, including
the extent to which they create interlock
ing structures and nested loops of activity.
Because one targets the adaptation prop
erties and mechanisms, simultaneous attack
across each of the seven categories (table 3)
will prove more effective in preventing system
recovery than a high-volume, rapid attack on
just the physical components of a system. Moreover, the fact that an enemy must defend in
seven dimensions, rather than in only the
physical dimension, significantly complicates
his task. Once again, complexity-based target
ing focuses on and exploits the complexity of
an enemy’s system to drive it into either lockout or chaos.

Conclusions
Historically, targeting philosophies have
reflected a mechanistic, industrial-age mindset, but complexity-based targeting utilizes a
more holistic, systems-oriented approach. In
particular, it identifies the information that
each element needs to function in a system
with other elements. As a result, complexitybased targeting unifies kinetic and nonkinetic
methods of attack, proves significantly more
effective because of its close coupling of targets
to desired effects, and successfully disables a
system without destroying every physical target.
Such a method provides more useful, systemic
knowledge of a target set and uses that knowl
edge to lock out most of an enemy’s courses of
action or rout that enemy by transforming co
herent behavior into chaos and confusion. ■
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More than 3 million square miles of territory to protect; 10,000 miles
of border to guard; and a fence to build 10, 11, or 12 miles high. . . .
It is better to have less thunder in the mouth and more lightning in
the hand.
—Gen Ben Chidlaw, Commander
US Continental Air Defense Command, 1954

Attack Operations
First Layer of an Integrated Missile Defense
LT COL MERRICK E. KRAUSE, USAF*
Editorial Abstract: US forces have a long history of conducting attack operations. The proliferation of
theater and long-range ballistic missiles suggests that the concept should be adapted to support missiledefense operations. To do so, we must include missile-defense capabilities in air and space expeditionary
force packages, mature technology and doctrine to accommodate such capabilities, and connect Air Force ca�
pabilities to joint doctrine and employment concepts. Colonel Krause argues that, although current
structures contain pieces of the puzzle, we must fully integrate those pieces within an overall theater missiledefense architecture that includes offensive capabilities.

The gravest danger to freedom lies at the crossroads of radicalism and technology. When the
spread of chemical and biological and nuclear weapons, along with ballistic missile tech�
nology—when that occurs, even weak states and small groups could attain a catastrophic
power to strike great nations. Our enemies have declared this very intention, and have been
caught seeking these terrible weapons. They want the capability to blackmail the U.S., or to
harm the U.S., or to harm our friends—and we will oppose them with all our power.
—President George W. Bush
West Point, New York
1 June 2002

T

O MANY AIRMEN, “Attack!” is the
nature of the business. Air Force operations and perhaps even Air Force
culture are historically geared toward
the offensive application of air and space power
to execute combat operations in war. However,

the joint community—particularly those mem
bers engaged in high-priority missile-defense
programs—perceives “attack operations” dif
ferently. This article introduces the concept
of attack operations in the context of missile
defense and similar time-sensitive targets,

*The views in this article are the author’s and do not reflect those of either the Joint Staff or the Office of the Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff.
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asserting that such operations provide the
critical first layer of an integrated missile de
fense. It also presents key themes, issues, and
proposals to increase the capabilities of inte
grated missile defense.

Attack Operations:
A Critical Capability
In a joint environment, attack operations
are essentially offensive actions that seek to de
stroy or disrupt enemy missile systems and support structures, preferably before missiles are
fired.1 Aircraft, special operations forces (SOF),
information operations, or uninhabited aerial
vehicles can perform attack operations today.
Although they represent both a joint capability
and a multiservice “organize, train, and equip”
issue, attack operations are one mission with
which the Air Force has considerable practical
experience, particularly in the realm of timesensitive targeting and threats intended to limit
US access to a region.
The United States has a long history of con
ducting attack operations. In World War II, Op
eration Crossbow attempted to destroy German
V-1 and V-2 missile sites, which were terroriz
ing the British through disruptive and deadly
attacks on cities. Between August 1943 and
March 1945, the US Army Air Forces and Royal
Air Force flew 68,913 sorties and expended
122,133 tons of ordnance in the campaign to
destroy German missiles.2 Indeed, Crossbow was
a large-scale counterair and strategic-attack
operation that expended substantial effort to
delay V-weapon attacks and then limit their
effectiveness once Germany began to employ
the missiles.3
Although the Cold War produced intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBM) and a va
riety of specialized missile-defense systems,
theater ballistic missiles (TBM) captured the
imagination of third world nations as a rela
tively cheap supplement to bolster both their
status and their anemic air forces. Deterrence
by a robust American nuclear capability was
the counter to the Soviet ICBM threat.4 Because
of the Cold War legacy, however, US missiledefense systems were divided between theater

and intercontinental systems, with testing and
deployment of the latter severely restricted
by provisions in the Antiballistic Missile (ABM)
Treaty with the Soviet Union.
The 1991 Persian Gulf War radically increased the priority of TBMs in US national se
curity policy. Once regarded by many military
leaders as a tactical nuisance, especially when
armed with conventional high explosives,
TBMs suddenly became weapons of terror that
could cause significant political and diplomatic
problems. Although Iraq did not use weapons
of mass destruction (WMD) in the 1991 war,
when Iraq fired conventionally equipped Scud
missiles against Israel, it created a political crisis
for the coalition.5 Moreover, a single conven
tionally armed Scud produced the greatest
number of US fatalities of any single event dur
ing Operation Desert Storm when it struck a
barracks in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia.
During the Persian Gulf War, hundreds of
sorties and thousands of man-hours were devoted to countering the Scud threat. Some
people suggest that the resources used against
Scuds could have been employed to attack
other targets, perhaps ending the war more
rapidly. Undoubtedly, “Scud hunts” diverted
some of the coalition’s military resources; however, the utility of the Scud hunts may be bet
ter measured more in political than purely
military terms. The experience of Desert Storm
helped shape how the United States is now ac
tively investing to better defend against mis
sile threats in the future. These threats include
ICBMs and cruise missiles, as well as other
theater air and missile systems.
The Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) of
September 2001, published in the shadow of
the al Qaeda terrorist attacks of 11 September
2001, recognized a changing international
strategic environment affected by missile and
WMD proliferation. The QDR articulated the
need for transformational change in the US
military.6 One important directive stated that
the Department of Defense (DOD) would ex
amine options for establishing standing joint
task forces to address the capability to “con
tinuously locate and track mobile targets at
any range and rapidly attack them with preci-
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sion.”7 The QDR also noted that the continued
proliferation of ballistic and cruise missiles is
a threat to “U.S. forces abroad, at sea, and in
space, and to U.S. allies and friends.”8 Therefore, the QDR refocused US missile defense
toward research and deployment of a layered
system of systems to defend forward-deployed
troops and allies threatened by theater missiles
and to provide a “limited defense” against
long-range missiles for the US homeland.9
DOD has spent billions of dollars develop
ing systems to defeat ballistic missiles.10 Al
though programs of the individual services
frequently overlap, several DOD organizations,
including the Missile Defense Agency (MDA)
and Joint Air and Missile Defense Organization
(JTAMDO), use the concept of an integrated
“family of systems” to defeat ballistic missiles.11
Significantly, on 13 June 2002, the United States
officially withdrew from the ABM Treaty, thus
enabling expanded testing and deployment
of a missile-defense system for the US homeland. That same year, Secretary of Defense
Donald H. Rumsfeld directed MDA to develop
a single, integrated ballistic-missile-defense sys
tem—one that would no longer differentiate
between theater and national missile defense.12
Integrated capabilities are important because some individuals contend that soon every
southern European capital will be within range
of ballistic missiles based in North Africa or
the Levant (including Syria, Iraq, and Iran).13
In a military sense, the threat in the Mediter
ranean region has shifted dramatically as the
focus in Europe changed “from the Fulda
Gap to the South.”14 Many allies, including the
particularly vulnerable southern European
countries such as Portugal, Spain, Italy,
Turkey, and Greece, lack the ability to defend
successfully against missile strikes or to deter
WMDs. The United States will face a radically
different European security problem if Madrid,
Rome, or Athens are at risk to missile attack
and if some allies are deterred from joining it
in a coalition.15
This problem of susceptibility to missile
and WMD attacks is not confined to Europe.
North Korean threats to Japan and Guam, as
well as the persistent and increasing threat of
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cruise missiles or missiles operated from ships
near US coasts, are also near-term concerns.
The National Security Strategy of 2002 enunciates
these threats and presents a US strategy for
countering them:
We must be prepared to stop rogue states and
their terrorist clients before they are able to
threaten or use weapons of mass destruction
against the United States and our allies and
friends. Our response must take full advantage
of strengthened alliances, the establishment of
new partnerships with former adversaries, inno
vation in the use of military forces, modern tech
nologies, including the development of an ef
fective missile defense system, and increased
emphasis on intelligence collection and analysis.16

Doctrine
The historical legacy of attacks conducted
by the Army Air Forces during Operation
Crossbow is evident in Joint Publication (JP)
3-01.5, Doctrine for Joint Theater Missile Defense,
which defines four operational elements of
theater missile defense: passive defense; active
defense; attack operations; and command,
control, communications, computers, and in
telligence (C4I). Passive defense involves ef
forts to minimize the effects of theater missile
attacks, while active defense includes opera
tions that destroy enemy missile “airborne
launch platforms” or missiles in flight. Attack
operations seek to “destroy, disrupt, or neu
tralize theater missile launch platforms and
their supporting structures and systems.” Fi
nally, the purpose of C4I is to coordinate and
integrate these efforts.17 Based on DOD’s
new, multilayered approach and the removal
of theater and national divisions from both
missile-defense systems and philosophy, this
joint publication needs substantial revision.
Although the multilayered, integrated missiledefense concept presents a more holistic view of
the missile threat, historically different philoso
phies toward missile defenses provide a source
of conflict. For example, the Air Force argues
(as do some air arms of other services and na
tions) that airpower is best employed offen
sively. But today, active missile defenses and
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investments tend to focus on surface-based
systems, which are reactive weapons by nature.
Interestingly, JP 3-01, Joint Doctrine for Counter�
ing Air and Missile Threats, states that “air
superiority is achieved through the counterair
mission, which integrates both offensive and
defensive operations from all components to
counter the air and missile threat.”18 Similarly,
Army Field Manual (FM) 3-0, Operations, rec
ognizes that in large campaigns, offensive and
defensive actions occur simultaneously and that
defense should be aggressive.19 Yet, the weight
of effort for missile defense typically is geared
toward the reactive phase of the engagement.
Offensive counterair (OCA), an obvious
amalgam of attack-operations missions, repre
sents the freedom from attack and the free
dom to attack. This concept is based on the
Air Force proposition that “air and space forces
are inherently offensive and yield the best ef
fect when so employed.”20 When the Airborne
Laser (ABL) destroys ascending enemy mis
siles, it provides defensive counterair and is
thus a second layer of defense. Midcourse,
terminal, and passive defenses are much deeper
layers. This contrasts with using SOF or fighterbombers first to destroy ballistic missile
launchers (OCA) or missile-supply depots
(interdiction/strategic attack).21 The joint
term attack operations overlaps several US Air
Force and other joint doctrinal mission areas.
JP 3.01 agrees, stating that, with regard to mis
siles and support infrastructure, “OCA opera
tions are most effective when conducted
against theater missiles before launch. The
preemptive destruction of missiles, launch fa
cilities, storage facilities, and other support
infrastructure greatly limits subsequent [the
ater missile] attacks. OCA assets may also be
rapidly retasked to destroy time-sensitive targets such as mobile launchers.”22
An unresolved conundrum derived from
this doctrinal ambiguity is that joint doctrine
considers attack operations offensive and
proactive, but also defensive and reactive.
This situation could become more compli
cated when the new Strategic Command takes
functional control of an integrated missile de
fense; but, contemporaneously, a joint force

air component commander (JFACC) and re
gional commander have different antiaccess,
preemption, contingency, or daily air tasking
order priorities for limited or multirole assets.
The problems of allocation, command re
lationships, and use of resources—not yet re
solved—are exacerbated when an adversary
possesses a variety of long- and medium-range
missiles. JTAMDO is moving forward with an
integrated missile-defense concept of opera
tions, now in the coordination stage, to attempt
to address some of these concerns. However,
the entire missile-defense layered system and
command relationships to control all of the
affected subsystems are evolving and will con
tinue to develop as the new Strategic Command
and Northern Command emerge.

Integrated Missile Defense
MDA’s system of integrated missile defense
consists of terminal, midcourse, and boost
segments (fig. 1). The agency does not cur
rently advertise a segment geared to attacking
missiles and missile-support assets before the
boost phase.
Terminal Segment

The terminal segment consists of several
weapon systems.23 These include the Patriot,
Medium Extended Air Defense System
(MEADS), Arrow, Theater High Altitude Area
Defense (THAAD), and a sea-based system.
Patriot. The Patriot Advanced Capability
(PAC-3) is an upgraded version of the weapon
used during the Persian Gulf War. It is a pointdefense weapon that has some ability to defend
against cruise missiles, aircraft, and TBMs in
their terminal phase of flight. Although the
PAC-3 can be airlifted, it is cumbersome and
thus a relatively stationary system. It is the
most mature of MDA’s theater missile-defense
systems and is considered America’s current
premier lower-tier TBM defense system.
An essential feature of the PAC-3 is its “hitto-kill” capability, which is consistent with MDA’s
emphasis on using hit-to-kill systems against
WMDs.24 Yet, a concern with the PAC-3, as with
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Figure 1. An Integrated, Layered Defense against Missiles of All Ranges (Unclassified)
(Adapted from briefing, Defense Science Board, subject: Integrated Missile Defense, 13 Octo
ber 2002)
all terminal systems, is the risk of debris falling
on friendlies following a successful terminalstage missile interception.
MEADS. The United States has pursued this
mobile, lower-tier program on a cooperative
basis with Germany and Italy.25 Planned to re
duce the risks to Army and Marine Corps op
erations, “MEADS will improve tactical mobility
and strategic deployability over comparable
missile systems and provide robust, 360-degree
protection for maneuvering forces and other
critical forward-deployed assets against shortand medium-range missiles.”26 It is intended to
bridge the gap between handheld manportable systems, such as the Stinger, and less
mobile systems, such as the PAC-3. MEADS will
be a multicanister vertical-launch system
mounted on a wheeled vehicle.27 In fiscal year
2003, MEADS will continue design-development
activities for system components, including the
addition of the capability to integrate the PAC-3
missile with the MEADS system.28
Arrow. This joint US-Israeli missile-defense
system will be able to operate with US theater

missile-defense systems in order “to assist in
the protection of forward deployed U.S. and
Coalition forces.”29 The Arrow engages enemy
missiles at a higher altitude than does the
PAC-3, thus providing a better safety margin,
particularly for missiles with WMD warheads.30
The Israeli Ministry of Defense received its
first Arrow missile in November 1998.31 Con
tinuing this partnering effort, operational
since October 2000, will support Israeli acqui
sition of a third Arrow battery and promote
interoperability with US missile-defense sys
tems and battle-management command and
control (C2).32
THAAD. MDA has categorized THAAD as
an upper-tier terminal-defense-segment system
because the intercept is planned to occur in
the terminal phase of the missile’s trajectory,
yet on the edge of the atmosphere. As a groundbased, high-altitude weapon system, THAAD
will use exoatmospheric and endoatmospheric
hit-to-kill interceptors to destroy missiles. The
goal of the THAAD system is to destroy incoming medium- and short-range ballistic
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missiles far enough from friendly troops or
population centers so that the debris is no dan
ger to the intended target.33 MDA expects field
ing in 2007 or 2008.34 Essentially, THAAD is
the most mature upper-tier system, but it is
also a terminal-segment system.
Sea-Based Terminal System. In the wake of
the cancellation of the Navy Area terminaldefense missile in December 2001, DOD di
rected MDA to initiate a soon-to-be-completed
sea-based terminal study.35 The Navy contin
ues to have a requirement for a sea-based sys
tem and argues that seaborne missile defenses
are less expensive because they use current
platforms and thereby reduce the demand for
airlift and sea lift.36 The first unit equipped
was targeted for fiscal year 2007; however,
the results of the 2002 sea-based terminal
study will determine new programmatics.37
Midcourse Segment

The midcourse segment consists of both
ground-based and sea-based systems.
Ground-Based Midcourse System. A suc
cessor to the National Missile Defense System,
the Ground-Based Midcourse System has as
its objectives “1) to develop and demonstrate
an integrated system capable of countering
known and expected threats; 2) to provide an
integrated test bed . . . [and] 3) to create a de
velopment path allowing for an early capability
based on success in testing.”38 Not intended
to be mobile, it will begin with a test bed in
Alaska, followed by selective deployments for
homeland defense as the system matures.
Sea-Based Midcourse System. The succes
sor to Navy Theater Wide is the Sea-Based
Midcourse System, which will intercept
enemy ballistic missiles in the ascent phase of
midcourse flight. Its emphasis is on the exoat
mospheric ascent phase for intercept.39 Designed to intercept medium-range and longrange ballistic missiles, this system is expected
to have a contingency capability in 2004 or
2005, with initial operational capability in the
2008–10 time frame.40

Boost Segment

The boost segment includes the ABL, SpaceBased Laser (SBL), and kinetic-energy concepts.41
Airborne Laser. The primary boost-phase
program for theater missile defense is the Air
Force’s ABL program, which had its maiden
flight on 18 July 2002.42 If the testing sched
ule is executed, the initial operational capa
bility of the ABL will occur in 2009, with seven
aircraft available for combat operations in
2011.43 Since future generations of TBMs
could release multiple warheads and launch
large volleys of theater missiles, the laser’s
boost-phase destruction is designed to provide
ascent-phase defenses against ballistic missiles
and to deter adversaries because their warheads could fall back on their own territory.
Space-Based Laser. The SBL may provide
both missile-defense and space-superiority ca
pabilities although MDA sees it principally as
contributing to defense in the boost phase, as
well as serving as a potential deterrent. MDA
is focusing on design validation and hopes to
fly an on-orbit experiment to exhibit a lethal
demonstration of SBL technologies by 2012.44
Kinetic-Energy Concepts. MDA plans to
produce experiments in the 2003–6 time
frame, using kinetic-kill concepts for destroy
ing enemy missiles shortly after launch.45 The
goal is a kinetic-boost-phase defense capability
in the 2006–10 period, using either a sea-based
or space-based platform. Possibly, testing may
lead to an operational, sea-based, kinetic-energy
interceptor by 2006.46
Attack Operations

The main objective of missile-defense attack
operations is to prevent the missiles from being
used “against U.S. forces, U.S. allies, and other
important countries, including areas of vital in
terest.”47 Attack operations can also contribute
to preventing future attacks by destroying
launchers after firing but before reuse. Attack
operations are a joint capability but one in
which the US Air Force has considerable expe
rience, particularly through the C2 functions
resident in the joint air operations center
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(JAOC), as well as platforms, sensors, naviga
tion (Global Positioning System), and weapons.
Attack operations are executed through the
sensor-to-shooter loop, which finds, fixes,
tracks, targets, engages, and assesses mobile
and fixed missile systems and equipment, and
through “strategic targets,” such as factories.
In addition, interdiction targets, storage sites
for enemy missile and WMD storage/mainte
nance sites, fixed and mobile C2 nodes, and
supply lines would be subject to attack, as
would prelaunch and postlaunch theater-missile
sites.48 Mobile and fleeting opportunities for
attack make time-sensitive target strikes inte
gral to attack operations.
Inherent in the concept of attack opera
tions is effects-based operations theory, which
involves selecting targets whose destruction
would have specific effects that result in secondor third-order levels of disruption, resulting
in “control” of an adversary leader’s decisionmaking process, as opposed to traditional goals
of attrition or annihilation.49 Attack operations
may not eliminate the missile threat, but they
will reduce the threat posed by missiles and
WMDs, as well as reduce the options an adver
sary may employ.
SOFs are also quite relevant to attack operations.50 Such forces rely on the ability to insert
personnel covertly, but they also typically inte
grate with the C2 system. With miniaturization
and advances in communications technology,
SOF attack operations will be improved by
using more capable battle-management systems,
while faster or stealthier insertion methods
would improve SOF capabilities. Furthermore,
special-operations activities, when well coordi
nated with air and space power, create a synergy
that makes attack operations more effective.
C2 and Sensors

MDA considers sensor suites and battlefieldmanagement C2 the “backbone” of the ballistic
missile-defense system and plans to develop
these capabilities in parallel with other missiledefense systems to better integrate systems
and equipment—including sensors, intercep
tors, and tactical-control centers—into a joint,
layered missile-defense architecture.
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Linking sensors to C2 is critical to the ef
fective execution of attack operations or timesensitive targeting. Integrating experiments
build upon lessons learned in regional air op
erations centers, including Operations Desert
Storm, Northern and Southern Watch, Allied
Force, and Enduring Freedom. Among other
important tasks, Joint Expeditionary Force
Experiment 2002 tested new management and
retasking of intelligence, surveillance, and re
connaissance (ISR) sensors, the new Boeing
707 Paul Revere test bed, and the integrated
JAOC at Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada.51 The
JAOC gathers information from many sources,
condenses the data into “a constantly updated
picture that is fine-grained enough to find
small, important moving targets in minutes
and rationally assign the resources at hand to
monitor and strike them.”52 This is an example
of a joint effort that builds upon Air Force ex
perience and directly affects attack operations
and time-sensitive target capabilities.53
The sensor segment includes a variety of
research-and-development projects to enhance
ballistic-missile detection, midcourse tracking,
and discrimination through two primary proj
ects: space sensors and international cooperation.54 However, multiuse sensors will have the
capability for early warning, intelligence, and
C2 for the spectrum of operations from attack
operations to terminal-phase missile defense.
Technological advances are effectively reduc
ing the time between when a sensor detects a
missile and the time that a weapon can de
stroy that missile by increasing C2 and sensor
capabilities.

Near-Term Missile-Defense Gap
The integrated missile-defense system will
lack several key components over the next
few years. As a result, the United States faces
a near-term gap in its capabilities, particularly
in theater missile defense during the boost
and midcourse phases and in ICBM defense
throughout the flight envelope.55 This gap
translates to increased risk and increased vul
nerability of US forces, allies, and interests. Such
a reality makes preemptive and persistent attack
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operations proportionally more critical to bol
stering overall near-term US missile-defense
and antiaccess capabilities.56
The antiaccess threat is noteworthy, given
the deployment and operational limitations and
risk of debris impacts associated with current
point-defense systems, such as the Patriot. The
emerging Air Force concept of a global strike
task force and other spearhead force concep
tions address this threat. At the same time,
significant ISR capability is essential for locat
ing missile launchers, C2 nodes, and support
equipment.57 Indeed, significant equities may
be realized through joint participation, and
JAOC time-sensitive target experience provides
a proven model for attack-operations execution.
Many commanders and senior military offi
cers recognize the value of attack operations,
particularly with regard to improved C2 and the
destruction of time-sensitive targets. Attack
operations, however, represent an underadvertised capability, which implies that future
funding will be limited in comparison with the
core activities of MDA. That agency currently
does not emphasize attack operations in a
prelaunch segment, and no significant breadth
of joint or Air Force doctrine specifically em
phasizes integrated attack operations.
As with other incarnations of defense against
air threats, the metaphor that hitting the eggs
in the nest is better than throwing stones at
flying birds remains relevant. Furthermore,
improving C2, as well as sensors, makes attack
operations more effective than in World War
II or Desert Storm. Given growing concern over
ballistic-missile attacks, WMDs, and the limited
ability of point defensive systems to protect
targets, attack operations have become in
creasingly important. Thus, it is imperative to
improve the ability of attack operations with
additional training and funding to respond to
operational demands.

Proposals
This article proposes three options for im
proving missile defenses, thus addressing some
potential near-term antiaccess threats. First,
the Air Force should establish a standing ca

pability within its air and space expeditionary
force (AEF) for conducting attack operations
and time-sensitive targeting. This capability
would serve multiple purposes, including op
erations against ballistic missiles, cruise mis
siles, mobile targets, and WMDs, as well as
time-sensitive missions and other strike efforts.
This approach builds on assets that are capable
of conducting multiple missions but requires
additional training, equipment, or further spe
cialization to provide effective, reliable options.58
An antiaccess task force or a standing ca
pability within existing AEF units would provide a model or perhaps an operational experi
ment with this concept. For example, tasking
specific Air Force Guard and Reserve units for
attack-operations missions would give those
units a primary or secondary responsibility for
conducting attack operations during training
and combat. Furthermore, training as part of
an AEF, a multirole force (perhaps in coordi
nation with the emerging global strike task
force concept), tailored and trained for attack
operations/time-sensitive targets, would give
commanders a significant standing operational
capability. This might be accomplished by
emphasizing training and systems required to
conduct time-sensitive targeting for certain
squadrons. Before becoming an operational
capability, these units could exercise their ca
pabilities through a training program and incorporate as a small part of a Red Flag or other
exercise venue. Such a tailored AEF concept
would not conflict with either current Air
Force doctrine or joint publications. Finally,
training and maintaining units within the
AEF structure would be possible by assigning
squadrons a time-sensitive-targeting/attackoperations secondary mission in their wing’s
mission statements, similar to combat search
and rescue or AGM-130 operations.59
An additional benefit to an organic attackoperations/time-sensitive-target capability is
that expeditionary units trained specifically for
these missions may have sufficient offensive
credibility to deter states from exposing or
employing missiles. However, the capability
would have to be communicated to adversaries
in order to have a deterrent or dissuasive effect.
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Its operational value would rest upon its
rapid-response capability, flexible deterrent
capability, and ability to destroy missiles and
WMDs on the enemy’s side of the border.
Moreover, effectively and precisely destroying
missiles armed with WMD warheads could
limit collateral damage.
As F/A-22s become operational, US spearhead force capabilities will improve, but a
threat to forward-based (land or sea) forces
from enemy missiles will still exist. The global
strike task force concept will provide a capa
bility to mitigate the initial antiaccess missile
threat by using long-range and stealthy preci
sion attack to suppress initial missile threats.
The F/A-22 will be extremely valuable in an
attack-operations role as part of a spearhead
force performing counterair missions, includ
ing attack operations. It will permit daylight,
precision, stealthy strikes in conjunction with
significant ISR assets throughout a timephased deployment.
Second, the Air Force can improve how it
conducts attack operations in the near term
by advancing attack operations, time-sensitive
targeting, C2, ISR capabilities, and Air Force
doctrine. A principal reason that Air Force
philosophy exceeds joint doctrine is that attack operations overlap numerous missions
imbedded in Air Force doctrine. In addition,
the Air Force has considerable experience
with attack operations, time-sensitive targeting,
and the fusion of surveillance and reconnais
sance data through an air operations center,
as well as using C2 and disparate platforms and
weapons in offensive action. Unfortunately, nu
merous offices on several staffs contribute to
the attack-operations/time-sensitive-targeting
picture, which may create difficulties in coor
dinating a unified message to present to
JTAMDO and MDA in programming and doctrine deliberations.
In view of DOD’s determination to create
effective, multilayered missile defenses to
counter WMDs, a logical step for the Air Force
is to focus on improving attack operations,
including time-sensitive-targeting equipment,
procedures, and training. More investment in
C2, time-sensitive targeting, and the develop
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ment of air operations centers will further the
effectiveness of attack operations and thus
provide a better first layer of missile defense.
Attack operations should also be integrated
and defined, just as its doctrinal theory should
be more definitively stated in core Air Force
doctrine documents. This effort may provide
weight to arguments that MDA should provide
additional funding for Air Force–sponsored
efforts in joint-attack operations.
Finally, joint doctrine should consistently re
flect the fact that attack operations are offen
sive missions, although they may be executed
in the context of a proactive defense. The cen
tral concept should be that missile defense—or
antimissile/counter-WMD missions—include
offensive, defensive, and C2 activities, all of
which have implications for interdiction and
strategic attack. Clearly, attack operations are
not strictly a “defensive” activity. In fact, the
decision to attack enemy assets in enemy terri
tory is an inherently offensive operation, and
in the case of WMDs, attack operations leverage both deterrence and destruction.60
Attack operations require joint-doctrinal
consistency. Joint doctrine states that the joint
force commander (JFC) will typically select
the JFACC to direct attack operations, as well
as support other component commanders in
their attack-operations efforts.61 Resource al
location and target-selection priority must be
negotiated in a joint environment, weighing
long-range threats to the US homeland and
allies with threats to friendly fielded forces or
population centers. Phasing is also a consid
eration, particularly the determination of what
weight of effort attack operations will take in
each phase and how that is coordinated with
point missile-defense systems, such as the Pa
triot; it also includes the balancing of limited
allocations of area defenses, such as the ABL
or ground-based midcourse. These factors,
the command relationships that occur when a
missile threat spans regional commanders’
areas of responsibility, defense of the United
States, and WMDs indicate that changes to
joint doctrine are merited.
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Conclusion
The proliferation of ballistic missiles, antiaccess threats, and WMDs creates new opera
tional and technological challenges for the
United States. In the multilayered missiledefense paradigm, attack operations provide
an essential first layer of missile defense. A
joint attack-operations capability, backed by a
long history of airpower experience with the
mission, provides an effective means to re
duce an enemy’s capabilities through a meas
ured, offensive campaign to remove ballistic
and cruise missiles, long-range threats to the
US homeland, and other antiaccess and time-

sensitive targets. In this strategic and technological environment, efforts made today will
enhance the ability of US forces to conduct
increasingly more effective attack operations.
Furthermore, contemporary, joint organiza
tional changes open a window of opportunity
to revisit doctrinal issues worth discussing. If
properly fostered, attack operations and timesensitive-targeting capabilities will yield an
improved ability to project joint military
power while simultaneously protecting US
troops, allies, and the American homeland—
thus denying future enemies sanctuary or
the leverage provided by WMDs and missiledelivery systems. ■
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more like suppression of enemy air defenses (SEAD) than defensive
counterair. As noted in the XORFS attack-operations road map,
“Because air and space forces are inherently offensive and yield the
best effect when so employed, OCA is often the most effective and
efficient method for achieving the appropriate degree of air supe�
riority. This function consists of operations to destroy, neutralize, disrupt, or
limit enemy air and missile power as close to its source as possible and at a
time and place of our choosing [emphasis in original]. . . . The aircraft
and missile threat may include fixed- and rotary-wing attack aircraft,
reconnaissance aircraft, unmanned aerial vehicles, air-, land-, and
sea-launched cruise missiles, ballistic missiles [emphasis added], and
air-to-surface missiles” (46–47). Gen Ronald R. Fogleman noted
that attack operations are offensive because
pre-emptive precision strikes against point targets and appli
cation of denial weapons will greatly hinder near-term enemy
TBM activity. Meanwhile, lethal precision attacks against the
TBM support tail will undercut the enemy’s ability to sustain
long-term ballistic missile operations. . . . If the enemy suc
ceeds in launching a mobile TBM, detection of the launch

event will key our attack operations. We will capitalize on the
inputs from overhead and surface sensors, special operations
forces, JSTARS, AWACS, Rivet Joint aircraft, U-2s and un
manned aerial vehicles—uninhabited aerial vehicles. Those
inputs will identify the launch point and cue Air Force and
other service assets for time-critical strikes on the enemy TEL.
See Fogleman, “The Air Force Role in Theater Ballistic Missile
Defense,” remarks delivered to the American Defense Prepared
ness Association/National University Foundation Breakfast Semi
nar Series on Missile Defense, Counter Proliferation, and Arms
Control, Washington, D.C., 16 June 1995.
61. According to JP 3-01.5,
the joint force air component commander (JFACC) plans for
the theater/joint operations area-wide attack operations effort.
The JFACC is also responsible for executing attack operations
outside other components’ areas of operations (AOs). Compo
nent commanders are normally designated as supported com
manders for attack operations inside their AOs [sidebar]. The
JFC will normally assign responsibility for the planning and
execution of JTMD attack operations outside the other compo�
nent commanders’ AOs to the JFACC. Since the location of
these AOs may change with the maneuver of forces or with
changes in JFC guidance, the JFACC should also plan for and
maintain visibility on the theater/joint operations area (JOA)�
wide attack operations effort. This will ensure the JFACC is prepared to support the other component commanders when, for
example, they request JFACC support in conducting JTMD
attack operations within their AOs. Inside their AOs, compo�
nent commanders are normally designated as supported com�
manders for attack operations (emphasis in original) (xi).
See also JP 3-01, II-1: Joint publications affirm that the JFACC is
“normally the supported commander for counterair.”
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Editorial Abstract: Air and space power planning processes have improved over the past decade to provide a more efficient joint capability to joint force commanders. These improvements have caused service
and joint doctrine to evolve and communicate how best to employ air and space power. The authors argue
that combat support (CS) doctrine has not achieved that same clarity. Instead, better integration of CS
and operations planning and command and control (C2) represents a doctrinal growth area that should
receive our focus as we transform the Air Force into an expeditionary, capability-based force. Approach
ing CS doctrine from the same campaign-based planning mind-set as force employment offers the key to
eliminating the ad hoc and inefficient nature of sustaining and supporting Air Force combat power.
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EW COMMAND AND control (C2)
concepts have played a key role in
helping to guide the evolution and
development of recent Air Force
(AF) expeditionary concepts and capabilities.
Doctrine has kept pace with these changes and
helped shape some of the new policies, tech-

nologies, and approaches to planning. Some
concepts have stood the test of time, such as
acting decisively within the enemy observe,
orient, decide, and act (OODA) loop, and are
found in doctrine that is routinely used to
guide air campaign planning activities.1 Other
concepts that have found their way into C2
113
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doctrine include strategic campaign planning
and the operational strategies-to-task framework.2 Even more recently, the concept of
effects-based operations has taken hold in
campaign planning and execution.3 While
doctrine continues to evolve and enable airand-space-expeditionary-force (AEF) projec
tion, more work is needed, specifically in the
area of combat support (CS), where improved
integration of CS capabilities and C2 of critical
resources can better enable campaign plan
ning and proactive decision making.
Joint and AF doctrine defines C2 as the ex
ercise of authority and direction by a properly
designated commander over assigned and at
tached forces in the accomplishment of the
mission. Specifically, C2 includes the battlespace-management process of planning, di
recting, coordinating, and controlling forces
and operations (OPS). Enabling a com
mander to exercise C2 across the range of
military operations involves the integration of
systems, procedures, organizational struc
tures, personnel, equipment, information,
and communications.4
Unfortunately, C2 doctrine for CS is not
fully developed. For instance, C2 of CS is mini
mally addressed in Air Force Doctrine Docu
ment (AFDD) 2, Organization and Employment of
Aerospace Power, and AFDD 2-4, Combat Support.
As a result, procedures for integrating CS con
siderations into operations-planning processes
are not understood by large segments of opera
tions and CS personnel. During recent con
flicts, combatant commanders have employed
ad hoc approaches to cobble together CS op
erational and administrative chains of com
mand, processes, and procedures during con
tingency operations. This ad hoc approach
delays the establishment of CS C2 organizations
like the Air Force Forces (AFFOR) Logistics
Directorate (A-4) and confuses the alignment
of roles and responsibilities between other CS
organizations such as the Air Force Combat
Support Center (CSC) and the CS functional
staffs of the commands providing forces. This
delay and confusion results in campaign plans
being developed with minimal CS inputs. The
time it takes to follow the ad hoc approach to

establish and accomplish CS functions and the
differing approaches that result in each con
tingency operation are not consistent with AEF
goals. This article offers suggestions for the
development of CS C2 doctrine and discusses
how it can improve AF campaign planning
and execution.
Important additions to CS doctrinal concepts
include relating CS process performance, resource levels, and constraints to operationally
meaningful measures and capabilities; estab
lishing CS control parameters and closedloop reporting on CS process performance
with indicators of potential system failures that
could impact mission goals; and identifying
what CS organizations will conduct specific
C2 functions. Changes such as these will
strengthen the capability of the AF C2 system
in terms of the underlying C2 principles and
tenets described in AFDD 2-8, Command and
Control.5 For example, relating CS process per
formance and inventory levels to operational
capability will enable commanders to understand the impact CS decisions might have on
war-fighting capability, thereby providing an en
vironment for more informed decision making.

Defining Doctrine
The evolution of CS doctrine has been
slowed by a lack of understanding about doctrine and its purpose. In 1995, during the early
development stages of AFDD 2-4, working
groups contended with defining CS doctrine
and struggled over the balance between sim
plicity and completeness, determining the
target audience, and ownership of content.6
The environment for codifying CS principles
into doctrine has not significantly changed.
Oftentimes, the relationship between doctrine, concept of operations (CONOPS), in
structions, policies, procedures, and tech
niques is not clearly defined or understood.
To address this, we begin with a definition of
doctrine and a short discussion on the rela
tionship between doctrine and other formal
AF publications.
AFDD 1, Air Force Basic Doctrine, provides
the following definition of doctrine:
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Air and space doctrine is a statement of officially
sanctioned beliefs and war-fighting principles
that describe and guide the proper use of air and
space forces in military operations. Doctrine prepares us for future uncertainties and, combined
with our basic shared core values, provides a com
mon set of understanding on which airmen base
their decisions. Doctrine consists of the funda
mental principles by which military forces
guide their actions in support of the nation’s
objectives.7

AFDD 1 goes on to describe the various
levels of doctrine.
Basic doctrine states the most fundamental and
enduring beliefs that describe and guide the
proper use of air and space forces in military ac
tions. . . . Because of its fundamental and enduring character, basic doctrine provides broad
and continuing guidance on how Air Force
forces are organized and employed.
Operational doctrine, contained in AFDD 2 series
publications, describes more detailed organiza
tion of air and space forces and applies the
principles of basic doctrine to military actions.
Operational doctrine guides the proper em
ployment of air and space forces in the context
of distinct objectives, force capabilities, broad
functional areas and operational environments.
Tactical doctrine describes the proper employ
ment of specific weapons systems individually
or in concert with other weapons systems to ac
complish detailed objectives. . . . Tactical doctrine is codified in Air Force Tactics, Techniques,
and Procedures (AFTTP) 3-series manuals.8

Doctrine is designed to provide a set of
principles to guide the further development of
policy, instructions, procedures, and techniques.
Each level of doctrine should guide thoughts,
actions, and decisions of those charged with
execution. For example, many CS decisions
are concerned with the allocation of resources.
Oftentimes, allocation decisions must be
made when competition for limited critical
resources exists. In this example, operationallevel CS doctrine should provide guidelines
for how those decisions should be made. For
example, allocation of critical resources will be
made based on an operations impact analysis
that considers campaign objectives and Joint
Staff–directed priorities. Associated tactical-
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level doctrine should delineate the process by
which operations-impact analysis is accom
plished. Following our example, a unit’s de
mand for resources will be submitted to the
AFFOR A-4 and include statements of opera
tions impact. AFFOR A-4 staff(s) will review the
request, validate impact statements, and make
allocation decisions when competing demands
are between two or more organizations over
which they have operational control. Otherwise, the request and associated impact state
ments will be forwarded to the Air Staff Com
bat Support Center.
Doctrine for CS is contained in AFDD 2-4,
which “outlines the Air Force perspective on
how best to rapidly deploy and support opera
tional aerospace capabilities.”9 While it addresses the need for a capability to command
and control CS resources, it fails to address how
the core principles of C2 (e.g., unity of com
mand, centralized control—decentralized exe
cution, and informed decision making) apply
in the context of CS. Best practices, such as
the creation of an AFFOR A-4 rear-echelon
function to execute CS reach-back responsi
bilities, were proven effective in Operation
Desert Storm, Operation Noble Anvil, and
Operation Enduring Freedom, but have not
been codified in doctrine.
AFDD 2-4 fails to give CS personnel a
framework in which to think about the art
and science of providing CS. In this absence,
AFDD 2-4 does not point us in the direction
of ensuring CS planning is accomplished as
an integral part of the air campaign plan,
master air attack plan (MAAP), airspace con
trol plan (ACP), and air tasking order (ATO)
development—rather, current doctrine con
tinues our current “reactive” method vice an
integrated, proactive method.

Developing Doctrine for
Command and Control
of Combat Support
The concepts for C2 of CS relate directly to
the mission needs associated with being an
expeditionary force. Those needs and their
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correlating CS C2 requirements are identi
fied in table 1.
Based upon the CS C2 requirements listed
below and previous analyses of best practices,
we developed concepts that could serve as a
basis for modifying Air Force doctrine. The
C2 capability envisioned should
• enable the CS community to quickly esti
mate CS requirements for force-package
options and assess the feasibility of opera
tional and support plans,
• quickly determine beddown capabilities,
facilitate rapid force planning and flow
development, and configure a distribu
tion network to meet employment timelines and resupply needs,
• facilitate execution resupply planning
and monitor performance,
• determine impacts of allocating scarce
resources to various combatant com
manders, and
• indicate when CS performance deviates
from desired state and implement getwell plans.10

Concepts for Future Doctrine—
Principles of C2 for CS
At the strategic and operational levels, doctrine for C2 relates core principles to guide CS
actions and decisions. The principles identi
fied here represent a fundamental shift in the
way CS is viewed, employed, and controlled,
both to the CS community internally and to
the consumers of CS resources externally.
C2 of CS is accomplished through a fundamental
process that integrates operations and CS planning
in a closed-loop environment, providing feedback
on performance and resources. Figure 1 illustrates
the elements of this process, which can be ap
plied through all phases of an operation from
readiness, through deployment, employment,
and sustainment, as well as redeployment and
reconstitution. It centers on integrated opera
tions and CS planning and incorporates activi
ties for continually monitoring performance
and dynamically making adjustments.11
Some elements of the process, in the large
box in figure 1, are accomplished in planning
for operations. It is in this box that opera
tions and CS personnel must share a common
vocabulary. The measures of effectiveness by
which the plan can be assessed must be de
veloped and understood by both operations
and CS planners. Certainly, the integrated

Table 1
CS C2 Functionality Required to Meet Expeditionary Operational Goals
Expeditionary Mission Need

CS C2 Requirements

Rapidly tailor force packages to
• Estimate CS requirements for suitable force-package options; assess
achieve desired operational effects
feasibility of alternative operational and support plans
Deploy rapidly

• Determine forward operating location beddown capabilities for force
packages and facilitate rapid force planning and flow development

Employ quickly

• Configure distribution network rapidly to meet employment timelines and
resupply needs

Shift to sustainment smoothly

• Execute resupply plans and monitor performance

Allocate scarce resources to
where they are needed most

• Determine impacts of resource shortage on users with competing require
ments; prioritize and allocate scarce resources to users

Adapt to changes quickly

• Indicate when CS performance deviates from desired state and implement
get-well plans
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Guidance
Operational
Objectives
CS-driven
trade space
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Develop
Measures of
Effectiveness
(MOE)
Performance
Parameters

Plan
(CS/OPS)

OPS/CS
Plan

Assess
(Capability/
MOEs)

Continue
OPS/CS
Plan

Execute
(OPS)

OPS/CS Plan Shortfalls
OPS/CS Plan Shortfalls

Evaluate
(Execution/MOEs)

Adjust when MOEs are
beyond control parameters

Figure 1. CS C2 Concept Process
plan they develop should be feasible from the
CS standpoint. However, CS inputs should
not only make it supportable, but they should
seek the most efficient and effective approach
for accomplishing the campaign plan. When
a plan is executed, all elements of the process
above are accomplished. A key element of the
process template during planning and execu
tion is the feedback loop that monitors how
well the system is expected to perform (during
planning) or is performing (during execu
tion). That performance is compared to the
predetermined measures of effectiveness and
provides warning of potential system failures.12
It is this feedback loop that enables the CS plan
and infrastructure to be reconfigured as nec
essary to meet dynamic operational require
ments during both planning and execution.
Planning for employment of CS must be effectsbased and operationally relevant. For the CS sys
tem to provide timely feedback to the operators, it must be tightly coupled with operations
planning and execution processes. Feedback
to operations planners should be in the form
of options that will provide the same or better
operational effect yet cost less in CS terms.
The transition to effects-based operations
reflects a desire to be more effective in the

employment of air and space power and a need
to be more efficient in the use of resources.
According to Maj Gen David A. Deptula,
effects-based operations are replacing annihi
lation and attrition as determinants of suc
cess. In previous conflicts where annihilation
and attrition determined success, CS resources
were critical.13 With effects-based operations,
where airpower is employed deliberately and
orchestrated to achieve specific and precise
target kills, CS must be tailored and strategi
cally employed to enable the desired opera
tional effects. Rather than stockpiling available munitions at forward operating locations
and distributing aircraft parts based on a
replacement-in-kind basis, munitions and
parts must be allocated with the objectives of
ensuring that specific weapons systems are
mission capable and certain high-demand, lowdensity munitions are available when needed
for a critical mission.
To enable effects-based operations, CS
must be applied using effects-based principles.
In the past, CS planning was reactive, taking
an operations plan and deriving CS tasks to ex
ecute the plan. This approach often resulted in
an unnecessary agglomeration of CS resources
to assure success or a delayed determination
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figured, allocated, and used to accomplish mis
sion objectives. Using the closed-loop process
defined in figure 1, CS capabilities must be in
tegrated with operations and translated to
operational output throughout the entire plan
ning process. Figure 2 examines this concept
in relation to the operations planning cycle for
employment of air and space forces.14
The planning activities reflected in figure 2
occur across the spectrum of operations. Dur
ing day-to-day operations, planning supports

that logistics constraints rendered the opera
tion plan unfeasible. In the current environ
ment of constrained resources and frequent
quick-response operations, neither of these
planning results is acceptable. It is no longer
sufficient to let CS inputs to operational plan
ning be limited to statements of available in
ventories (e.g., numbers of bombs, gallons of
fuel, available transportation, etc.). Rather
than simply list available resources, CS plan
ning must describe how resources will be con-

Joint Force
Air Component Commander
(JFACC)
Guidance
Operations/
Combat Support
Assessment

Guidance

CS-driven
trade space

Joint Air Operations Plan
(JAOP)
(CS CONOPS)
Joint Integrated
Prioritized Target List
Develop
(JIPTL)
Measures of
Effectiveness
(CS Configuration)
(MOE)
Performance
Parameters

Plan
(CS/OPS)

OPS/CS
Plan

Assess
(Capability/
MOEs)

Continue
OPS/CS
Plan

Execute
(OPS)

OPS/CS Plan Shortfalls
OPS/CS Plan Shortfalls

Direct and
Redirect ATO
Execution

Strategy,
Guidance,
Apportionment,
and
Targeting

Evaluate
(Execution/MOEs)

Adjust when MOEs are
beyond control parameters

ATO/ACO
(CS Status
Report)

MAAP
(CS Tasks/
Priorities)

Master
Air Attack
Plan
(MAAP)

ATO/ACO and
Development
and Production

Figure 2. Operations/CS Integrated Planning (From James A. Leftwich et al., Supporting
Expeditionary Aerospace Forces: An Operational Architecture for Combat Support Execution
Planning and Control, RAND Report MR-1536-AF [Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND, 2002])
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programmed flying hours to achieve training
objectives and prepare for combat. Planning
products are flying schedules and air campaign
plans for the operators, and for CS, depot
maintenance repair plans, spares allocation
plans, and war reserve materiel distribution to
support the flying program and air campaign
plans. On the installation support side, plan
ning products center on infrastructure opera
tion and maintenance, utility operations, and
personnel service activities like billeting and
dining. During wartime or contingency opera
tions, combat execution is prepared in the cri
sis action planning process, with similar prod
ucts and plans produced in a time-compressed
environment. For both peacetime and wartime
planning, the focus of CS should be produc
tion of installation support and sorties.
From readiness through redeployment and
reconstitution, the core process remains the
same, but individual information flows vary, and
plans and assessments become more refined
through each phase. For example, theaterand unit-capability assessments are first accom
plished in peacetime and then continue to be
constantly performed. The assessment results
feed the budgeting and planning processes to
allocate funds to programs and redistribute
other resources as required for the AF to
fulfill its Defense Planning Guidance responsi
bilities. In this example, the assessment results
are at a global level and will be used to make
strategic resource-allocation decisions. As a
world situation develops, the relationship between CS and OPS capabilities feeds into the
crisis action planning process and contributes
to the development of a suitable course of
action (COA). Based on new information
(e.g., refined operations requirements, known
threats, better-known theater capabilities),
assessments are reaccomplished, the CS plan
is refined, and infrastructure configured as
necessary to support a new COA. As a result
of the COA and these CS configuration ac
tions, the relationship of CS capabilities to
operations capabilities is again refined to
feed into the development of the joint air
operations plan (JAOP), MAAP, and eventu
ally the ATO. The assessment capabilities and
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feedback loop enable iterative planning with
operations.
Control of the CS battle space will be accomplished
proactively to enable robust and efficient support for
operations alternatives. As with the operations
community, CS personnel must be able to
quickly recognize, shape, and control their
battle space. The CS battle space is multidimensional. As seen in figure 3, it exists within
the air operations center; at beddown locations,
continental United States (CONUS) support
locations (CSL), forward support locations
(FSL), and depots; and within the distribution
network. Once combat operations commence,
the CS battle space must be regulated to ensure
continued support for dynamic operations.
The C2 system controlling the CS battle space
must monitor actual CS performance against
planned performance. The performance pa
rameters and measures of effectiveness estab
lished during execution planning should provide advance warning of potential system
failure. When CS performance diverges from
the desired level (because of changes in CS
performance or operational objectives), the
system must be able to detect the change,
modify the original plan, develop a get-well
plan, and reassess the modified plan’s feasi
bility. As discussed earlier, plan feasibility is as
sessed continuously and iteratively until it is de
termined that the modified plan will be able
to support the operation. Operations-focused
metrics of CS capabilities can provide warning
of a pending inability to meet operational re
quirements. Key decision measures, such as the
mission cost of CS performance shortfalls and
CS cost of accomplishing mission objectives,
should provide analysis to support operations/
CS trade-off decisions. The analytical ability
to look ahead must address the long-range
impact of near-term decisions from both an
operations and a CS perspective. As the sys
tem monitors the performance of key CS de
mand indicators, it must recognize and notify
decision makers when those indicators and
CS measures are beyond planned thresholds
and then facilitate the necessary planning to
get well. When early warning of an impend
ing failure to support operational requirements
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Figure 3. The Combat Support Battle Space

is received, the system should be able to drill
down to the element or infrastructure compo
nent that is contributing to the general failure.
While the CS battle space is being monitored at
the higher level against key operational meas
ures, the lower levels are monitoring the per
formance of component processes against the
planning parameters and thresholds estab
lished during execution planning.

Concepts for Future Doctrine—
Organizing to Command and
Control Combat Support
To improve the performance of the existing
process and make the necessary changes to
implement the fundamental concepts and
principles described above, modifications must
be made to organizational responsibilities. Just
as the principles for C2 of CS must be codified
in doctrine, so too must the policy, training,
and organizational architecture that will en-

able and execute CS C2. Gen John P. Jumper,
Air Force chief of staff, put it simply:
Just as important to the expeditionary culture is
the fundamental understanding that we orga
nize, deploy, and employ using organizational
principles based on doctrine, not ad hoc com
mand arrangements. . . . In most cases we don’t
even notice doctrinal negligence because our
airmen are such superb operators—we’ll get
the job done even in a lousy organization. We
need to fix this for them. . . . Write it down and
publish it.15

The following concepts can guide future doctrine development on C2 organizational re
sponsibilities for CS.
The alignment of C2 responsibilities must be
clearly defined and assigned to standard CS nodes.
Table 2 reflects the roles and responsibilities of
the organizational nodes in an organizational
template for CS.16
This node template is a key element of the
C2 operational architecture for CS. Specific
organizations will be designated to fulfill the
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Table 2
Combat Support’s Command and Control Nodes and Responsibilities
CS C2 Node

Roles and Responsibilities

Air Force
Air Force Combat Support
Center

• Monitor operations
• Represent Air Force CS interest to Joint Staff

Global Integration Center
(GIC)

• Perform integrated weapon-system assessments
• Assess or provide critical resource supply/demand arbitration across AFFORs

AFFOR
Air Operations Center (AOC)
CS Element

• Provide JAOP/MAAP/ATO production support

AFFOR A-4 Staff

• Perform site surveys and beddown planning
• Act as liaison with AOC CS Element

Operations Support Center
(OSC)
(Theater or Regional)

• Perform mission/sortie capability assessments
• Provide beddown/infrastructure assessment
• Provide or assess Air and Space Expeditionary Task Force (AETF)
force-structure support requirements
• Provide supply/demand arbitration within AETF among AEFs/bases
• Monitor theater distribution requirements planning
• Perform force-closure analysis
• Liaison with air mobility division in AOC
• Act as liaison with theater US Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) node

Deployed Units
Wing Operations Center
(WOC)

• Disseminate unit tasking
• Report unit status

CSC

• Monitor and report performance and inventory status

Supporting Commands (Force and Sustainment Providers)
Logistics Readiness
• Monitor unit deployments
Center/CSC
• Allocate resources to resolve deploying unit shortfalls
Deploying Units
WOC
Deployment Control Center
(DCC)

• Report unit status
• Disseminate unit tasking
• Plan and execute wing deployment
• Report status of deployment

Commodity Inventory Control Points (ICP)
Munitions; Spares; Petroleum, • Monitor resource levels
Oils, and Lubricants; Bare• Perform depot/contractor capability assessments
Base Equipment; Rations;
• Work with the GIC to allocate resources according to theater and global priorities
Medical Materiel; etc.
Sources of Supply (Depots, Commercial Suppliers, etc.)
Command Centers
• Monitor production, performance, and report capacity
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responsibilities of each of the nodes. The tem
plate allows for variations in organization as
signments by theater, while retaining standard
“grouped” responsibilities. It may serve as a
guide to configure the C2 infrastructure that is
based on the current requirements. Along
with the template, having standing CS C2
nodes that operate in both peacetime and
wartime can also ease the transition from daily
to higher-intensity operations and allow us to
train the way we intend to fight.
Standing organizations will execute CS C2. In
the past, organization structures were estab
lished and responsibilities assigned at the start
of a conflict. Responding globally to continu
ing threats places new demands on CS C2.
First, continuing operations tempo is such that
organizations seldom completely finish pro
viding support after a contingency operation
winds down, but instead, they transfer their
focus from one conflict to another. Second, CS
resources are continually consumed and reconstituted during and between contingencies.
Many times, demands outpace supply, driving
reallocation of resources from one theater to
another in order to meet the most urgent de
mand. This requires a streamlined ability to ar
bitrate, allocate, and relocate these resources
across and amongst the competing areas of re
sponsibility (AOR). To accomplish the arbitra
tion function, CS resource assessments and al
location management tasks need to be assigned
to permanent organizational nodes dedicated
to resource monitoring, prioritization, and reconfiguration. An integration function for all
CS resource management will facilitate the incorporation of relevant resource data into ca
pability assessments and raise the visibility and
importance of these assessments in the eyes of
the operational community.
To coordinate resource-level management,
the operations support center (OSC) will act
as a regional hub for monitoring, prioritizing,
and allocating theater-level CS resources and
be responsible for mission support, base infra
structure support, and establishing movement
requirements within the theater.17 The OSC
will be the theater integrator for commodities
managed by inventory control points (ICP)

discussed below. To be effective, the OSC must
have complete visibility of theater resources
and the authority to reconfigure these resources. It should receive commodity-specific
information from commodity inventory man
agers, perform integrated capability assess
ments of the base and sortie production, and
report those capabilities to the CS personnel
supporting air campaign plan/MAAP/ATO
production in the AOC. In this role, it will be
able to make informed resource-allocation de
cisions when there are competing demands
for resources within the theater. Finally, it
must work closely with the joint forces com
munity to assure that resources are allocated
in accordance with global priorities. To do this,
it must be capable of providing impact analysis
to justify demands for critical resources in
competition with other theaters. Just as prescribed in AFDD 2-8, the OSC could perform
a reach-back function.18 It could incorporate
mission, base infrastructure, and movement
capability assessments into operational plans
and support the deployed AFFOR A-4 staff
during a contingency, which would minimize
the number of personnel required to deploy
forward. It would also alleviate problems asso
ciated with an undermanned numbered air
force staff currently trying to perform the
functions listed above, in addition to their
roles under the unified command structure.
Commodity inventory managers called
ICPs should be responsible for the manage
ment of supplying needed resources to the
major commands (MAJCOM) and deployed
forces. This is essential for the management
and distribution of critical resources. For example, spares management should be accom
plished, along weapon-system lines, by an ICP
run by AF Materiel Command (AFMC). This
existing AFMC C2 node would operate spares
management along the continuum of opera
tions, having immediate access to both the
data and analytical tools needed to exercise
capability assessments and manage distribu
tion of resources to the MAJCOMs and the
aters. The ICP would normally take direction
from the OSCs; however, when demand ex
ceeds supply, a neutral integrator at the Air
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Force level, called the global integration cen
ter (GIC), will provide the necessary direction.
The GIC could be a virtual organization with
cells at ACC, AMC, and SPACECOM. The
spares ICP will be responsible for monitoring
resource inventory levels, locations, and move
ment information, and use these data to as
sess contractor and depot capabilities to meet
throughput requirements. The GIC would
conduct weapon-system operational capability
assessments and coordinate with the joint
community and theater OSCs to prioritize
and allocate resources in accordance with
theater and global priorities. The integrated
assessments can support allocation decisions
when multiple theaters are competing for the
same resources and can serve as the AF voice
to the Joint Staff when arbitration across ser
vices is required. In light of the global nature
of AEFs and US commitments, other com
modities should be considered for manage
ment in the same manner.
At both the OSCs and the GIC, individual
resource prioritization will be guided by a
common set of rules: given a required opera
tional capability, the OSC will calculate the
CS resources needed to meet it. When there
are multiple ways to achieve the same goals,
this will be considered in resource prioritiza
tion. Resources will then be assessed and allo
cated to meet the operational capability re
quirements set at higher levels (e.g., the JCS,
The National Security Strategy of the United States,
Defense Planning Guidance). The allocation of
these resources will be based on operational
capability, rather than on an individual com
modity basis.
Based on these assessments and alloca
tions, the ICPs will direct purchases, repair
operations, and the distribution of compo
nents and spares; the ICPs will then interface
with combatant commanders and the joint
community to direct the distribution of resources among theaters and coordinate in
tertheater airlift. Theater OSCs will provide
advice about infrastructure capabilities, needed
resources to implement plans, and the conse
quences of not improving capabilities. Then
the theater joint command can prioritize needs
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and advise the Joint Staff and others of theater
capabilities and issues. Ongoing capability as
sessments generated by the GIC and OSCs will
be incorporated into a theater’s operational
planning processes that are executed by com
bat support liaisons in the AOC.
This organizational structure and compan
ion processes outlined above offer three im
portant strengths. First, they enable planners
to use theater and global priorities and capa
bility estimates (based on operational capa
bility assessments) to allocate resources. This
enables a more informed distribution of CS
capabilities, allows the movement of resources
in a predictive way before requests are made,
and reduces the distress of filling emergency
requests. Second, this structure considers the
complete spectrum of CS resources. Each resource influences operational capability in
some way, and hence must be prioritized and
allocated in conjunction with the others. By
codifying CS capability assessments, capability
becomes a commodity, which can be managed
like any other, with a single set of decision
makers. While this management is ultimately
broken down into the movement of individ
ual resources, these resources are not managed individually, but rather in an integrated
manner. Third, by establishing nodes to perform designated tasks, this structure is a con
sistent framework for decision making
throughout all phases of operations. Because
the standing nodes are devoted to the moni
toring, prioritization, and reconfiguration of
all CS resources, they are equally capable of
addressing long-term weapon-system develop
ment considerations, peacetime training, or
crisis-action planning and execution.
Although these responsibilities can be performed by different organizations in different
theaters, the grouping of the tasks, the infor
mation required to complete them, and the
products resulting from each task should not
change from one theater to the next. Predefin
ing the organizations to perform each task will
ensure ownership of tasks, clear lines of com
munication, and a smoother transition as the
level of operations expands and contracts.
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Summary
With AEFs the Air Force has fundamen
tally changed the way it presents forces. However, that creates significant new challenges to
the current CS structure. To meet the AEF’s
stated objectives, the CS community has un
dertaken the challenge to completely reexam
ine its current support system. Since the AEF
is the “way” the Air Force has structured itself
to conduct operations and since doctrine rep
resents the “how,” then appropriate CS doctrine must be developed that reflects the ex
peditionary mind-set and provides the
appropriate guidelines. Evolving Air Force doctrine that incorporates the guiding C2 of CS
principles highlighted in this article can be
the necessary catalyst to enhance CS training,
education, information systems, and decisionsupport tools. That doctrine should empha
size the importance of the C2 for CS, describe

the basic objectives, functions, and activities
of a CS C2 system, and define organizations
to perform these functions and activities.
Once Air Force doctrine has guiding prin
ciples in place that describe C2 of CS, current
processes can be revised to integrate Air Force
CS and operations planning. Resources can
then be allocated according to required capa
bilities and, with the creation of closed-loop
planning and execution functions, better and
more informed plans can be created. This revised process will enhance combatant com
mand and Joint Staff–level planning.
Existing C2 organizations, each with their
well-defined responsibilities, information
flows, and clear chains of communication,
are best positioned to facilitate CS planning
and execution processes. The combination
of these guiding principles and organiza
tional structure will ultimately provide the
means for effects-based CS. ■
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